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SYN+AIR
SYNERGIES BETWEEN TRANSPORT MODES AND AIR TRANSPORTATION

This deliverable D4.2 is part of a project that has received funding from the SESAR Joint Undertaking
under grant agreement No 894116 under European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation
programme.

Abstract
The present document is the outcome of Task 4.2, that deals with the impact of the non-coordination
in the multimodal travel chain. The deliverable D4.2 determine a travel demand model for users’ habit
analysis given various multimodal chain scenarios and executes a sensitivity analysis that will
determine the impact of non-coordination in the multimodal travel chain. For that purpose, we firstly
investigated the literature review related to the identification of the network management strategies
for the various travel modes analysed in multimodal chain scenario (i.e., air, rail, maritime, road
transportation). Afterwards, we defined travel demand model for users’ habit analysis through the
Binary and Multinomial Logistic Regression that were able to identify the main factors and criteria that
needs to be managed for providing coordinated multimodal transportation service. Finally, we
executed sensitivity analysis which determinates the macro-statistics and the impact of the most
important factors, “reliability” and “waiting time”, in the multimodal travel chain.
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1 Introduction
The deliverable D4.2, titled as the “Report on Network Sensitivity Analysis”, is produced as the output
of the task T4.2, named as “Analysis of modal networks management and operations”, that deals with
the impact of coordination and non-coordination in the multimodal travel chain. In specific, the
deliverable D4.2 aims at determining a travel demand model for users’ habit analysis given various
multimodal chain scenarios (from the SYN+AIR survey in task T3.1) and execute a sensitivity analysis
that will determine the impact of non-coordination in the multimodal travel chain. In order to achieve
this goal, the execution of the task T4.2 has been followed by the interactions with the tasks T3.1 and
T4.1 in terms of the received inputs, and with the tasks T4.4. and T5.1 in terms of the delivered outputs,
as depicted in Figure 1. These could be achieved through the following objectives and sub-objectives,
described as:
1. Identification of the Network Management Strategy per transportation mode by focusing on:
● Literature review
o Research literature, analyse SESAR projects and other studies related to air
transportation
o Research literature, analyse different projects and other studies related to (Public
Transport (PT), MaaS (Mobility-as-a-Service) and DRT (Demand Responsive Transport)
in road transportation
o Research literature, analyse different projects and other studies involved in Rail and
Maritime transport.
● Interaction with T4.1, named as “Analysis of planning and operational activities of TSPs” to
capture specific TSPs activities will be used in T4.2 for defining transportation network
management given various transportation modes
2. Identification of the travel demand model for users’ habit analysis by the following sub-objectives:
● Capturing the users’ perception through the answers obtained from the executed Syn+Air
survey in task T3.1 based on:
o The descriptive statistics which give insight into the distribution of the answers
collected in the questionnaire
o The main factors that affect the travel mode choice for arriving/departing at/from the
airport in the multimodal travel chain
o The determination of explanatory variables that affect the traveller’s mode choice for
arriving/departing to/from the airport
o K-means clustering and analysing how the difference between the age groups
(clusters) can influence the travel mode choice
o Correlation analyses for determining the meaningful correlations the main factors that
affect the travel mode choice
● Descriptive statistical analysis on mode choice behaviour data by using:
o Binary Logistic Regression
o Multinomial Regression
3. Statistical analysis by the following sub-objectives:
● Analysing the estimated factors given by T3.1 in term of sensitivity.
● Identifying macro-statistics to assess the effect of non-coordination on network
● Identifying MaaS solution to cope with non-coordination of transport supply.
Page I 12
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Figure 1. Interaction of T4.2 with other Tasks

1.1 The objectives of D4.2
The first objective of D4.2 is to provide the literature research by analysing projects and other studies
related to Network Management Strategies (NMS) involved in air, rail, maritime, and road
transportation (PT, MaaS, and DRT). The provided literature research gives insight into network
management strategies by focusing on the main activities, operations, and services that needs to be
managed by each coordinator of the analysed transportation modes. According to the analysed
literature research in chapter 2 and Apendicies (A, B, C, D), we were able to identify the main factors
and criteria that needs to be managed for providing coordinated multimodal transportation system,
by focusing on:
● The key actors and stakeholders in air, rail, maritime and road traffic management
Page I 13
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●

Description of the best practices related to the implementation of the road network
management strategies in PT, MaaS, and DRT
● Description of the services, activities, and operations of the traffic management systems
involved in air, rail, maritime and road transportation
● The identification of the main point for improving travel and passengers’ mobility service
Considering literature review related to air, rail, maritime, and road transportation NMS, the second
objective was to develop a demand model by focusing on the users’ habit analysis and expectations
through the responses obtained from the Syn+Air T3.1 survey. The description of the travel demand
model is reported in chapter 3, and some of the main findings are summarised as:
● The car mode choice (Car (someone drops me off/picks me up)) is the most preferred choice
among all age groups;
● Reliability of the transport service is the factor that affects the most travellers’ mode choice
behaviour when traveling to/from the airport;
● According to Logistic Regressions the most important factors that influence the mode choice
are waiting time and reliability.
The third and the final objective reported in chapter 4 is to perform a sensitivity analysis according to
the given travel demand model, in terms of the situations and factors that needs to be managed for
providing coordinated multimodal service. In this chapter we carried out the sensitivity analysis by
analysing travel mode choice behaviour (across the four countries involved in the Syn+Air survey) and
estimating the effects of some Likert scale factors such as: i) waiting time; ii) reliability; iii) travel time;
iv) travel costs. Since we observed from the results of the travel demand model that the “waiting time”
and “reliability” are the factors that influence the most the travel mode choice, we stressed out the
impact of these factors in the sensitivity analysis. Accordingly, the importance of these factors results
in more frequent choice of car (as passengers or drivers) in the case of the non-coordination among
TSPs.
Nevertheless, the results from T4.2 will be used in task T4.4 for understanding the impact of nonsharing data and how this would change the planning activities, as well as in task T5.1 for
understanding the impact of non-coordination on network dynamics.

1.2 Terminology and Acronyms
Table 1. Terminology and Acronyms

Term

Term

ANSPs

Air Navigation Service Providers

ATC

Air Traffic Control

ATFM

Air Traffic Flow Management

ATM

Air Traffic Management

ATS

Air Traffic Service

AUs

Airspace users

AID

Automatic Incident Detection
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ANPR

Automatic Number-plate Recognition

AVL

Automatic Vehicle Identification

BTR

Bus Rapid Transport

CDM

Collaborative Decision-Making

CDR

Conflict Detection and Resolution

CCDR

Connection Conflict Detection and Resolution

DRT

Demand Responsive Transport

ECDIS

Electronic Chart Display and Information System

ERTMS

European Railway Traffic Management System

ETCS

European Train Control System

FMP

Flow management position

FMU

Flow management unit

GSM-R

Global System for Mobile Communications - Railways

GDP

Ground delay programme

GSt

Ground stop

INS

Information Service

ITS

Intelligent Transportation System

ICAO

International Civil Aviation Organization

IMO

International Maritime Organization

MTM

Maritime traffic management

MIT

Miles In Trail

MDIs

Minimum departure intervals

MINIT

Minutes in trail

MaaS

Mobility-as-a-Service

NAS

Navigational advice and assistance

NTM

Network and Traffic Management

ODST

Operational Decision Support Tools
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PMM

Perturbation Management Module

PT

Public Transport

RCC

Rescue Coordination Centers

RTM

Road traffic management

SES

Single European Sky

SMS

Safety Management System

STCC

Sea Traffic Coordination Center

STM

Sea Traffic Management

TM

Traffic Management

TOS

Traffic organisation services

TSM

Traffic State Monitoring

TSPs

Transportation Service Providers

VTS

Vessel Traffic Service
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2 Identification of network management
strategy per transportation mode
This chapter deals with the identification of Network Management Strategies (NMS) considering the
relevant research literature, projects and best practices related to transportation modes, i.e., the air,
rail, maritime and road (MaaS, PT, DRT) transportation.
Network and Traffic Management (NTM) involves the data sharing between traffic managers and
optimization of all processes considering the network's traffic parameters e.g., traffic flow, speed,
choice of route, etc. Some of the segments that influence NTM systems from the transportation costoptimisation point of view are e.g., the development of new transportation services, facilities,
infrastructure, as well as the introduction of novel vehicle’s technologies. In addition, the efficient
implementation and coordination of all NTM systems could lead to the significant improvements
regarding safety, security, transportation operations, and performance of the multimodal transport
mobility, as well as the passengers’ experience. Therefore, some of the main activities and operations
that influence travel service performances are travel costs and travel time optimisation as well as the
reliability of mobility service, which consequently requires the management of vehicle capacity, traffic
jams, pollution, lack of real-time information, coordination, passenger comfort, accessibility, etc. [1].
Consequently, the objective of this chapter is to identify NMS of transportation modes by focusing on
the main operational activities relevant to transport network management, i.e., who are the managers
and coordinators for each transportation mode, and what are the tasks that need to be considered
and managed. In specific, the identification of NMS is related to:
● Air Traffic Flow Management (ATFM) by focusing on the objectives and benefits of ATFM, the
elements of ATFM service and ATFM phases, the roles of stakeholders in an ATFM service, etc.
● Road traffic management by focusing on the main actors and coordinators in MaaS, PT, and
DRT, as well as the network management strategies considering strategical, tactical and pretactical planning periods in PT, MaaS and DRT.
● Sea Traffic Management (STM) by focusing on the description of actors in maritime traffic
domain, the main services provided by STM
● European Railway Traffic Management System (ERTMS) by focusing on the description of
automatic railway traffic control systems, types of traffic management, etc
These sections are reported in four Appendices (A, B, C and D).
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3 Travel demand model for users’ behaviour
analysis
In this chapter, we provided several analyses that determine the users’ perspective for making
multimodal choices in their travel. The analysis is based on the data collected from the disseminated
SYN+AIR survey in task T3.1 of WP3. Based on those data, we determine explanatory variables that
affect the traveller’s mode choice for arriving/departing to/from the airport. Further, those data are
analysed in order to identify and understand the main travel attributes that determine their travel
behaviour. Consequently, the main parts of chapter 3 are dedicated to:
1. Descriptive statistics of the main questions relevant to the travel mode choice analysis from
T3.1 survey
2. Cluster analysis of personas considering the travel mode choice
3. Correlation analyses of the main questions relevant to the travel mode choice analysis
4. Binary Logistic Regression for obtaining the results of the comparison between private and
public modes
5. Multinomial Logistic Regression for obtaining the results of the comparison between various
analysed travel mode choices
Firstly, we provided the descriptive statistics which give insight into the distribution of the answers
collected in the questionnaire. In particular, after a data analysis, we determined and focused on the
main questions relevant to travel mode choice analysis, and therefore, we reported the percentage of
the answers for the total of 2199 participants in the T3.1 survey.
Secondly, we described the outcomes of the cluster analysis of personas in terms of travel mode
choice, and we match them with the possible personas defined in T3.1 (see D3.3). According to these
results, we can have insight in the findings, given as follows:
●
●
●

How the difference between the age groups can influence the travel mode choice?
What is the importance of factors, and how much investigated factors affect the travel mode
choice decision?
What is the most important factor when deciding which mode to use to travel to/from the
airport?

Thirdly, we performed correlation analyses, to determine the meaningful correlations between
variables regarding the mode choice in Question 7, as well as in the Scenario A (Bus or Train), Scenario
B (Car or Train), and Scenario C (Train or Plane) in the T3.1 survey.
Finally, in subsection 3.5 we provided the results of the travel demand model for users’ behaviour
analysis by focusing on the main questions and results that came out from the description, correlation,
and cluster analysis. In specific, we provided the results of the statistical analysis regarding the mode
choice behaviour by using Binary and Multinomial Logistic Regression. The main finding of the logistics
regressions indicates that the most important factors that influence the more choice are “waiting”
time and “reliability”. The discussion of the results and main findings of the travel demand model is
reported in chapter 5.
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3.1 The main objective of the travel demand model for users’
behaviour analysis
The main goal of this chapter, elaborated in subsection 3.5, is to provide the travel demand model for
users’ habits analysis considering the impact of multimodal choice alternatives. In specific, the main
objective is to analyse the impact of multimodal travel choice, from users’ perspective, for
arriving/departing at/from the airport. Moreover, for making such decision, the main (i.e., useful)
questions that may arise are:
i)
ii)

Which travel mode choices are available when making such decision;
What are the factors that affect travel mode choice?

For determining the influence of these questions and determining explanatory variables that affects
the traveller's choice in their trips to/from airport, our analysis was based on the disseminated T3.1
survey, where we focused on:
●

Question 7 (If all of the following transport modes are available, which one would you choose
to travel to/from the airport?)

●

Question 17 (How much do the following factors influence your choice of mode when
travelling to and from the airport?)

The structure of the Question 7 and Question 17 in the disseminated SYN+AIR survey is reported in
Table 2. However, in the case of the Question 17, we focused on the main four, among the nine factors
(i.e., waiting time, travel time, travel costs, reliability, security, weather, crowdedness, trip purpose,
familiarity of the city), that have a major effect on travellers’ choice, such as:
●
●
●
●
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Table 2. The structure of the Question 7 and Question 17 in the T3.1 survey
Question 7

Question 17

(If all the following transport modes
are available, which one would you
choose to travel to/from the airport?)

(How much do the following factors influence your choice
of mode when travelling to and from the airport)

Bus

Waiting Time
(e.g., waiting for the train at the platform)

Car (park at/near the airport)

Travel Time
(e.g., time spend in the bus)

Car (someone drops me off/picks me
up)
Combination of modes (e.g., bus &
train)

Travel Cost
(e.g., total cost of a bus ticket)
Reliability
(e.g., whether your bus may be delayed or stuck in traffic)

Metro
Other
Taxi
(or ridesharing services like Uber or
Lyft)
Train

For determining the effects of these questions (Question 7 and Question 17) on the travellers’ mode
choice, we performed the statistical analysis using the following models:
●
●

Binary Logistic Regression
Multinomial Logistic Regression

In Binary Logistic Regression, we described the outcome of the comparison between private (i.e., Car
(park at/near the airport), Car (someone drops me off/picks me up)) modes, and public modes (i.e.,
Bus, Metro, Other, Taxi, Train).
On the other hand, in Multinomial Logistic Regression, we provided the comparison among the mode
choices by distinguishing three cases:
•
•
•
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Since in Case C we faced with unbalanced sample of the responses in Question 7 regarding the choice
of transportation modes, we performed resampling technique in which, from the initial database of
2199 responses, we randomly selected 111 responses for five travel mode choice alternatives (i.e., Car
(park at/near the airport), Car (someone drops me off/picks me up), Combination of modes,
Train/Metro/Bus, and Taxi) which corresponds to total of 555 answers. In this case, we extracted 111
replies of each transportation mode to match with the 111 responses collected for “Combination of
modes” alternative.
Therefore, the report is organized as follows. In the second section 3.2, we reported the findings of the
descriptive analysis. The third section 3.3 is related to the results of the cluster analysis, while in the
fourth section 3.4, we reported the results of the meaningful correlations between analysed variables.
In the fifth section 3.5, the results of the Binary Logistic Regression and the Multinomial Logistic
Regression are given.

3.2 Descriptive statistics
In this section we focused on the descriptive analysis of the questions in T3.1 survey, in which we
collected the total of 2199 answers from four countries (Spain, Italy, Serbia and Greece). From the 29
questions in the survey, we collected the socio-demographic information about the travellers (i.e.,
gender, age, average salary), the information about the habits, purpose, frequency, the factors that
influence the choice travel mode alternative and the provided scenarios regarding the combination of
travel modes. The more detailed information related to complete descriptive statistics of the T3.1
survey are described in deliverable T3.1.
However, for the purpose of the deliverable D4.2., we focused only on the descriptive statistics relevant
for the travel mode choice analysis.
In particular, we reported the percentage of the answers related to the following questions:
•
•
•
•
•

Question 2 (What is your most common purpose of travel)
Question 7 (If all the following transport modes are available, which one would you choose to
travel to/from the airport?)
Question 17 (How much do the following factors influence your choice of mode when
travelling to and from the airport)
Question 19 (Select your gender)
Question 23 (Select your approximate household income)

Question 2 (What is your most common purpose of travel)
In Figure 2 is shown the results related to the purpose of travel (Question 2). The Figure 2 shows the
percentage of the answers considering “mostly for business”, “only for business”, “mostly leisure”,
“only for leisure” as the purpose of travel, where most of the replies were related to the “mostly for
leisure”, while the minimum number of responses 3.14% was related to “only for business”.
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Figure 2. Percentage of the responses related to the purpose of travel

Question 7 (If all the following transport modes are available, which one would you choose to travel
to/from the airport?)
In Figure 3 is shown the statistical analysis of the Question 7 related to the transportation mode choice
to/from the airport of the respondents in percentage of the answers. According to the Figure 3, most
of the respondents, about 40.11%, selected the “Car (someone drops me off/picks me up)” as a mode
choice. On the other side, the minimum percentage of the answers, i.e. 2.59%, is related to the bus
mode choice.

Figure 3. Percentage of the responses related to the transportation mode selection in Question 7
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Question 17 (How much do the following factors influence your choice of mode when travelling to
and from the airport)
Question 17 is related to the factors which can affect the mode choice to/from airport. According to
Figure 4a, the highest number of responses of 34.88% rated the factor “reliability” in Question 17 as
“more important” than the others when making the mode choice. Almost equal percentage of the
respondents (33.97%) rated this factor as “most important”. Additionally, the factor “travel time” in
Figure 4b, was rated as “important” by the highest number of participants in the SYN+AIR survey, when
selecting the mode of transport. Also, the factor “travel costs” in Figure 4c, was selected to be
“important” when making the mode choice by 39.79% of the respondents. Also, in Figure 4d, the factor
“waiting time” was selected as “important” by 42.20% of respondents when making the mode choice.
Furthermore, in all the cases, less than 10% of the answers rated the factor “reliability”, “travel costs”,
and “waiting time” as “not important”. However, 19.78 % of the participants in the SYN+AIR survey
rated the “travel costs” as “less important” factor when making the travel mode choice, while 17.74%
rated the factor “waiting time” as “less important”.

a)

Figure 4a. Percentage of the responses related to factor of reliability in Question 17

b)

Figure 4b. Percentage of the responses related to factor of travel time in Question 17
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c)

Figure 4c. Percentage of the responses related to factor of travel cost in Question 17

d)

Figure 4d. Percentage of the responses related to factor of waiting time in Question 17

Question 19 (Select your gender)
According to Figure 5 related to Question 19, the response rate of the female participants in the
SYN+AIR survey was 54.43%, while the response rate of the male participants was 44.52%.

Figure 5. Percentage of the responses related to the gender
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Question 23 (Select your approximate household income)
We can observe that most of the participants in the SYN+AIR survey, 61.07%, have an average
household income, while 20.55% of them have high income, as presented in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Percentage of the responses related to the household income

3.3 Cluster analysis
In this section we performed clustering analysis to determine the travel characteristics of personas,
coming from the data collected in the SYN+AIR survey. The main aim of the clustering analysis is to
individuate the answers/participants with similar characteristics within one cluster, different from the
answers/participants in the other clusters. In specific, the clustering analysis was performed through
k-means clustering method in which the number of clusters 𝑘 are known in advance. The
answers/participants for which the distance to the cluster mean is the smallest are assigned to the
cluster 𝑘. Therefore, the objective function of the k-means clustering, is reported as follows [2]:
𝑗

𝐽 = ∑𝑘𝑗=1 ∑𝑛𝑖=1 ‖𝑥𝑖 − 𝑐𝑗 ‖2

∀𝑖 ∈ [1, 𝑛] ∧ ∀𝑗 ∈ [1, 𝑘]

(1)

where,
𝑗

𝑗

‖𝑥𝑖 − 𝑐𝑗 ‖2 is the distance measure between data point 𝑥𝑖 , and the cluster centre 𝑐𝑗 .
For performing the clustering analysis, we focused on the Question 7 (If all of the following transport
modes are available, which one would you choose to travel to/from the airport?), the Question 17
(How much do the following factors influence your choice of mode when travelling to and from the
airport?) and Question 20 (Age) from SYN+AIR survey, where the total number of analysed participants
were 2199. In order to match the age of respondents from Question 20 with personas in D3.1. (i.e.,
the budget traveller in range of 20 years old, the family traveller in the 40s, the short break traveller
in the age of 50s, business traveller in the age of 30s, and the PRM traveller in the age of 25 years old),
we defined the number of analysed clusters as 5. In Σφάλμα! Το αρχείο προέλευσης της αναφοράς
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δεν βρέθηκε., we reported the approximate age groups (see Figure 7) that correspond to five clusters
that are slightly varying in the following cluster analysis.

The clusters
were
obtained
according to
the age
groups:

Age group
from 18 to
28 years
old

Age group
from 29 to
36 years
old

Age group
from 37 to
44 years
old

Age group
from 45 to
54 years
old

Age group
from 55 to
80 years
old

Figure 7. The approximate age groups belonging to the obtained clusters

Therefore, the main idea of k-mean clustering analysis was to identify the groups (clusters) of replies
with similar aspects related to the travel attributes and mode choice preferences that are coherent
with the types of personas in task T3.1.
Also, we transformed the categorical values from Question 7, since the k-means clustering deals with
the numerical values, in order to calculate the measured distance (i.e. mostly used Euclidean distance).
In particular, we transformed categorical values in positive integer numbers that correspond to the
analysed number of travel mode alternatives in Question 7.

3.3.1 Clustering analysis of personas’ travel characteristics
In this section, we describe the outcome of k-means clustering analysis of personas’ travel
characteristics by focusing on Question 7, the Question 17 (in which we investigated the main factors
that influence mode choice such as waiting time, travel time, travel costs, and reliability), and Question
20. Therefore, we reported the results of four cluster analysis, where in each one, we obtained five
different clusters by analysing following questions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Question 20, Question 7, Question 17 (waiting time)
Question 20, Question 7, Question 17 (travel time)
Question 20, Question 7, Question 17 (travel costs
Question 20, Question 7, Question 17 (reliability)

•

Results of the first k-means clustering analysis - Question 7, Question 20, and Question 17
(waiting time)

In Table 3a, we reported the results of the k-means clustering analysis for Question 17, Question 20,
and Question 7 considering the factor “waiting time”. According to the obtained results most of the
participants in the clusters selected “Car (someone drops me off/picks me up)”, and most of them
choose the factor “waiting time” as “important” when making the mode choice.
For example, in the cluster with the largest size (569), most of the participants, belonging to the age
group from 29 to 36 years, preferred “Car (someone drops me off/picks me up)” as a mode choice,
and rated “waiting time” as an “important” factor when deciding which mode to choose to travel
to/from the airport. Also, we can observe that the respondents of age 36 belong to both clusters 3 and
5. In particular, the mode choices of 10 respondents of age 36 in cluster 3 are related to “taxi” and
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“train” mode choice, while the mode choices of 51 respondents of age 36 in cluster 5 are related to all
other travel mode alternatives.
Table 3a. Results of the k-means Clustering for Q7, Q20, and Q17 (waiting time)

Question
20

Question
7

Question
17
(waiting
time)

Total

•

Min. age
Max. age
- Bus
- Car (park
at/near the
airport)
- Car
(someone
drops me
off/picks me
up)
- Combination
of modes (e.g.
bus & train)
- Metro
- Other
- Taxi (or
ridesharing
services like
Uber or Lyft)
- Train
-Not
important
-Less
important
-Important
-More
important
-Most
important
Size of each
cluster

Cluster
1
44
53
3

Cluster
2
54
80
8

Cluster
3
36
43
14

Cluster
4
18
28
19

Cluster
5
29
36
13

60

43

80

53

102

129

86

150

246

271

28

14

25

22

22

100
2

54
0

70
1

70
1

79
1

75

43

76

39

45

28

29

39

23

36

14

20

30

23

31

84

35

81

87

103

199

140

202

222

231

92

58

88

90

119

36

24

54

51

85

425

277

455

473

569

Results of the second k-means clustering analysis - Question 7, Question 20, and Question 17
(travel time)

The results of the k-means clustering analysis for Question 17, Question 20, and Question 7 considering
the factor “travel time” in Table 3b are similar as in Table 3a. The highest number of participants in
clusters selected “Car (someone drops me off/picks me up)”, and most of them choose the “waiting
time” as “important” factor when making the mode choice.
In this case, the largest size of participants belongs to the age group from 37 to 44 years (Cluster 1)
with 498 respondents, where the highest number of responses are related to the “Car (someone drops
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me off/picks me up)” mode choice, while most of them selected “travel time” as “important” factor
when making the mode choice.
Table 3b. Results of the k-means Clustering for Q7, Q20, and Q17 (travel time)

Question
20

Question
7

Question
17 (travel
time)

Total

•

Min. age
Max. age
- Bus
- Car (park
at/near the
airport)
- Car
(someone
drops me
off/picks me
up)
- Combination
of modes (e.g.
bus & train)
- Metro
- Other
- Taxi (or
ridesharing
services like
Uber or Lyft)
- Train
-Not
important
-Less
important
-Important
-More
important
-Most
important
Size of each
cluster

Cluster 1
37
44
14

Cluster 2
55
80
7

Cluster 3
29
36
13

Cluster 4
18
28
19

Cluster 5
45
54
4

89

40

102

53

54

169

79

271

246

117

28

13

22

22

26

82
1

50
0

79
1

70
1

92
2

78

38

52

39

71

37

23

39

23

33

24

10

22

17

11

74

35

69

65

63

212

113

223

188

193

131

63

148

121

100

57

29

117

82

32

498

250

579

473

399

Results of the third k-means clustering analysis - Question 7, Question 20, and Question 17
(travel costs)

Also, most of the respondents in the k-means clustering analysis for Question 7, Question 20, and
Question 17 (travel costs), selected “Car (someone drops me off/picks me up)” mode choice and rated
the factor “waiting time” as “important” when making the mode choice.
The largest number of respondents considering the factor “travel costs” as “important” belongs to the
cluster 3 (564) and the age group from 29 to 36 years, in which the significant number of responses
are related to the “Car (someone drops me off/picks me up)” mode choice, as reported in Table 3c.
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Also, in this case, the respondents of age 36 belong to both cluster 1 and 3. In particular, 15
respondents of age 36 with the choice of “Metro”, “Taxi”, and “Train” mode belong to cluster 1. On
the other hand, 138 respondents of age 36 belonging to cluster 3 selected “Bus”, “Car (someone drops
me off/picks me up)”, “Car (park at/near the airport)” and “Combination of modes” alternatives.
Table 3c. Results of the k-means Clustering for Q7, Q20, and Q17 (travel costs)

Question
20

Question
7

Question
17 (travel
costs)

Total

•

Min. age
Max. age
- Bus
- Car (park
at/near the
airport)
- Car
(someone
drops me
off/picks me
up)
- Combination
of modes (e.g.
bus & train)
- Metro
- Other
- Taxi (or
ridesharing
services like
Uber or Lyft)
- Train
-Not
important
-Less
important
-Important
-More
important
-Most
important
Size of each
cluster

Cluster 1
36
43
14

Cluster 2
54
80
8

Cluster 3
29
36
13

Cluster 4
18
28
19

Cluster 5
44
53
3

80

43

102

53

60

150

86

271

246

129

25

14

22

22

28

75
1

54
0

74
1

70
1

100
2

76

43

45

39

75

39

29

36

23

28

25

20

25

19

23

104

65

69

73

124

200

123

216

170

166

85

46

165

109

86

46

23

89

102

26

460

277

564

473

425

Results of the fourth k-means clustering analysis - Question 7, Question 20, and Question 17
(reliability)

However, we can observe that most of the respondents in the k-means clustering analysis for Question
7, Question 20, and Question 17 (reliability), selected “Car (someone drops me off/picks me up)” mode
choice and rated the factor “reliability” as “most important” and “more important” when making the
mode choice.
However, we can observe from Table 3d. that the largest group of participants in clusters 3 (579),
selected “Car (someone drops me off/picks me up)” mode choice, and rated the factor “reliability “as
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the “most important” factor when making travel mode choice. On the other hand, the largest group
of participants in clusters 1, 2 and 5 rated the factor “reliability “as the “more important” when making
travel mode choice.
Table 3d. Results of the k-means Clustering for Q7, Q20, and Q17 (reliability)

Question
20

Question 7

Question
17
(reliability
)

Total

Min. age
Max. age
- Bus
- Car (park
at/near the
airport)
- Car (someone
drops me
off/picks me
up)
- Combination
of modes (e.g.
bus & train)
- Metro
- Other
- Taxi (or
ridesharing
services like
Uber or Lyft)
- Train
-Not important
-Less
important
-Important
-More
important
-Most
important
Size of each
cluster

Cluster 1
37
44
14

Cluster 2
55
80
7

Cluster 3
29
36
13

Cluster 4
18
28
19

Cluster 5
45
54
4

89

40

102

53

54

169

79

271

246

117

28

13

22

22

26

82
1

50
0

79
1

70
1

92
2

78

38

52

39

71

37
5

23
3

39
5

23
4

33
2

19

11

24

22

14

122

75

151

132

96

193

90

180

140

164

159

71

219

175

123

498

250

579

473

399

3.3.1.1 Main findings of personas’ clustering analysis
In this section, we reported the main findings and observations from the results of personas’ clustering
analysis related to the:
•

Travel mode choice selection among different age groups based on the four k-means clustering
analysis

•

The rate of the factors that determine the mode choice among different age groups based on
the four k-means clustering analysis
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3.3.1.1.1 Travel mode choice selection among different age groups
In this section, we analysed the results of four k-means clustering analysis from Table 3a-3d in the
terms of the common characteristics regarding travel mode choice selection among different age
groups. In specific, we harmonised age groups obtained from four cluster analysis (see Figure 7), and
for each age group, we graphically represented the percentage of responses related to the preferred
travel mode (Question 7). Some of the interesting findings, represented in Figure 8a – Figure 8.e, are
described as follows:
●

●
●

●

●
●
●
●

The age group from “18 to 28 years” (Figure 8a) and the age group from “29 to 36 years”
(Figure 8b) have from 14% to 18% higher preference of the “Car (someone drops me off/picks
me up)” mode choice compared to the other age groups, respectively.
The “Car (park at/near the airport)” mode choice has the lowest share of 11% among the age
group “from 18 to 28 years” (Figure 8a).
Also, “Car (park at/near the airport)” mode choice has highest share (18%) among the age
group “from 29 to 36” years (Figure 8b), and “from 37 to 44” years (Figure 8c) equal to 18%,
respectively.
The mode choice of “Metro”, having around 20%, is a more preferable choice among the age
group “from 45 to 54” years (Figure 8d), and among the age group “from 55 to 80” years
(Figure 8e).
The percentage of the respondents, from “37 up to 80 years”, that selected “Taxi” as a mode
choice is two times higher than for the younger participants.
Less than 10% of the participants selected “Train” as the mode choice.
The percentage of the participants that selected “Bus” is the lowest compared to all travel
mode choice alternatives, resulting in less than 5%.
The mode choices “Train” and the “Combination of modes” have a similar distribution among
the replies with less than 10% of mode choice preference, where the “Combination of modes”
has a slightly higher percentage than the “Train” mode.

Figure 8.a The share of the travel mode choice corresponding to the approximate age groups (18-28 years)
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Figure 8.b The share of the travel mode choice corresponding to the approximate age groups (29-36 years)

Figure 8.c The share of the travel mode choice corresponding to the approximate age groups (37-44 years)
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Figure 8.d The share of the travel mode choice corresponding to the approximate age groups (45-54 years)

Figure 8.e The share of the travel mode choice corresponding to the approximate age groups (45-54 years)
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3.3.1.1.2 The rate of the factors that determine the mode choice among different age
groups
Following Figure 9, Figure 10, and Figure 11 are the rates of the factors “waiting time”, “travel time”,
“travel costs”, and “reliability” related to Question 17 considering the age groups. According to the
results, the rate of the considered factors as “not important” and “less important” was selected by the
minimum number of participants, while the highest number of them selected these factors as
significant when making the mode choice to travel to/from the airport.
The rate “important” of the factor “waiting time” is selected by the highest number of participants in
the age group “from 18 to 29 years”, as shown in Figure 9a. The results for the age group “from 29 to
36 years” in Figure 9b are similar as for the age group “from 18 to 29 years”, with the slightly higher
number of ratings as “most important”. However, the rating of factors as “important” is significantly
higher for the age group from “29 to 36 years”.

a)

b)
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Figure 9. The rate of factors when making the mode choice in Question 17: a) for the age group from 18 to 28
years; b) for the age group from 29 to 36 years

According to Figure 10, we can observe that the highest number of participants in the questionnaire
rated considered factors as “important” when making the mode choice. In the case of the age group
“from 36 to 44 years” in Figure 10a, we can observe that the importance of the “travel time” is higher
than the other factors, while for the age group “from 44 to 54 years” in Figure 10b. is in the case of
the factor “waiting time”.

a)

b)
Figure 10. The rate of factors when making the mode choice in Question 17: a) for the age group from 36 to 43
years; b) for the age group from 44 to 54 years
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In the case of the age group “from 54 to 80 years”, the difference between the ratings of the factors
as “important” and “more important” is higher compared to the other age groups, as represented in
Figure 11. Also in this case, factor “waiting time” was rated as “important” by the highest number of
respondents.

Figure 11. The rate of factors when making the mode choice in Question 17 for the age group from 54 to 80
years

According to the above-mentioned figures, we can observe that the factor “reliability” was rated by
the highest number of respondents as “more important” and “most important” when making the
travel mode choice. Also, this can be observed from Figure 12 which depicted the rate of the
“reliability” when making the mode choice for each one of the considered clusters belonging to the
different age groups.

Figure 12. The rate of “reliability” when making the mode choice to travel to/from the airport
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3.3.1.2 Clustering analysis of the travel mode choice selection
In this section, we provided travel mode choice k-means clustering analysis considering Question 7 and
Question 17, as shown in Table 4. Through the results of this clustering analysis we can have a better
insight in the mode choice selection and the factors that determine the mode choice. We reported the
percentage of the highest number of responses regarding the rate of the considered factors “waiting
time”, “travel time”, “travel costs”, “reliability”, where we can observe that factors were rated as
“important” in most of the cases. Some of the interesting findings for the group of the respondents
belonging to the largest size cluster are presented as follows:
•
•
•
•

The factor “waiting time” was rated as “important” by 52.20% of the 703 respondents that
selected “metro”, “taxi”, “train” mode choices.
The factor “travel time” was rated as “important” by 91% of the 589 respondents that selected
“bus”, “Car (park at/near the airport)”, “Car (someone drops me off/picks me up)” mode
choices.
The factor “travel costs” was rated as “important” by 61.81% of the 817 respondents that
selected “bus”, “Car (park at/near the airport)”, “Car (someone drops me off/picks me up)”
mode choices.
The factor “reliability” was rated as “most important” by 55.86% of the 623 respondents that
selected “Comb. of modes”, “Car (someone drops me off/picks me up)” mode choices.

Table 4. Results of the k-means clustering analysis for Q7 and Q17
Clusters

Cluster 1

Cluster 2

Cluster 3

Cluster 4

Cluster 5
Clusters
Cluster 1
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Mode choice - Question 7
Metro
Taxi
Other
Train
Car (park at/near the
airport)
Car (someone drops me
off/picks me up)
Comb. of modes
Metro
Bus
Car (park at/near the
airport)
Car (someone drops me
off/picks me up)
Car (someone drops me
off/picks me up)
Comb. of modes
Metro
Bus
Car (park at/near the
airport)

The rate of the “waiting time” in Question
17

Size of each
cluster

52.20% rated as “important” factor

703

52.42% rated as “most important” factor

393

88.10% rated as “important” factor

630

64.02% rated as “less important” factor

378

71.58% rated as “more important” factor

95

Mode choice - Question 7 The rate of the “travel time” in Question 17
Other

39.63% rated as “important” factor

Size of each
cluster
434
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Cluster 2

Cluster 3

Cluster 4

Cluster 5
Clusters
Cluster 1

Cluster 2

Cluster 3

Cluster 4

Cluster 5

Clusters
Cluster 1
Cluster 2
Cluster 3
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Taxi
Train
Bus
Car (park at/near the
airport)
Car (someone drops me
off/picks me up)
Comb. of modes
Bus
Car (park at/near the
airport)
Car (someone drops me
off/picks me up)
Car (park at/near the
airport)
Car (someone drops me
off/picks me up)
Comb. of modes
Metro
Comb. of modes
Metro
Other

58.83% rated as “more important” factor

515

91.00% rated as “important” factor

589

75.29% rated as “less important” factor

263

55.53% rated as “important” factor

398

Mode choice - Question 7 The rate of the “travel costs” in Question 17
Taxi
Train
Car (park at/near the
airport)
Car (someone drops me
off/picks me up)
Bus
Car (park at/near the
airport)
Car (someone drops me
off/picks me up)
Bus
Comb. of modes
Metro
Other
Comb. of modes
Metro
Other
Taxi

40.24% rated as “important” factor

410

61.81% rated as “important” factor

817

59.13% rated as “more important” factor

460

65.08% rated as “important” factor

315

60.91% rated as “more important” factor

197

Mode choice - Question 7 The rate of the “reliability” in Question 17
Taxi
Train
Car (someone drops me
off/picks me up)
Comb. of modes
Bus

Size of each
cluster

Size of each
cluster

40.26% rated as “more important” factor

433

55.86% rated as “most important” factor

623

50% rated as “most important” factor

260
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Cluster 4

Cluster 5

Car (park at/near the
airport)
Car (park at/near the
airport)
Car someone drops me
off/picks me up)
Comb. of modes
Metro
Bus
Comb. of modes
Metro
Other

82.23% rated as “important” factor

439

40.32% rated as “more important” factor

444

3.3.1.2.1 Main findings of travel mode choice cluster analysis
In the following Figure 13-Figure 20 are graphically elaborated and analysed the results of the travel
mode choice k-means clustering analysis (see Table 4). However, we omitted the representation of the
“Other modes” due to the very low number of responses.
• The travel mode choice regarding the factor “waiting time”
The obtained travel mode choice, for each cluster, considering the factor “waiting time” is presented
in Figure 13. For example, the size of the first cluster is the largest and includes “Metro”, “Taxi”, and
“Train” mode choices, later referred as public modes, while the fourth cluster includes car-based
modes, i.e., “Car (park at/near the airport)” (i.e., Car as driver) and “Car (someone drops me off/picks
me up)” (i.e., car as passenger). Additionally, in Figure 14 we can observe the rate of the factor “waiting
time” for each cluster, described as:
● The significant number of answers in the first cluster related to “Metro”, “Taxi”, and “Train”
rated “waiting time” as “important” and “more important” when making the mode choice.
The rate of “waiting time” for the second cluster related to “Car (park at/near the airport)”,
“Car (someone drops me off/picks me up)”, “Combination of modes” and “Metro” mode
choice is obtained as “more important” and “most important”. Since, in general, the waiting
time/delays for metro and train modes, as well as for private modes, are usually lower than
for other modes, the rate of the waiting time in these clusters makes common-sense.
● The third cluster refers to the “Bus”, “Car (park at/near the airport)”, “Car (someone drops me
off/picks me up)” mode choices and the rate of “waiting time” resulted in “important” and
“less important”. However, in this case, we can conclude that the lower rate of “waiting time”
as less important, is due to the “Bus” mode choice, which usually could have more waiting
time/delays than other modes.
● Differently, in the case of the fourth cluster which includes the same mode choices as in the
second cluster, the 75.29% rated “waiting time” as “less important” factor. This is due to the
higher answers related to the “Combination of modes” and less answers for “Car (park at/near
the airport)”.
● Also, in the case of the fifth cluster, the rate of “waiting time” as “more important” is a bit
higher due to the higher number of responses for “Car (park at/near the airport)” than “Bus”
mode choice.
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Figure 13. The mode choice regarding the factor “waiting time” from Table 4

Figure 14. The rate of factor “waiting time” for each cluster from Table 4

• The travel mode choice regarding the factor “travel time”
Figure 15 and Figure 16 represent the clusters of travel mode choices considering the rate of factor
“travel time” when deciding which mode to use to travel to/from the airport. The first cluster combines
“Taxi” and “Train” mode choice, where the highest number of responses rated “travel time” as
“important” and “more important”. Also in the second cluster, due to the significantly higher number
of responses for “Car (park at/near the airport)” and “Car (someone drops me off/picks me up)”, the
rate of “travel time” is “more important” and “most important”. However, in the third cluster, 91% of
the respondents who selected “Car (park at/near the airport)” and “Car (someone drops me
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off/picks me up)”, and “Bus” mode choice rated the “travel time” as “important”. However, the
significantly lower percentage is related to the less importance of the travel time due to the presence
of “bus” mode choice. On the other hand, the interesting results are obtained in the fourth cluster,
where the factor “travel time” is rated as “less important” by most of the respondents who choose
“car”, “combination of modes”, and “metro” modal alternatives. The rate of the factor “travel time”
for participants who prefer “combination of modes” and “metro”, is observed as “important” and
“more important”.

Figure 15. The mode choice regarding the factor “travel time” from Table 4

Figure 16. The rate of factor “travel time” for each cluster from Table 4
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• The travel mode choice regarding the factor “travel costs”
The results of the clustering analysis related to the mode choice and the rate of “travel costs” are
similar as for the factors “waiting time” and “travel time”, as observed in in Figure 17 and Figure 18.
The interesting results can be observed from the second and third cluster, where the highest number
of respondents who opt for “Car (park at/near the airport)” and “Car (someone drops me off/picks
me up)”, and “Bus” mode rated the “travel costs”, as “important” in the second, and as “more
important” and “most important” in the third cluster, respectively. However, we can observe the lower
percentage of responses for the rate of travel time as “important”, i.e., 40.26%, for those who prefer
“Taxi” and “Train” in the first cluster, since in general users who prefer taxi are less interested in costs.

Figure 17. The mode choice regarding the factor “travel costs” from Table 4
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Figure 18. The rate of factor “travel costs” for each cluster from Table 4

•

The mode choice regarding the factor “reliability”

In the case of rating the factor “reliability” when choosing the mode for traveling to/from the airport,
the results are slightly different, which can be observed from Figure 19. In particular, most of the
participants gave higher priority to the factor “reliability” in terms of the highest number of responses
for rating this factor as “more important” and “most important”. In fact, the influence of the factor
reliability when making the mode choice in second cluster, is rated as “more important” and “most
important”, as seen in Figure 20. These choices are related to the selection of “Car (someone drops
me off/picks me up)” and “Combination of modes”, as seen in Figure 19.

Figure 19. The mode choice regarding the factor “reliability” from Table 4
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Figure 20. The rate of factor “reliability” for each cluster from Table 4

3.4 Modelling the correlations between variables
Since the vast majority of variables obtained from the T3.1 SYN+AIR survey was categorical, we used
Cramér’s V to measure the association between two nominal variables by forming a two-dimensional
contingency table [3]. The Cramér’s V coefficient is a real number that ranges from 0 to 1. In general,
the connection between the variables is indicated as follows:
•
•
•

The values from 0 to 0.3 indicate a low connection
The values from 0.3 to 0.6 indicate a good connection
The values from 0.6 to 1 describe a strong connection.

In general, interpretation of Cramer’s V coefficient depends on the degrees of freedom of considered
variables, where degrees of freedom is the minimum between number of rows -1 and number of
columns -1. Considering a sample of size 𝑛 as 𝑟 × 𝑐, where 𝑟 is the number of rows and 𝑐 is the number
of columns, the variable 𝐴𝑖 is defined for 𝑖 = 1, . . 𝑟, and variable 𝐵𝑗 is defined for 𝑗 = 1, . . , 𝑐 . Let be
the frequencies 𝑛𝑖𝑗 equal to the number of times of the observed values (𝐴𝑖 , 𝐵𝑗 ) . Therefore, the chisquared statistic is calculated as:
2

𝜒 = ∑𝑖,𝑗

𝑛𝑖 𝑛𝑗 2
)
𝑛
𝑛𝑖 𝑛𝑗
𝑛

(𝑛𝑖𝑗 −

(2)

Cramér’s V refers to the chi-squared test, Eq. (2), or equivalently to the phi-coefficient, 𝛷, Eq. (3), but
it is suitable for contingency tables larger than 2×2. The coefficient is given by:
𝛷2
𝑚𝑖𝑛[(𝑟−1)(𝑐−1)]

𝑉=√

=√

𝜒2 ⁄𝑛
𝑚𝑖𝑛[(𝑟−1)(𝑐−1)]

(3)

where:
𝛷 = phi-coefficient
𝑟 = number of rows
𝑐 = number of columns of the table
For 2 × 2 contingency tables, Cramér’s V is equal to the absolute value of Phi coefficient.
To make this part of report self-readable, here we present a Figure 21 with a Heatmap of the computed
association for originally obtained categorical variables using Cramer’s V test.
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Figure 21. Cramer V Correlation between initial categorical variables

From the heatmap, it can be concluded that mostly we obtained very weak association between
variables, and that is why we selected and examined only some questions for this Report 4.2. Those
selected variables, we transformed into more dichotomous categorical variables and calculated a
Pearson correlation for them. In particular, we used Pearson Correlation for measuring a linear
association between two variables, where the values close to −1 indicate a negative correlation, while
the values close to 1 indicate a positive correlation between two variables. The more detailed
explanation of the Pearson Correlations is reported in deliverable D3.1.
Therefore, in this section we report the correlations between the explanatory variables of the
questions from the disseminated SYN+AIR T3.1 survey related to the transportation mode choice
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(Question 7), where each multiple-choice question was transformed into different new binary
variables. However, we reported only the meaningful correlations between variables that showed
statistical significance, i.e., meaningful positive correlation (Pearson coeff. > 0.1), and meaningful
negative correlation (Pearson coeff < -0.1).
The explanatory variable or independent variable is used to predict or explain the variations in the
response variable (the variable that we aim to explain or predict). In this way, the changes of the
values of explanatory variable are used to observe the effect that it has on response variable.
Here, we reported the results of the meaningful correlations between variables related to the
following questions:
●
●
●
●

Question 7 (If all of the following transport modes are available, which one would you choose
to travel to/from the airport?”)
Scenario A – Bus or Train?
Scenario B – Car or Train?
Scenario C – Train or Plane?

3.4.1 Results of the meaningful correlations related to Question 7
In the following subsections, we reported the results of the meaningful correlations related to the
mode choice selection in Question 7, such as:
•

Car (someone drops me off/picks me up)

•

Car (park at/near the airport)

•

Train

•

Bus

•

Metro

•

Taxi (or ridesharing services like Uber or Lyft)

•

Combination of modes (e.g. bus & train)

•

Other

3.4.1.1 Meaningful correlations related to “Car (someone drops me off/picks me
up)” mode selection
In Figure 22 we reported the results of the Pearson correlation analysis considering statistically
significant coefficients with negative and positive correlations related to the “Car mode selection
(someone drops me off/picks me up)” in Question 7. Since few correlations were greater than 0.1, in
the following, we indicated in green cells a positive correlation (coeff. > 0.1), while the yellow cells
indicate a negative correlation (coeff < -0.1) in Figure 22. The results of the positive and negative
correlation were obtained for the following questions:
Positive correlations:
●
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●
●
●
●
●

Regarding Scenario C (Train or Plane) there is a positive correlation with the option “plane”.
In Question 20, concerning the age, the binary variable related to the group from “18 to 29
years” resulted positively associated.
Question 23 (Select your approximate household income) reported a positive correlation for
those who have a low income and vice versa for users having a high income.
Question 2 (What is your most common purpose of travel); in particular, the answer “Mostly
for leisure” has a positive correlation.
Question 19 (Gender); female respondents are positively related to the variable in question,

Negative correlations:
● Question 2 (What is your most common purpose of travel); in particular, the answer “Mostly
for business” shows a negative relationship
● Question Q4 (Are you a member of frequent flyer program); the negative effect emerged for
members of such programs
● Question 8 (When going to the airport, does traffic congestion affect your mode choice?
(e.g., choosing train, instead of car); here, the affirmative answer is negatively correlated
● Scenario B (Car or Train), the respondents are negatively correlated with “reliability”, and
positively with “cost” when choosing the travel mode.
● Question 19 (Gender); male respondents are negatively related to the variable in question

Figure 22. Pearson correlation related to the Question 7 - Car (someone drops me off/picks me up)
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3.4.1.2 Meaningful correlations related to “Car (park at/near the airport)” mode
selection
The results of the negative and positive correlations related to the car (park at/near the airport) mode
selection in Question 7 are reported in Figure 23. Referring to the Question Q8 (When going to the
airport, does traffic congestion affect your mode choice? (e.g., choosing train, instead of car)),
respondents resulted to be positively correlated with not being influenced by traffic congestion when
choosing a car (park at/near the airport). Also, the respondents resulted to be positively correlated
with “comfort” as a factor for choosing car (park at/near the airport) mode in Scenario B (Car or Train).
On the other hand, the respondents resulted to be negatively correlated with “cost” as a factor for
choosing car (park at/near the airport) mode in Scenario B (Car or Train). Considering Question Q18
(What is the place of your permanent resident), the respondents resulted to be positively associated
with Greek residence, and negatively with Serbian residence. Therefore, the meaningful positive and
negative correlations for selecting “Car (park at/near the airport)” mode are summarized as follows.
Positive correlations:
•
•
•

Respondents that are “not influenced by traffic congestion” when choosing a car (park
at/near the airport) mode
Respondents that choose “comfort” as a factor for choosing car (park at/near the airport)
mode in Scenario B (Car or Train).
Respondents with “Greek residence”

Negative correlations:
•
•

Respondents that selected “cost” as a factor for choosing car (park at/near the airport) mode
in Scenario B (Car or Train).
Respondents with Serbian residence

Figure 23. Pearson correlation related to the Question 7 - Car (park at/near the airport)
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3.4.1.3 Meaningful correlations related to “Train” and “Bus” mode selection
According to the results of the positive and negative correlations for selecting train as a transportation
mode in Figure 24a, the respondents were positively correlated with being influenced by traffic
congestion when selecting train mode in Question 8 (When going to the airport, does traffic congestion
affect your mode choice? (e.g., choosing train, instead of car)), as well as having male gender regarding
Question 19 (Gender). Also, the respondents that selected train as a mode choice were observed as
negatively correlated with choosing Plane in Scenario C (Train or Plane) when traveling costs are not
an issue of the trip, as well as having Greek citizenship regarding Question 18 (What is the place of
your permanent resident). Therefore, the meaningful positive and negative correlations for selecting
“Train” mode are summarized as follows.
Positive correlations:
•
•

Respondents that are influenced by traffic congestion when selecting train mode
Respondents with male gender

Negative correlations:
•
•
•

Respondents that selected train in Scenario C (Train or Plane), in the case when traveling
costs are not an issue of the trip
Respondents with female gender
Respondents with “Greek residence”

However, since the percentage of respondents that selected bus as a mode choice is 2.59%, the results
of the Pearson correlation for “Bus mode” choice resulted to be positively correlated only with Spain
citizenship, as represented in Figure 24.b.

a)
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b)
Figure 24. Pearson correlation related to the Question 7 for: a) Train; b) Bus

3.4.1.4 Meaningful correlations related to “Metro” mode selection
Regarding the choice of “Metro” in Question 7, the respondents were positively correlated with
selecting public transport (e.g., bus, train, metro) when traveling as a group of more than 5 people and
having high income (Question 23: Select your approximate household income), as shown in Figure 25.
Also, the influence of traffic congestion resulted to be positively correlated when choosing metro as a
mode choice. Additionally, the respondents that selected “metro” as a mode choice were, also,
positively correlated with choosing train over car, as well as a “reliability” as a factor for selecting train
when traveling to the airport in Scenario B. However, the respondents resulted to be negatively
correlated with Greek residence. Therefore, the meaningful positive and negative correlations for
selecting “Metro” mode are summarized as follows.
Positive correlations:
•
•
•
•

Respondents that selected public transport (e.g., bus, train, metro) when traveling as a group
of more than 5 people
Respondents with high income level
Respondents that are influenced by traffic congestion when choosing metro as a mode
choice.
Respondents that selected “reliability” as a factor for chosing train when traveling to the
airport in Scenario B

Negative correlations:
•
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Figure 25. Pearson correlation related to the Question 7 – Metro

3.4.1.5 Meaningful correlations related to “Taxi (or ridesharing services like Uber
or Lyft)” mode selection
The preference of Taxi (or ridesharing services like Uber or Lyft) is positively correlated with the travel
purpose “Mostly for business” referring to question 2, as reported in Figure 26. Considering Question
Q6: “Do you prefer to travel by public transport (e.g., bus, train, metro) or would you order 2 taxis?”
the preference of PT results negatively correlated. Regarding Question 18 “What is the place of your
permanent resident” the answer Greece resulted in negatively associated, instead for the Serbian one,
a positive link emerges. Finally, the participants who stated a high-income level, reported a positive
correlation coefficient. Therefore, the meaningful positive and negative correlations for selecting “Taxi
(or ridesharing services like Uber or Lyft)” mode are summarized as follows.
Positive correlations:
•
•
•

Respondents that travel “mostly for business”
Respondents with “Serbian” residence
Respondents with high income level

Negative correlations:
•
•
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Figure 26. Pearson correlation related to the Question 7 – Taxi (or ridesharing services like Uber or Lyft)

3.4.1.6 Meaningful correlations related to “Combination of modes (e.g., bus &
train)” and “Other” mode selection
According to the Pearson correlation regarding the combination of mode choices (e.g. bus & train), the
respondents were positively correlated with having Italian residence and selecting “Train” as a mode
choice in Scenario B (Car or Train) when traveling to the airport, as presented in Figure 27. On the other
hand, the selection of “other” modes is positively correlated with having “vision” as a factor that
affects disability of the respondents in Question 21a (In which areas does your disability affect you?),
as well as selecting factor related to “moving to and from the airport” in Question 21b (Given your
disability, what is most difficult when travelling alone?), as a most difficult when traveling alone.
Therefore, the meaningful positive correlations for selecting “Combination of modes (e.g., bus &
train)” are summarized as follows:
•
•

Respondents with “Italian” residence
Respondents that selected “Train” as a mode choice in Scenario B (Car or Train)

The meaningful positive correlations for selecting “Other” mode choices are summarized as follows:
•
•
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a)

b)
Figure 27. Pearson correlation related to the Question 7 for: a) Combination of modes (e.g. bus & train); b)
Other

3.4.1.7 Main findings of the Pearson correlations related to Question 7
Table 5 summarizes the main results of the previous paragraph, concerning the most important
factors related to the travel mode alternatives available in Question 7. In particular, we reported the
most variables with a Pearson correlation coefficient greater than 0.14 in absolute value, while the
Pearson correlations related to the “bus”, “combination of modes” and “other” mode choices have
been omitted due to their low number of correlations and weak values of Pearson correlation. For
example, as previously mentioned, the “train” mode involves only two main negative correlations,
while “metro” mode shows only positive correlations related to the influence of traffic congestion
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when deciding which transport mode to utilize for reaching the airport, and the choice of train in
scenario C.
Table 5. Main Pearson correlation related to Question 7
Pearson Coeff. > 0.14 in absolute value
Question 7
Main positive correlations

Q7_Car (someone
drops me off/picks me
up)

o Q2. Only leisure purpose
of travel;
o Q18. Permanent
residence in Greece;
o Q19. Females;
o Q20. Age from 18 to 29.

Q7_Car (park at/near
the airport)

o B2. Comfort for mode
choice in scenario B;
o Q18. Permanent
residence in Greece;

Main negative correlations
o Q2. Mostly business
purpose of travel;
o Q4. Member of frequent
flyer program;
o Q18. Permanent residence
in Spain;
o Q19. Males
o B1. Train preference in
Scenario B;
o Q18. Permanent residence
in Serbia;
o C1. Plane preference in
Scenario C;
o Q18. Permanent residence
in Greece;

Q7_Train

o No positive correlations

Q7_Metro

o Q8. Influence of traffic
congestion on mode
choice;
o B1. Train preference in
Scenario B;

o No negative correlations

o Q18. Permanent
residence in Serbia;

o Q6. Preference of PT when
travelling as a group of five
or more people;

Q7_Taxi (or
ridesharing services
like Uber or Lyft)

3.4.2 Results of the meaningful correlations related to the Scenario A
Scenario A, as presented in the Syn+Air Traveller Survey, is related to the mode choice when choosing
between “bus” or “train” for arriving at the port, where both modes are available at the same price.
However, the bus is intended to be a more frequent and closer to the port but may be stuck in traffic,
while the train leaves every half hour, and the stop/station is further from the port, but it is faster and
more reliable. Accordingly, we reported the results of the Pearson correlations (see Figure 28)
regarding Scenario A, where the selection of “train” as a mode choice is negatively correlated with the
factors related to the “frequency” and “walking distance”, while is positively correlated with the
“reliability”. Also, the selection of “train” mode is negatively correlated with intending the factor of
“long walking distance between two modes” as a most frustrating when transferring to another mode
(e.g., from bus to train) in Question 14 (When transferring to another mode (e.g., from bus to train),
which case do you find most frustrating?). On other hand, it is positively correlated with rating
“reliability (e.g., whether your bus may be delayed or stuck in traffic)” as an important factor when
selecting “train” as a mode choice. Therefore, the meaningful positive and negative correlations for
choosing “Train” mode in Scenario A are summarized as follows.
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Positive correlations:
•
•

Respondents that are influenced with factor “reliability” when selecting “Train” mode choice
in Scenario A
Respondents that rated “reliability (e.g., whether your bus may be delayed or stuck in
traffic)” as an important factor when selecting “Train” mode choice in Scenario A

Negative correlations:
•
•

Respondents that are influenced with “frequency” and “walking distance” when selecting
“Train” mode choice in Scenario A
Respondents that selected “Train” mode choice” perceive factor “long walking distance
between two modes” as a most frustrating when transferring to another mode

Figure 28. Pearson correlation related to Scenario A – Bus or Train

3.4.3 Results of the meaningful correlations related to the Scenario B
The following Figure 29 refers to the binary variable regarding the modal choice “Train” within the
scenario B. The latter describes a situation in which two partners have to decide how to reach the
airport for a weekend trip. The available alternatives are the following: by car, spending 25 minutes on
street and 5 minutes to walk from the parking lot to the airport access, and by train, with 5 minutes of
walking to the train station, 20 minutes of travel, and 5 minutes to reach the airport by foot from the
arrival train station. The total cost by car is double than by train, 40 and 20 euros respectively. Focusing
on the choice of Train, as reported in Table 9, some correlations emerged. A positive Pearson
correlation parameter emerged for the preference of PT for the Question Q6: “Do you prefer to travel
by public transport (e.g., bus, train, metro) or would you order 2 taxis?”. Referring to Question 7 “If all
of the following transport modes are available, which one would you choose to travel to/from the
airport?” the binary variable related to the reply “Car (park at/near the airport)” indicated a negative
correlation, differently, for the same question, the answers “Train”, “Metro” and “Combination of
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modes” that resulted in positive correlation. Participants that take into consideration the traffic
congestion before choosing the transport mode, to reach the airport (Question 8), are characterized
by a positive Pearson’s coefficient, (and vice versa). Concerning the Question 17, “How much do the
following factors influence your choice of mode when travelling to and from the airport”, and in
particular, the factor “Crowdedness (e.g., a crowded bus or crowded train platform)” it emerged with
a negative correlation with the preference for the train in the Scenario B. The question B2, related to
the motivators of the preference indicated for the present scenario, shows a positive link towards the
reliability and especially for the factor “Cost”, instead, a strong negative coefficient characterises the
factor “Comfort”. In conclusion, the binary variable describing users having a permanent residence in
Greece (Question 18) showed a negative correlation coefficient. Therefore, the meaningful positive
and negative correlations for choosing “Train” mode in Scenario A are summarized as follows.
Positive correlations:
•
•
•
•

Respondents that prefer PT instead of ordering 2 taxis
Respondents that prefer “Train”, “Metro” and “Combination of modes” as a mode choice
for traveling to/from the airport”
Respondents that take into consideration the traffic congestion before choosing the
transport mode to reach the airport
Respondents that are influenced by factors “reliability” and “cost” when choosing “Train”
mode in Scenario B

Negative correlations:
•
•
•
•

Respondents with “Greek residence”
Respondents that would choose “Car (park at/near the airport)” as a mode choice for
traveling to/from the airport”
Respondents that are influenced by “Crowdedness (e.g., a crowded bus or crowded train
platform)” when selecting travel mode choice in Scenario B.
Respondents that are influenced by “comfort” when choosing travel mode in Scenario B

Figure 29. Pearson correlation related to Scenario B – Car or Train
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3.4.4 Results of the meaningful correlations related to the Scenario C
In Scenario C, the respondents are choosing between “train” or “plane” as a mode choice when
traveling for business to a neighbouring country, where the travel costs are not an issue since the trip
is compensated by the company. In the case of selecting “plane” as a mode choice, the D2D travel
includes taxi, and the travel time is 4 hours, while in the case of selecting “train” as a mode choice, the
D2D travel includes taxi but the travel time is 6 hours. Therefore, according to the results reported in
Figure 30, the answer of plane is: i) negatively correlated with factors such as “comfort”, “I do not like
to travel by plane”, and “other”, when selecting plane as a mode choice; ii) positively correlated with
the factor “time”, when selecting plane as a mode choice. According to the Question 7 (If all of the
following transport modes are available, which one would you choose to travel to/from the airport?),
the respondents that selected plane in Scenario C are likely to choose “car (someone drops me
off/picks me up)” and not “train” when traveling to the airport. Also, they are positively correlated
with having Greek citizenship, female gender, as well as belonging to the age group from 18 to 29
years. Additionally, the selection of “plane” as a mode choice in Scenario C is negatively correlated
with choosing “reliability” in Scenario B as a factor for mode selection. Therefore, the meaningful
positive and negative correlations for choosing “Plane” mode in Scenario C are summarized as follows.
Positive correlations:
•
•
•
•
•

Respondents that are influenced by factor “time”, when selecting “plane” as a mode choice
in Scenario C
Respondents with “Greek residence”
Respondents belonging to the age group “from 18 to 29 years”.
Respondents with “female” gender
Respondents that selected plane in Scenario C are likely to choose “car (someone drops me
off/picks me up)” and not “train” when traveling to the airport.

Negative correlations:
•
•
•
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Respondents with male gender
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Scenario C
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Figure 30. Pearson correlation related to Scenario C – Train or Plane

3.5 Analysis of users’ travel behaviour by Binary and Multinomial
Logistics Regression
The main goal of the travel demand model for users’ habits analysis is to perform statistical analysis
for determining explanatory variables that affect the traveller's choice on the basis of the data
collected from the T3.1 survey.
This has been accomplished through the following statistical analysis:
•
•

Binary Logistics Regression
Multinomial Logistics Regression

The Binary Logistics Regression regarded the comparison between private travel alternatives versus
public modes of transportation. Neglecting the socio-demographic aspects of the respondents, the
main result that came out showed the importance of the factor “reliability”, related to the preference
of public solutions versus private ones. This output, in general, can be interpreted referring to the
response of the system to any unexpected events, during the journey to and from the airport, by public
transport. Indeed, in such situation, users expect a high degree of reliability, otherwise, the choice
would shift from public to private modes of transport.
In the case of the Multinomial Logistics Regression, we distinguished three cases as follows:
1. Case A in which the mode choice “Train” is defined as a reference category
This multinomial analysis was implemented to observe the differences among the considered factors,
and various available travel alternatives with the “train” mode as a reference category for public
transport mode. In term of reliability, in fact, comparison of the private and taxi alternatives versus
train mode, involved similar information and considerations like before mentioned in the terms of the
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binary analysis. Moreover, in general, the rating of importance of the factor “waiting time”, is lower
for the alternative “train” versus the other ones. This result highlights the greater willingness to face
with higher waiting times for those who prefer to use the train, compared to the other modes, but
expect to be at destination according to the timetable.
2. Case B in which the mode choice “Combination of modes” is defined as a reference category
To make considerations related to the central theme of the project, namely, the multimodality, in the
second multinomial analysis was carried out, where the chosen reference transport alternative was
"Combination of modes". In this regression it is possible to observe that, in some cases, the factor
“travel time” assumes a lower importance for respondents who preferred the solution “Combination
of mode”. Such result perceives a major travel time of such multimodal travel alternative, also because
it did not include any form of coordination between transportation systems.
3. Case C in which we applied a resampling technique and used “Combination of modes” as a
reference category
Before developing this regression, a resampling method was applied to the survey, since an unbalance
of replies concerning the alternative of the dependent variable influenced the performances of the
previous two analysis. In this case we referred to the “Combination of modes” alternative, and then
we randomly extracted the same number of cases from other transport modes for reaching a balanced
subsample. Furthermore, the number of alternatives was reduced by merging the alternatives
“Metro”, “Bus” and “Train” in one new dummy category. Finally, the multinomial logistic analysis was
performed by using the alternative “Combination of modes” as the reference one. In summary, the
rating of the factor “travel time”, positively affected the choice of the “Car (park at/near the airport)”,
while the importance of “cost” and “reliability”, pointed out negative influence. The category
“Train/Metro/Bus” emerged the positive effect of the importance related to the factor “reliability”.
Finally, regarding the alternative Taxi, the higher rating of the variable “waiting time”, positively
affected its choice versus the combination of modes. On the other hand, the importance of factor
“travel cost” showed a negative influence.
Therefore, in the following section, we reported the outcome of the Binary Logistics Regression and
the Multinomial Logistics Regression considering the travel mode choice alternatives in Question 7.

3.5.1 Binary Logistic Regression
Considering Question 7 as a dependent variable, a first regression was conducted merging the
alternatives available in two choice sets: private and public transport (train, taxi, bus, and metro). In
this step the choice “Combination of modes” was neglected, because theoretically, it could be formed
by both private and public modes (Figure 31).
As shown in Figure 31, the considered sample of a total of 2083 cases, is formed by 1220 respondents
who preferred private modes of transport (binary choice equal to 0) and 863 that opted for public
modes of transport (binary choice equal to 1).
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Figure 31. Binary choice related to public and private modes

Subsequently, the binary logistic regression was used to determine factors that affect the usage of
public transport modes to travel to/from the airport.
The model can be specified as follows:
𝑂𝑑𝑑𝑠 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 =

𝑝
1−𝑝

(4)

where,
p = probability of using public transport modes,
(1-p) = probability of not using public transport modes
According to Eq. (4), the logarithm of the relative probability (log-odds) is represented as a linear
function of the independent variables [4], as reported in Eq. (5):
𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑂𝑑𝑑𝑠 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜) = 𝐵0 + 𝐵1 𝑥1 +. . . +𝐵𝑘 𝑥𝑘

(5)

where,
B0 is the constant, 𝑥𝑘 are 𝑘 explanatory variables, 𝐵𝑘 is the parameter related to 𝑥𝑘 (which can take
binary, categorical, ordinal, or continuous values).
Therefore, the Odds Ratio (OR), considering exponentiated parameters, can be expressed as follows:
𝑂𝑑𝑑𝑠 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 = 𝑒 𝐵0 +𝐵1 𝑥1 +...+𝐵𝑘 𝑥𝑘

(6)

According to Eq. (5) OR, i.e., 𝑂𝑅 = 𝐸𝑥𝑝(𝐵), is equal to 1 for null values. In the case when OR>1 the
result indicates positive effect, while OR<1 for negative one. Focusing on the probability, the model
becomes:
𝑝=

𝑒 (∑𝑖 𝐵𝑖𝑥𝑖 )
(∑ 𝐵 𝑥 )
1+𝑒 𝑖 𝑖 𝑖

=

1
−(∑𝑖 𝐵𝑖 𝑥𝑖 )
1+𝑒

∀ 𝑖 ∈ [1, 𝑘]

(7)

The maximum likelihood method was used to estimate the model’s parameters. The interpretation of
parameters consists in the change of the log-odds considering a unit change in the related predictor,
maintaining unchanged the others. In general, at first, the selection approach of the independent
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variables considers the Eq. (3) with only constant parameter B0. Secondly, the independent variables
𝑥𝑘 , with the largest increase of performance are included in Eq. (3).
This process is repeated as long as adding the variables does not improve the model. The variables are
included if their significance value (see 𝑆𝑖𝑔.𝑐 in Table 13) is minor than a chosen threshold (here, pvalue ≤ 0.10).
Finally, the classification cut-off value used for this test is 0.5; namely, answers having predicted values
greater than such limit are classified as correct, and vice versa.

3.5.1.1 Results of Binary Logistic Regression Model
In Table 6, are shown the predictors (i.e., independent variables or explanatory variables) and the
corresponding OR related to the use of PT such as: the importance of reliability in the choice of the
transport mode (OR=1.089), business purpose of travel (OR=1.458), male gender (OR=1.705), age from
50 to 65 (OR=1.560), high income (OR=1.882) and non-possession of cars (OR=2.437). Therefore, these
predictors have a positive effect towards the choice of public modes (B>0, or OR=Exp(B)>1).
According to the results in Table 6, a unit increase of importance for the Reliability factor (expressed
in Likert scale from 1 to 5), for example from 3 to 4 in Likert scale, would lead to a positive effect on
the probability of choosing public modes. In this case, for instance, a delay (unreliability) would lead
to a modal shift from public to private transport alternative. However, the factor reliability appears to
be less significant than other variables, but due to its’ importance for this analysis, we included it in
predicting the use of public modes versus private ones. On the other hand, the OR value of the binary
variable related to the business purpose of travel shows that business travellers are about 1.46 more
likely to choose the PT than other travellers. A similar interpretation is shown for the rest of the OR
values for binary variables (male gender, age from 50 to 65, high income and non-ownership of cars).
The column 𝑆𝑖𝑔.𝑐 reports the significance level for the Wald statistic based on its chi-square
distribution, where the Wald statistic (considering variables having a single degree of freedom 𝑑𝑓 𝑏 ) is
the squared ratio of B and its standard error 𝑆. 𝐸.𝑎 Therefore, in the Table 6 is reported 𝑆𝑖𝑔.𝑐 for values
minor than 0.1. Furthermore, the 𝐸𝑥𝑝(𝐵) can take the values between the lower and upper limits
considering the confidence level 𝐶. 𝐼.𝑑 of 95%.
Table 6. Variables in the Equation: Binary Logistic Regression: Public vs Private transport
𝑆. 𝐸.𝑎

Variables in the
Equation

𝐵

Q17c_Reliability

0.085

Q2_bin_business

𝑏

𝑆𝑖𝑔.𝑐

Wald

𝑑𝑓

0.051

2.768

1

0.096

0.377

0.105

12.809

1

Q19_Male

0.534

0.099

28.920

Age_50_65

0.445

0.126

Q23_High income

0.632

Q25_0 cars
Constant 𝐵0

of 𝐵

Lower

Upper

1.089

0.985

1.203

<0.001

1.458

1.186

1.793

1

<0.001

1.705

1.404

2.072

12.453

1

<0.001

1.560

1.219

1.997

0.117

29.306

1

<0.001

1.882

1.497

2.366

0.891

0.140

40.434

1

<0.001

2.437

1.852

3.207

-1.370

0.220

38.786

1

<0.001

0.254

a. Standard Error; b. Degree of freedom; c. Significance level; d. Confidence Interval
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In Table 7 are reported the variance scores (R2), 7.7% and 10.4%, as a measure of how well the model
predicts the values of the dependent variable (the use of public modes versus private ones). In other
words, the proportion of the variance in the dependent variable is explained by the independent
variables. These variance scores are defined by Cox & Snell and Nagelkerke respectively, and for the
logistic regression these values are much lower than in the case of linear regression.
Also, results in Table 7 show that independent variables (i.e. the importance of reliability in the
choice of the transport mode, business purpose of travel, male gender, age from 50 to 65, high
income and non-ownership of cars) are able to correctly predict 62.7% of the cases. In particular, the
proposed model is much more accurate for those who preferred private transport mode (82.5%),
than for those who have chosen public modes (34.8%).
Table 7. Performance: Binary Logistic Regression Public Vs Private
Predicted

Predicted (%)

Public

Private

Public

Private

300

1006

34.8

82.5

Percentage of total
prediction (%)

62.7

% R2
Cox &
Snell.

Nagelkerke

7.7

10.4

3.5.2 Multinomial Logistic Regression Model
The multinomial logistic regression is conceptually similar to the binary one. However, the method
provides the parameters related to the choice between more than two alternatives for calculating the
probability of choosing each one. In such a way, it examines the relationship between the dependent
variable and a set of independent variables.
For describing such type of dependent variable (Question 7), the method needs to select a baseline
category 𝑗, and compares all the other 𝑖, one by one with baseline category 𝑗 . For example, in the case
of baseline category logit, the log of ratio of probability is calculated as follows:
𝑃(𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑔𝑜𝑟𝑦 )

𝑙𝑜𝑔 (𝑃(𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑔𝑜𝑟𝑦𝑖 ) = 𝐵𝑖0 + 𝐵𝑖1 𝑥1 +. . . +𝐵𝑖𝑘 𝑥𝑘
𝑗)

(5)

As shown in Figure 32, our categorical dependent variable is formed by seven alternatives, having a
different number of replies, i.e., ranging from 57 for the mode “Bus”, and 882 for the choice “Car
(someone drops me off/picks me up)”. Similar as in the binary logistic regression model, the
independent variable introduced in the following analysis considers the importance of significant
attributes (i.e., Question 17) and socio-demographic information, with regards to the dependent
variable related to the preference of the mode of transport to/from the airport.
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Figure 32. Multinomial choice related to public and private modes

3.5.2.1 Results of Multinomial Logistic Regression (Case A)
The results of Multinomial Logistic Regression for Case A where “Train” is the reference category are
summarized in Table 8. We reported the results of the Multinomial Logistic Regression considering the
most significant variables that influence the probability of choosing:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bus versus Train
Car (park at/near the airport) versus Train
Car (someone drops me off/picks me up) versus Train
Combination of modes (e.g., bus & train) versus Train
Metro versus Train
Taxi versus Train

However, the more detailed results related to the significance of the variables that have a positive or
negative influence on the probability of choosing certain travel mode considering the values of OR, are
elaborated in the following subsections.
Table 8. Results of Multinomial Logistic Regression (Case A)
Case A - Bus vs Train
𝑆. 𝐸.𝑎

Significant variables
(questions)

𝐵

Factor “Reliability”

-0.418

0.179

5.456

0.019

Female gender

0.713

0.335

4.536

“Only business” as a
motive for traveling

-0.929

0.394

5.546

of 𝐵

Wald

𝑐

𝑆𝑖𝑔.

𝑂𝑅
= 𝐸𝑥𝑝(𝐵)

Lower

Upper

0.658

0.463

0.935

0.033

2.040

1.059

3.931

0.019

0.395

0.182

0.856

Case A - Car (park at/near the airport) vs Train
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𝑆. 𝐸.𝑎

Significant variables
(questions)

𝐵

Factor “Waiting time”

0.383

0.113

11.382

0.001

Factor “Travel cost”

-0.331

0.101

10.835

Factor “Reliability”

-0.220

0.118

Female gender

0.847

Age from 50 to 65
“Only business” as a
motive for traveling

of 𝐵

𝑆𝑖𝑔.𝑐

Wald

𝑂𝑅
= 𝐸𝑥𝑝(𝐵)

95% 𝐶. 𝐼.𝑑 for
𝐸𝑥𝑝(𝐵)
Lower

Upper

1.466

1.174

1.831

0.001

0.718

0.590

0.875

3.484

0.062

0.803

0.637

1.011

0.219

15.004

0.000

2.333

1.520

3.581

-0.476

0.257

3.440

0.064

0.621

0.375

1.027

-0.390

0.218

3.206

0.073

0.677

0.441

1.038

Case A - Car (someone drops me off/picks me up) vs Train
𝑆. 𝐸.𝑎

Significant variables
(questions)

𝐵

Factor “Waiting time”

0.434

0.103

17.796

0.000

Factor “Reliability”

-0.199

0.107

3.463

Female gender

1.194

0.199

Age from 50 to 65

-0.469

“Only business” as a
motive for traveling

-0.638

of 𝐵

𝑆𝑖𝑔.𝑐

Wald

𝑂𝑅
= 𝐸𝑥𝑝(𝐵)

95% 𝐶. 𝐼.𝑑 for
𝐸𝑥𝑝(𝐵)
Lower

Upper

1.543

1.261

1.887

0.063

0.819

0.664

1.011

35.866

0.000

3.300

2.233

4.878

0.227

4.247

0.039

0.626

0.401

0.977

0.197

10.461

0.001

0.528

0.359

0.778

Case A - Combination of modes (e.g. bus & train) vs Train
𝑆. 𝐸.𝑎

Significant variables
(questions)

𝐵

Factor “Waiting time”

0.318

0.144

4.869

0.027

Female gender

0.470

0.273

2.972

0.085

of 𝐵

𝑆𝑖𝑔.𝑐

Wald

𝑂𝑅
= 𝐸𝑥𝑝(𝐵)

95% 𝐶. 𝐼.𝑑 for
𝐸𝑥𝑝(𝐵)
Lower

Upper

1.375

1.036

1.824

1.601

0.938

2.732

Case A - Metro vs Train
𝑆. 𝐸.𝑎

Significant variables
(questions)

𝐵

Factor “Waiting time”

0.365

0.111

10.876

0.001

Female gender

0.474

0.216

4.826

High household income

0.475

0.230

“Only business” as a
motive for traveling

-0.438

0.212

of 𝐵

𝑆𝑖𝑔.𝑐

Wald

𝑂𝑅
= 𝐸𝑥𝑝(𝐵)

95% 𝐶. 𝐼.𝑑 for
𝐸𝑥𝑝(𝐵)
Lower

Upper

1.441

1.160

1.790

0.028

1.607

1.052

2.453

4.281

0.039

1.608

1.025

2.522

4.281

0.039

0.645

0.426

0.977

Case A - Taxi vs Train
Significant variables
(questions)

𝐵

Factor “Waiting time”

0.497
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𝑆. 𝐸.𝑎
of 𝐵
0.118

Wald
17.799

𝑐

𝑆𝑖𝑔.

0.000

𝑂𝑅
= 𝐸𝑥𝑝(𝐵)
1.643

95% 𝐶. 𝐼.𝑑 for
𝐸𝑥𝑝(𝐵)
Lower

Upper

1.305

2.070
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Factor “Travel cost”

-0.339

0.104

10.749

0.001

0.712

0.581

0.872

Factor “Reliability”

-0.239

0.122

3.859

0.049

0.787

0.620

0.999

Female gender

0.807

0.227

12.613

0.000

2.241

1.436

3.499

High household income

0.419

0.241

3.030

0.082

1.520

0.949

2.437

3.5.2.1.1 Case A - (Bus vs Train)
According to the results of independent variables with a significant coefficient minor or equal to 0.1,
it is observed that one unit increase of the importance regarding the factor “Reliability”, negatively
affects the probability of choosing the “Bus” versus “Train” (OR<1). Differently, a positive effect is
related to female users (OR>1), while the “business travel purpose” shows a negative effect, as
reported in Table 9.
Table 9. Estimated Parameters: Multinomial Logistic Regression (Bus vs Train)
Variables in the
Equation

𝐵

Constant 𝐵0

-0.117

Q17a_Waiting_Time

𝑆. 𝐸.𝑎

𝑆𝑖𝑔.𝑐

Wald

𝑑𝑓 𝑏

0.857

0.019

1

0.891

-0.003

0.176

0.000

1

0.985

Q17b_Travel_Time

0.271

0.184

2.180

1

Q17A_Cost

0.001

0.161

0.000

Q17c_Reliability

-0.418

0.179

Q19_Female

0.713

Age_50_65

𝑂𝑅 = 𝐸𝑥𝑝(𝐵)

95% 𝐶. 𝐼.𝑑 for 𝐸𝑥𝑝(𝐵)
Lower

Upper

0.997

0.706

1.408

0.140

1.312

0.915

1.881

1

0.996

1.001

0.730

1.372

5.456

1

0.019

0.658

0.463

0.935

0.335

4.536

1

0.033

2.040

1.059

3.931

-0.279

0.438

0.406

1

0.524

0.757

0.321

1.785

Q23_High

-0.653

0.486

1.804

1

0.179

0.520

0.201

1.350

Q2_bin_business

-0.929

0.394

5.546

1

0.019

0.395

0.182

0.856

of 𝐵

3.5.2.1.2 Case A - (Car (park at/near the airport) vs Train)
As observed in Table 10, the significant variables for Car (park at/near the airport) vs Train are related
to “waiting time”, “Reliability”, “Cost”, “business travel purpose”, “female gender”, and the “age group
from 50 to 65”. In this way, one unit increase of the importance related to the factors “Reliability”,
“Cost”, “business travel purpose”, as well as the age group from 50 to 65, negatively affect the
probability of selecting the “Car (parking near the airport)” versus “Train”. On the other hand, the
importance of the factor “Waiting time”, as well as female gender, has a positive effect on selecting
the “Car (parking near the airport)” versus “Train”.
Table 10. Estimated Parameters: Multinomial Logistic Regression (Car (park at/near the airport) vs Train)
𝑆. 𝐸.𝑎

Variables in the
Equation

𝐵

Constant 𝐵0

1.118

0.565

3.917

1

0.048

Q17a_Waiting_Time

0.383

0.113

11.382

1

0.001
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𝑑𝑓

𝑏

𝑐

𝑆𝑖𝑔.

𝑂𝑅 = 𝐸𝑥𝑝(𝐵)

of 𝐵

1.466

95% 𝐶. 𝐼.𝑑 for
𝐸𝑥𝑝(𝐵)
Lower

Upper

1.174

1.831
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Q17b_Travel_Time

0.113

0.118

0.917

1

0.338

1.120

0.888

1.412

Q17A_Cost

-0.331

0.101

10.835

1

0.001

0.718

0.590

0.875

Q17c_Reliability

-0.220

0.118

3.484

1

0.062

0.803

0.637

1.011

Q19_Female

0.847

0.219

15.004

1

0.000

2.333

1.520

3.581

Age_50_65

-0.476

0.257

3.440

1

0.064

0.621

0.375

1.027

Q23_High

-0.372

0.252

2.180

1

0.140

0.689

0.420

1.130

Q2_bin_business

-0.390

0.218

3.206

1

0.073

0.677

0.441

1.038

3.5.2.1.3 Case A - Car (someone drops me off/picks me up) vs Train
One unit increase of the importance regarding the factor “Reliability”, negatively affects the
probability to utilize the “Car (someone drops me off/picks me up)” versus the “Train”. Differently,
the importance of the factor “Waiting time”, and female gender has a positive effect on selecting the
“Car (someone drops me off/picks me up)” versus the “Train”. However, the “age group from 50 to
65”, and the “business travel purpose” show a negative influence on selecting the “Car (someone
drops me off/picks me up)” versus the “Train”, as reported in Table 11.
Table 11. Estimated Parameters: Multinomial Logistic Regression Car (someone drops me off/picks me up) vs
Train
Variables in the
Equation

𝐵

Constant 𝐵0

1.842

Q17a_Waiting_
Time

𝑆. 𝐸.𝑎

𝑆𝑖𝑔.𝑐

Wald

𝑑𝑓 𝑏

0.515

12.779

1

0.000

0.434

0.103

17.796

1

0.000

Q17b_Travel_Ti
me

-0.120

0.107

1.257

1

Q17A_Cost

-0.141

0.092

2.358

Q17c_Reliabilit
y

-0.199

0.107

Q19_Female

1.194

Age_50_65

𝑂𝑅 = 𝐸𝑥𝑝(𝐵)

95% 𝐶. 𝐼.𝑑 for 𝐸𝑥𝑝(𝐵)
Lower

Upper

1.543

1.261

1.887

0.262

0.887

0.720

1.094

1

0.125

0.869

0.726

1.040

3.463

1

0.063

0.819

0.664

1.011

0.199

35.866

1

0.000

3.300

2.233

4.878

-0.469

0.227

4.247

1

0.039

0.626

0.401

0.977

Q23_High

-0.201

0.223

0.812

1

0.367

0.818

0.529

1.266

Q2_bin_busines
s

-0.638

0.197

10.461

1

0.001

0.528

0.359

0.778

of 𝐵

3.5.2.1.4 Case A - Combination of modes (e.g., bus & train) vs Train
One unit increase of the importance regarding the factor “Waiting time” and the “female gender”,
positively affects the probability to choose a “Combination of modes” versus the “Train”, as reported
in Table 12.
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Table 12. Estimated Parameters: Multinomial Logistic Regression Combination of modes (e.g., bus & train) vs
Train
Variables in the
Equation

𝐵

Constant 𝐵0

-0.185

Q17a_Waiting_Time

𝑆. 𝐸.𝑎

𝑆𝑖𝑔.𝑐

Wald

𝑑𝑓 𝑏

0.718

0.067

1

0.796

0.318

0.144

4.869

1

0.027

Q17b_Travel_Time

-0.179

0.150

1.425

1

Q17A_Cost

-0.079

0.128

0.386

Q17c_Reliability

-0.048

0.150

Q19_Female

0.470

Age_50_65

𝑂𝑅 = 𝐸𝑥𝑝(𝐵)

95% 𝐶. 𝐼.𝑑 for 𝐸𝑥𝑝(𝐵)
Lower

Upper

1.375

1.036

1.824

0.233

0.836

0.624

1.122

1

0.535

0.924

0.719

1.187

0.102

1

0.750

0.953

0.711

1.278

0.273

2.972

1

0.085

1.601

0.938

2.732

0.011

0.311

0.001

1

0.972

1.011

0.549

1.861

Q23_High

-0.324

0.331

0.956

1

0.328

0.724

0.378

1.384

Q2_bin_business

-0.451

0.281

2.573

1

0.109

0.637

0.367

1.105

of 𝐵

3.5.2.1.5 Case A - Metro vs Train
One unit increase of the importance of the factor “Waiting time”, positively affects the probability of
using the “Metro” versus “Train”. Similarly, a positive effect regards the female gender and a highincome level (see Table 13). On the other hand, business motivation to travel is related to a negative
effect of selecting the “Metro” versus “Train”.
Table 13. Parameters estimated: Multinomial Logistic Regression Metro vs Train
Variables in the
Equation

𝐵

Constant 𝐵0

0.624

Q17a_Waiting_Ti
me

𝑆. 𝐸.𝑎

𝑆𝑖𝑔.𝑐

Wald

𝑑𝑓 𝑏

0.561

1.236

1

0.266

0.365

0.111

10.876

1

0.001

Q17b_Travel_Tim
e

-0.116

0.115

1.009

1

Q17A_Cost

-0.152

0.098

2.383

Q17c_Reliability

-0.020

0.116

Q19_Female

0.474

Age_50_65

𝑂𝑅 = 𝐸𝑥𝑝(𝐵)

95% 𝐶. 𝐼.𝑑 for 𝐸𝑥𝑝(𝐵)
Lower

Upper

1.441

1.160

1.790

0.315

0.891

0.711

1.116

1

0.123

0.859

0.709

1.042

0.029

1

0.864

0.980

0.781

1.231

0.216

4.826

1

0.028

1.607

1.052

2.453

-0.056

0.239

0.056

1

0.814

0.945

0.592

1.509

Q23_High

0.475

0.230

4.281

1

0.039

1.608

1.025

2.522

Q2_bin_business

-0.438

0.212

4.281

1

0.039

0.645

0.426

0.977

of 𝐵

3.5.2.1.6 Case A - Taxi vs Train
One unit increase of the importance regarding the factor “Waiting time”, positively affects the
probability of choosing a “Taxi” vs the “Train” mode. Differently the importance of the factor
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“Reliability” and “Cost”, has a negative effect on choosing a “Taxi” vs the “Train” mode. Finally, a
positive effect is connected to a high income and female respondents, as reported in Table 14.
Table 14. Parameters estimated: Multinomial Logistic Regression Taxi vs Train
𝑆. 𝐸.𝑎

Variables in the
Equation

𝐵

Constant 𝐵0

0.459

0.586

0.612

1

0.434

Q17a_Waiting_Time

0.497

0.118

17.799

1

0.000

Q17b_Travel_Time

0.054

0.123

0.194

1

Q17A_Cost

-0.339

0.104

10.749

Q17c_Reliability

-0.239

0.122

Q19_Female

0.807

Age_50_65

Wald

𝑑𝑓

𝑏

𝑐

𝑆𝑖𝑔.

𝑂𝑅 = 𝐸𝑥𝑝(𝐵)

of 𝐵

95% 𝐶. 𝐼.𝑑 for
𝐸𝑥𝑝(𝐵)
Lower

Upper

1.643

1.305

2.070

0.659

1.056

.830

1.343

1

0.001

0.712

0.581

0.872

3.859

1

0.049

0.787

0.620

0.999

0.227

12.613

1

0.000

2.241

1.436

3.499

-0.163

0.253

0.415

1

0.520

0.850

0.518

1.395

Q23_High

0.419

0.241

3.030

1

0.082

1.520

0.949

2.437

Q2_bin_business

0.097

0.221

0.192

1

0.661

1.102

0.714

1.700

3.5.2.1.7 The performance of Multinomial Logistic Regression – Case A
Finally, the result of the multinomial logistic regression considering all transportation alternatives
show that the variables included in the model can correctly predict the 40.3% of cases, as reported in
Table 15. Also, the results of the model are reported considering the following variance scores:
●
●

R2=11.9% by Cox & Snell
R2=12.4% by Nagelkerke

Table 15. Performance: Multinomial Logistic Regression
Percentage of total prediction
(%)

R2 (%)

Cox & Snell.

Nagelkerke

11.9

12.4

40.3

We can conclude that a different number of replies, within the categories of the dependent variable,
reduced the performances of the model. In particular, the model is much more accurate for those
who preferred the alternative “Car (someone drops me off/picks me up)”, resulting in 91.8%, than
for the other modes. In this way, the unbalance of replies, showed the tendency of classifying most of
the answers into category Car (someone drops me off/picks me up), as reported in Table 16.
Accordingly, the prediction of alternative Car (someone drops me off/picks me up) resulted in 810
replies over total 882 (see Figure 41), which lead to the probability of 91.8% (i.e., the ratio between
810 and 882 is 0.918). However, other transportation mode alternatives show much lower
percentage, less than 20%, such as the “metro” alternative with the prediction of 13.7% i.e., 51 cases
on 373 total. For example, “bus” and “combination of modes” alternatives have a prediction of 0%
since the total answers for such alternative are 57 and 111, respectively.
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Table 16. Multinomial Logistic Regression – Classification matrix
Predicted

Observed

Bus

Car
(park
at/near
the
airport)

Bus

0

0

55

0

2

0

0

0.0%

Car (park at/near
the airport)

0

1

313

0

14

7

3

0.3%

Car (someone
drops me
off/picks me up)

0

0

810

0

44

23

5

91.8%

Combination of
modes

0

0

97

0

10

2

2

0.0%

Metro

0

0

305

0

51

15

2

13.7%

Taxi

0

3

219

0

34

21

1

7.6%

Train

0

0

122

0

28

3

2

1.3%

Overall
Percentage

0.0%

0.2%

87.6%

0.0%

8.3%

3.2%

0.7%

40.3%

Car (someone
drops me
off/picks me
up)

Combination
of modes

Metro

Taxi

Train

Percent
Correct

3.5.2.2 Results of Multinomial Logistic Regression (Case B)
The results of Multinomial Logistic Regression for Case B where “Combination of modes” is the
reference category are summarized in Table 17. We reported the results of the Multinomial Logistic
Regression considering the most significant variables that influence the probability of choosing:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bus versus Combination of modes
Car (park at/near the airport) versus Combination of modes
Car (someone drops me off/picks me up) versus Combination of modes
Combination of modes (e.g. bus & train) versus Combination of modes
Metro versus Combination of modes
Taxi versus Combination of modes

Table 17. Results of Multinomial Logistic Regression (Case B)
Case B - Bus vs Combination of modes
Significant variables
(questions)

𝑆. 𝐸.𝑎
𝐵

Wald

𝑐

𝑆𝑖𝑔.

of 𝐵

𝑂𝑅
= 𝐸𝑥𝑝(𝐵)

95% 𝐶. 𝐼.𝑑 for 𝐸𝑥𝑝(𝐵)
Lower

Upper

Factor “Waiting
time”

-0.322

0.187

2.973

0.085

0.725

0.503

1.045

Factor “Travel time”

0.450

0.194

5.384

0.020

1.569

1.072

2.294
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Factor “Reliability”

-0.371

0.188

3.888

0.049

0.690

0.477

0.998

Case B - Car (park at/near the airport) vs Combination of modes
𝑆. 𝐸.𝑎

Significant variables
(questions)

𝐵

Factor “Travel time”

0.292

0.133

4.823

0.028

Factor “Travel cost”

-0.252

0.111

5.100

Age from 50 to 65

-0.487

0.288

2.860

Wald

𝑆𝑖𝑔.𝑐

of 𝐵

𝑂𝑅
= 𝐸𝑥𝑝(𝐵)

95% 𝐶. 𝐼.𝑑 for 𝐸𝑥𝑝(𝐵)
Lower

Upper

1.339

1.032

1.738

0.024

0.778

0.625

0.967

0.091

0.614

0.349

1.081

Case B - Car (someone drops me off/picks me up) vs Combination of modes
𝑆. 𝐸.𝑎

Significant variables
(questions)

𝐵

Female gender

0.724

0.215

11.313

0.001

Age from 50 to 65

-0.480

0.261

3.377

0.066

Wald

𝑐

𝑆𝑖𝑔.

of 𝐵

𝑂𝑅
= 𝐸𝑥𝑝(𝐵)

95% 𝐶. 𝐼.𝑑 for 𝐸𝑥𝑝(𝐵)
Lower

Upper

2.062

1.352

3.143

0.619

0.371

1.032

Case B - Metro vs Combination of modes
Significant variables
(questions)
High household
income

𝑆. 𝐸.𝑎
𝐵

Wald

𝑐

𝑆𝑖𝑔.

of 𝐵
0.799

0.292

7.458

0.006

𝑂𝑅
= 𝐸𝑥𝑝(𝐵)
2.223

95% 𝐶. 𝐼.𝑑 for 𝐸𝑥𝑝(𝐵)
Lower

Upper

1.253

3.943

Case B - Taxi vs Combination of modes
𝑆. 𝐸.𝑎

Significant variables
(questions)

𝐵

Factor “Travel time”

0.233

0.137

2.871

0.090

Factor “Travel cost”

-0.260

0.115

5.139

High household
income

0.743

0.301

“Only business” as a
motive for traveling

0.548

0.257

Wald

𝑐

𝑆𝑖𝑔.

of 𝐵

𝑂𝑅
= 𝐸𝑥𝑝(𝐵)

95% 𝐶. 𝐼.𝑑 for 𝐸𝑥𝑝(𝐵)
Lower

Upper

1.262

0.964

1.652

0.023

0.771

0.616

0.965

6.085

0.014

2.101

1.165

3.791

4.550

0.033

1.730

1.045

2.862

Case B - Train vs Combination of modes
Significant variables
(questions)
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𝑆. 𝐸.𝑎
𝐵

Wald
of 𝐵

𝑐

𝑆𝑖𝑔.

𝑂𝑅
= 𝐸𝑥𝑝(𝐵)

95% 𝐶. 𝐼.𝑑 for 𝐸𝑥𝑝(𝐵)
Lower

Upper
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Factor “Waiting
time”

-0.318

0.144

4.869

0.027

0.727

0.548

0.965

Female gender

-0.470

0.273

2.972

0.085

0.625

0.366

1.067

The more detailed results related to the significance of the variables that have a positive or negative
influence on the probability of choosing certain travel mode in Case B, are described in the following
subsections.

3.5.2.2.1 Case B - Bus vs Combination of modes
Focusing on the independent variables with a significant coefficient minor or equal to 0.1 (highlighted
in Table 18), we can say that one unit increase of the importance regarding the factor “Waiting Time”
and “Reliability”, negatively affect the probability of using the “Bus” versus the “Combination of
modes”. Differently, a positive effect is related to an increase of importance for the “travel time” on
the probability of using the “Bus” versus the “Combination of modes”.
Table 18. Parameters estimated: Multinomial Logistic Regression Bus vs Combination of modes
𝑆. 𝐸.𝑎

Variables in the
Equation

𝐵

Constant 𝐵0

0.068

0.896

0.006

1

0.939

Q17a_Waiting_Ti
me

-0.322

0.187

2.973

1

0.085

Q17b_Travel_Tim
e

0.450

0.194

5.384

1

Q17A_Cost

0.080

0.168

0.227

Q17c_Reliability

-0.371

0.188

Q19_Female

0.243

Age_50_65

Wald

𝑑𝑓

𝑏

𝑆𝑖𝑔.

𝑐

95% 𝐶. 𝐼.𝑑 for 𝐸𝑥𝑝(𝐵)
𝑂𝑅 = 𝐸𝑥𝑝(𝐵)

of 𝐵

Lower

Upper

0.725

0.503

1.045

0.020

1.569

1.072

2.294

1

0.634

1.083

0.779

1.507

3.888

1

0.049

0.690

0.477

0.998

0.345

0.495

1

0.482

1.275

0.648

2.506

-0.290

0.457

0.402

1

0.526

0.748

0.305

1.833

Q23_High

-0.330

0.519

0.403

1

0.526

0.719

0.260

1.990

Q2_bin_business

-0.478

0.416

1.318

1

0.251

0.620

0.274

1.402

3.5.2.2.2 Case B - Car (park at/near the airport) vs Combination of modes
One unit increase of the importance related to the factor “Cost”, and “age group from 50 to 65”
negatively affect the probability to prefer the “Car (parking near the airport)” versus the
“Combination of modes”. On the other hand, the importance of the factor “travel time”, has a positive
effect on choosing “Car (parking near the airport)”, as described in Table 19.
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Table 19. Parameters estimated: Multinomial Logistic Regression Car (park at/near the airport) vs Combination
of modes
𝑆. 𝐸.𝑎

Variables in the
Equation

𝐵

Constant 𝐵0

1.303

0.622

4.389

1

0.036

Q17a_Waiting_T
ime

0.064

0.128

0.252

1

0.616

Q17b_Travel_Ti
me

0.292

0.133

4.823

1

Q17A_Cost

-0.252

0.111

5.100

Q17c_Reliability

-0.172

0.131

Q19_Female

0.377

Age_50_65

Wald

𝑑𝑓

𝑏

𝑐

𝑆𝑖𝑔.

95% 𝐶. 𝐼.𝑑 for 𝐸𝑥𝑝(𝐵)
𝑂𝑅 = 𝐸𝑥𝑝(𝐵)

of 𝐵

Lower

Upper

1.066

0.830

1.370

0.028

1.339

1.032

1.738

1

0.024

0.778

0.625

0.967

1.734

1

0.188

0.842

0.652

1.088

0.233

2.608

1

0.106

1.458

0.923

2.303

-0.487

0.288

2.860

1

0.091

0.614

0.349

1.081

Q23_High

-0.049

0.310

0.025

1

0.875

0.952

0.519

1.749

Q2_bin_busines
s

0.060

0.254

0.057

1

0.812

1.062

0.646

1.748

3.5.2.2.3 Case B - Car (someone drops me off/picks me up) vs Combination of modes
Concerning Table 20 which reports the results of the comparison between the mode “Car (someone
drops me off/picks me up)” versus the “Combination of modes”, it is possible to observe that only two
of them are significant. Female gender has a positive effect in terms of using the “Combination of
modes”. Instead, belonging to the age group from 50 to 65 shows a negative influence on using the
“Combination of modes”.
Table 20. Parameters estimated: Multinomial Logistic Regression Car (someone drops me off/picks me up) vs
Combination of modes
𝑆. 𝐸.𝑎

Variables in
the Equation

𝐵

Constant 𝐵0

2.027

0.576

12.404

1

0.000

Q17a_Waiting
_Time

0.115

0.118

0.955

1

0.328

Q17b_Travel_
Time

0.059

0.122

0.235

1

Q17A_Cost

-0.061

0.103

0.353

1
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Wald

𝑑𝑓

𝑏

𝑐

𝑆𝑖𝑔.

95% 𝐶. 𝐼.𝑑 for 𝐸𝑥𝑝(𝐵)
𝑂𝑅 = 𝐸𝑥𝑝(𝐵)

of 𝐵

Lower

Upper

1.122

0.891

1.414

0.628

1.061

0.835

1.347

0.552

0.941

0.769

1.151
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Q17c_Reliabili
ty

-0.151

0.121

1.577

1

0.209

0.859

0.678

1.089

Q19_Female

0.724

0.215

11.313

1

0.001

2.062

1.352

3.143

Age_50_65

-0.480

0.261

3.377

1

0.066

0.619

0.371

1.032

Q23_High

0.123

0.286

0.185

1

0.667

1.131

0.646

1.980

Q2_bin_busin
ess

-0.187

0.236

0.626

1

0.429

0.829

0.522

1.318

3.5.2.2.4 Case B – Metro vs Combination of modes
The probability of using the “Metro” versus the “Combination of modes” is positively influenced by a
high-income level, as seen in Table 21.
Table 21. Parameters estimated: Multinomial Logistic Regression Metro vs Combination of modes
𝑆. 𝐸.𝑎

Variables in
the Equation

𝐵

Constant 𝐵0

0.809

0.622

1.693

1

0.193

Q17a_Waiti
ng_Time

0.047

0.126

0.137

1

0.711

Q17b_Travel
_Time

0.063

0.131

0.232

1

Q17A_Cost

-0.072

0.110

0.432

Q17c_Reliab
ility

0.028

0.130

Q19_Female

0.004

Age_50_65

Wald

𝑑𝑓

𝑏

𝑐

𝑆𝑖𝑔.

95% 𝐶. 𝐼.𝑑 for 𝐸𝑥𝑝(𝐵)
𝑂𝑅 = 𝐸𝑥𝑝(𝐵)

of 𝐵

Lower

Upper

1.048

0.818

1.342

0.630

1.065

0.824

1.376

1

0.511

0.930

0.749

1.154

0.046

1

0.830

1.028

0.797

1.327

0.231

0.000

1

0.987

1.004

0.638

1.578

-0.067

0.274

0.060

1

0.806

0.935

0.547

1.599

Q23_High

0.799

0.292

7.458

1

0.006

2.223

1.253

3.943

Q2_bin_busi
ness

0.013

0.250

0.003

1

0.960

1.013

0.621

1.652

3.5.2.2.5 Case B – Taxi vs Combination of modes
One unit increase of the importance regarding the factor “Travel time”, “high income”, and “business
purpose” positively affects the probability to choose a “Taxi” versus the “Combination of modes”.
Differently, the importance of the factor “Cost”, has a negative effect on the probability of choosing a
“Taxi” versus the “Combination of modes”, as seen in Table 22.
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Table 22. Parameters estimated: Multinomial Logistic Regression Taxi vs Combination of modes
𝑆. 𝐸.𝑎

Variables in the
Equation

𝐵

Constant 𝐵0

0.644

0.644

0.999

1

0.318

Q17a_Waiting_Ti
me

0.178

0.132

1.817

1

0.178

Q17b_Travel_Tim
e

0.233

0.137

2.871

1

Q17A_Cost

-0.260

0.115

5.139

Q17c_Reliability

-0.192

0.135

Q19_Female

0.337

Age_50_65

Wald

𝑑𝑓

𝑏

𝑐

𝑆𝑖𝑔.

95% 𝐶. 𝐼.𝑑 for 𝐸𝑥𝑝(𝐵)
𝑂𝑅 = 𝐸𝑥𝑝(𝐵)

of 𝐵

Lower

Upper

1.195

0.922

1.549

0.090

1.262

0.964

1.652

1

0.023

0.771

0.616

0.965

2.016

1

0.156

0.826

0.634

1.076

0.242

1.942

1

0.163

1.400

0.872

2.249

-0.174

0.286

0.369

1

0.543

0.840

0.480

1.472

Q23_High

0.743

0.301

6.085

1

0.014

2.101

1.165

3.791

Q2_bin_business

0.548

0.257

4.550

1

0.033

1.730

1.045

2.862

3.5.2.2.6 Case B - Train vs Combination of modes
One unit increase of the importance regarding the factor “Waiting time” and “female gender”,
negatively affect the probability to choose the “Train” versus the “Combination of modes”, as
presented in Table 23.
Table 23. Parameters estimated: Multinomial Logistic Regression Train vs Combination of modes
Variables in the
Equation

𝑆. 𝐸.𝑎
𝐵

Wald

𝑑𝑓 𝑏

𝑆𝑖𝑔.𝑐

𝑂𝑅 = 𝐸𝑥𝑝(𝐵)

of 𝐵

95% 𝐶. 𝐼.𝑑 for
𝐸𝑥𝑝(𝐵)
Lower

Upper

Constant 𝐵0

0.185

0.718

0.067

1

0.796

Q17a_Waiting_Tim
e

-0.318

0.144

4.869

1

0.027

0.727

0.548

0.965

Q17b_Travel_Time

0.179

0.150

1.425

1

0.233

1.196

0.892

1.603

Q17A_Cost

0.079

0.128

0.386

1

0.535

1.083

0.843

1.391

Q17c_Reliability

0.048

0.150

0.102

1

0.750

1.049

0.782

1.406

Q19_Female

-0.470

0.273

2.972

1

0.085

0.625

0.366

1.067

Age_50_65

-0.011

0.311

0.001

1

0.972

0.989

0.537

1.820
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Q23_High

0.324

0.331

0.956

1

0.328

1.382

0.722

2.645

Q2_bin_business

0.451

0.281

2.573

1

0.109

1.570

0.905

2.723

3.5.2.2.7 The performance of Multinomial Logistic Regression – Case B
The performance of the Multinomial Logistic Regression for Case B is equal to the performances
indicated in Table 15 and Table 16.

3.5.2.3 Results of Multinomial Logistic Regression (Case C)
In order to solve the issue regarding the unbalanced sample, we applied a resampling technique to the
SYN+AIR survey which focused on the 111 replies related to the “Combination of modes” alternative
(see Figure 33). Therefore, in this case, we randomly extracted 111 respondents from other
transportation alternatives, in order to evaluate the comparison of the different modes of transport
related to Question 7, by using a balanced subsample of respondents. In addition, we reduced the
number of involved alternatives (from seven to five) by merging the alternatives “Metro”, “Bus” and
“Train” in one new dummy mode, for obtaining better prediction of each one of the five considered
alternatives in multinomial logistic regression.
Subsequently, we performed the multinomial logistic regression by considering “Combination of
modes” as a reference alternative, and we reported the results of the Multinomial Logistic Regression
in Table 24 considering:
•
•
•
•
•

Car (someone drops me off/picks me up) versus Combination of modes
Car (park at/near the airport) versus Combination of modes
Combination of modes (e.g., bus & train) versus Combination of modes
Metro versus Combination of modes
Taxi versus Combination of modes

Figure 33. Multinomial choice considering five balanced alternatives
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Table 24. Results of Multinomial Logistic Regression (Case C)
Case C - Car (as passenger) vs Combination of modes
𝑆. 𝐸.𝑎

Significant
variables
(questions)

𝐵

Female gender

0.896

Wald

𝑆𝑖𝑔.𝑐

of 𝐵
0.296

9.181

0.002

𝑂𝑅
= 𝐸𝑥𝑝(𝐵)
2.449

95% 𝐶. 𝐼.𝑑 for
𝐸𝑥𝑝(𝐵)
Lower

Upper

1.372

4.372

Case C - Car (park at/near the airport) vs Combination of modes
𝑆. 𝐸.𝑎

Significant
variables
(questions)

𝐵

Factor “Travel
time”

0.283

0.161

3.101

0.078

Factor “Travel
costs”

-0.357

0.141

6.436

Factor
“Reliability”

-0.277

0.164

Age from 50 to
65

-0.812

0.398

Wald

𝑆𝑖𝑔.𝑐

of 𝐵

𝑂𝑅
= 𝐸𝑥𝑝(𝐵)

95% 𝐶. 𝐼.𝑑 for
𝐸𝑥𝑝(𝐵)
Lower

Upper

1.328

0.968

1.820

0.011

0.700

0.531

0.922

2.842

0.092

0.758

0.550

1.046

4.174

0.041

0.444

0.204

0.968

Case C - Train / Metro / Bus vs Combination of modes
Significant
variables
(questions)
Factor
“Reliability”

𝑆. 𝐸.𝑎
𝐵

Wald

𝑆𝑖𝑔.𝑐

of 𝐵
0.284

0.169

2.809

0.094

𝑂𝑅
= 𝐸𝑥𝑝(𝐵)
1.328

95% 𝐶. 𝐼.𝑑 for
𝐸𝑥𝑝(𝐵)
Lower

Upper

0.953

1.850

Case C - Taxi vs Combination of modes
𝑆. 𝐸.𝑎

Significant
variables
(questions)

𝐵

Factor “Waiting
time”

0.386

0.166

5.434

0.020

Factor “Travel
costs”

-0.246

0.140

3.112

0.078
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Wald

𝑆𝑖𝑔.𝑐

of 𝐵

𝑂𝑅
= 𝐸𝑥𝑝(𝐵)

95% 𝐶. 𝐼.𝑑 for
𝐸𝑥𝑝(𝐵)
Lower

Upper

1.472

1.063

2.037

0.782

0.595

1.028
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“Only business”
as a motive for
traveling

0.647

0.313

4.277

0.039

1.910

1.034

3.528

The more detailed description of results related to the significance of the variables that have a positive
or negative influence on the probability of choosing certain travel mode in Case C, are reported in the
following subsections.

3.5.2.3.1 Case C - Car (someone drops me off/picks me up) versus Combination of modes
Considering the comparison between the alternatives “Car (someone drops me off/picks me up)”
versus “Combination of modes” in Table 25, we can observe only one significant factor as “female
gender” that showed a positive influence on this mode choice.
Table 25. Parameters estimated: Multinomial Logistic Regression Car (as passenger) vs Combination of modes
𝑆. 𝐸.𝑎

Variables in the
Equation

𝐵

Constant 𝐵0

-0.756

0.829

0.831

1

0.362

Q17a_Waiting_
Time

0.146

0.162

0.806

1

0.369

Q17b_Travel_Ti
me

0.086

0.161

0.289

1

Q17A_Cost

-0.011

0.140

0.007

Q17c_Reliability

-0.088

0.166

Q19_Female

0.896

Age_50_65

Wald

𝑑𝑓 𝑏

𝑆𝑖𝑔.𝑐

95% 𝐶. 𝐼.𝑑 for 𝐸𝑥𝑝(𝐵)
𝑂𝑅 = 𝐸𝑥𝑝(𝐵)

of 𝐵

Lower

Upper

1.157

-0.842

1.591

0.591

1.090

0.796

1.493

1

0.935

0.989

0.752

1.300

0.279

1

0.597

0.916

0.661

1.269

0.296

9.181

1

0.002

2.449

1.372

4.372

-0.551

0.391

1.981

1

0.159

0.577

0.268

1.241

Q23_High

-0.303

0.429

0.497

1

0.481

0.739

0.318

1.714

Q2_bin_busines
s

0.000

0.333

0.000

1

1.000

1.000

0.521

1.919

3.5.2.3.2 Case C - Car (park at/near the airport) vs Combination of modes
One unit increase of the importance regarding the factor “travel time”, positively affects the
probability to use the “Car (park at/near the airport)” versus the “Combination of modes” in Table 26.
On the other hand, a negative effect is related to the independent variables concerning the importance
of “cost” and “reliability” and belonging to the age group from 50 to 65 on choosing the “Car (park
at/near the airport)” versus the “Combination of modes”.
Table 26. Parameters estimated: Multinomial Logistic Regression Car (park at/near the airport) vs Combination
of modes
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Variables in the
Equation

𝑆. 𝐸.𝑎
𝐵

Wald

𝑑𝑓 𝑏

𝑆𝑖𝑔.𝑐

𝑂𝑅 = 𝐸𝑥𝑝(𝐵)

of 𝐵

95% 𝐶. 𝐼.𝑑 for
𝐸𝑥𝑝(𝐵)
Lower

Upper

Constant 𝐵0

1.225

0.808

2.298

1

0.130

Q17a_Waiting_Ti
me

-0.006

0.161

0.002

1

0.968

0.994

0.725

1.362

Q17b_Travel_Ti
me

0.283

0.161

3.101

1

0.078

1.328

0.968

1.820

Q17A_Cost

-0.357

0.141

6.436

1

0.011

0.700

0.531

0.922

Q17c_Reliability

-0.277

0.164

2.842

1

0.092

0.758

0.550

1.046

Q19_Female

0.328

0.289

1.288

1

0.256

1.388

0.788

2.444

Age_50_65

-0.812

0.398

4.174

1

0.041

0.444

0.204

0.968

Q23_High

0.015

0.385

0.002

1

0.969

1.015

0.477

2.161

Q2_bin_business

0.047

0.324

0.021

1

0.885

1.048

0.556

1.977

3.5.2.3.3 Case C - Train / Metro / Bus vs Combination of modes
A single significant independent variable in Table 27 emerges as the result of the comparison between
the “Train/Metro/Bus” versus “Combination of modes”. In particular, this independent variable
regards the importance of “reliability”, where a growing level of the latter, positively affects the
probability of choosing the group of three modes of transport “Train/Metro/Bus”.
Table 27. Parameters estimated: Multinomial Logistic Regression Train / Metro / Bus vs Combination of modes
95% 𝐶. 𝐼.𝑑 for 𝐸𝑥𝑝(𝐵)

𝑆. 𝐸.𝑎

Variables in the
Equation

𝐵

Constant 𝐵0

-0.620

0.835

0.552

1

0.457

Q17a_Waiting_Ti
me

-0.121

0.158

0.584

1

0.445

Q17b_Travel_Tim
e

-0.016

0.156

0.011

1

Q17A_Cost

-0.045

0.138

0.105

Q17c_Reliability

0.284

0.169

2.809
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Wald

𝑑𝑓 𝑏

𝑆𝑖𝑔.𝑐

𝑂𝑅 = 𝐸𝑥𝑝(𝐵)

of 𝐵

Lower

Upper

0.886

0.650

1.208

0.917

0.984

0.725

1.336

1

0.746

0.956

0.729

1.254

1

0.094

1.328

0.953

1.850
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Q19_Female

-0.246

0.289

0.725

1

0.395

0.782

0.444

1.377

Age_50_65

0.005

0.340

0.000

1

0.988

1.005

0.516

1.958

Q23_High

0.408

0.359

1.289

1

0.256

1.504

0.744

3.041

Q2_bin_business

0.110

0.314

0.122

1

0.727

1.116

0.603

2.066

3.5.2.3.4 Case C - Taxi vs Combination of modes
One unit increase regarding the variable “waiting time”, positively affects the probability to choose
the “Taxi” versus the “Combination of modes” in Table 28. Differently, the importance of the variable
“cost” shows a negative effect on the probability of choosing the “Taxi” versus the “Combination of
modes”. Finally, the business travel purpose has a positive influence on the preference of Taxi” versus
the “Combination of modes”
Table 28. Parameters estimated: Multinomial Logistic Regression Taxi vs Combination of modes
𝑆. 𝐸.𝑎

Variables in the
Equation

𝐵

Constant 𝐵0

-0.373

0.835

0.199

1

0.655

Q17a_Waiting_Ti
me

0.386

0.166

5.434

1

0.020

Q17b_Travel_Tim
e

0.176

0.162

1.176

1

Q17A_Cost

-0.246

0.140

3.112

Q17c_Reliability

-0.256

0.170

Q19_Female

0.038

Age_50_65

Wald

𝑑𝑓

𝑏

𝑐

𝑆𝑖𝑔.

95% 𝐶. 𝐼.𝑑 for 𝐸𝑥𝑝(𝐵)
𝑂𝑅 = 𝐸𝑥𝑝(𝐵)

of 𝐵

Lower

Upper

1.472

1.063

2.037

0.278

1.192

0.868

1.638

1

0.078

0.782

0.595

1.028

2.256

1

0.133

0.774

0.555

1.081

0.295

0.016

1

0.898

1.038

0.583

1.849

-0.456

0.363

1.572

1

0.210

0.634

0.311

1.293

Q23_High

0.535

0.356

2.261

1

0.133

1.707

0.850

3.427

Q2_bin_business

0.647

0.313

4.277

1

0.039

1.910

1.034

3.528

3.5.2.3.5 Performance of Multinomial Logistics Regression – Case C
According to the results in Table 29, the resampling strategy reached a lower percentage of total
correctly predicted cases compared to the regression considering the whole sample (34.1<40.3).
However, considering the prediction of each alternative, the obtained percentage is more uniformly
distributed. The variables included in the model can correctly predict 34.1% of cases. Furthermore, in
this case, results are more accurate for those who preferred the alternative “Car (someone drops
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me off/picks me up)” (48.6%), than for other modes. Additionally, the results of the model are
reported considering the following variance scores:
●
●

R2=16.0% by Cox & Snell
R2=16.7% by Nagelkerke

Accordingly, we can observe that the obtained variance scores of the multinomial logistic regression
considering resampling strategy are higher than the multinomial logistic regression of the whole
sample. This is due to the equal number of 111 replies that were initially randomly selected for each
one of the 5 considered alternatives. In this way, the probability of selecting each one of the considered
alternatives is much more accurate, as well as the total prediction regarding the ratio of predicted and
total number of responses for each alternative (e.g. the correct prediction of 54 for “Car (someone
drops me off/picks me up)” over 111 of the total answers leads to the overall prediction of 48.6%), as
reported in Table 30.
Table 29. Performance: Multinomial Logistic Regression
R2 (%)

Percentage of total prediction (%)

Cox & Snell.

Nagelkerke

16.0

16.7

34.1
Table 30. Multinomial Logistic Regression – Classification matrix
Predicted
Car
(someone
drops me
off/picks me
up)

Car (park
at/near
the
airport)

Train /
Metro
/ Bus

Taxi

Combinati
on of
modes

Percent
Correct

Car (someone drops me
off/picks me up)

54

19

12

13

13

48.6%

Car (park at/near the airport)

29

33

10

23

16

29.7%

Train / Metro / Bus

26

10

39

24

12

35.1%

Taxi

25

14

15

50

7

45.0%

Combination of modes

36

13

31

18

13

11.7%

Overall Percentage

30.6%

16.0%

19.3%

23.1%

11.0%

34.1%

Observed
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4 Sensitivity analysis
The aim of the sensitivity analysis is to analyse the impact of non-coordination considering
multimodal chain scenario, as well as the factors that influence travel mode choice. For that purpose,
the sensitivity analysis in chapter 4 identifies the macro-statistics by:
1. Analysing multimodal trip scenario given by T3.1 survey in the terms of sensitivity
Since presented scenarios in T3.1 survey (Scenario A (Bus or Train), Scenario B (Car or Train). Scenario
C (Train or Plane)) determine the choice between two travel modes, we are not able to assess the
impact of the multimodal chain. Therefore, for achieving the first objective, we carried out the
sensitivity analysis regarding travel mode choice behaviour (across the four countries involved in the
T3.1 survey) with regards to the Question 7 in which all the proposed alternatives were supposed to
be available. Consequently, we estimated the effect of some Likert scale factors, investigated in
Question 17, such as:
●
●
●
●

Waiting time
Reliability
Travel time
Travel costs

2. Identifying macro-statistics to assess the effect of non-coordination on network.
Starting from the interpretation of the coefficients emerged in the various logit analysis regarding the
statistically significant independent variables, it is possible to observe the change in the probability
and define macro-statistics of a certain choice by varying a single independent variable and keeping
constant all the others. In this way the macro-statistics were estimated according to the factors in
Question 17 (waiting time, reliability, travel time, travel costs).
Finally, in chapter 6, according to these objectives, we were able to rank the travel mode choice
preference according to the one unit increase of the importance of the previous mentioned factors.
Therefore, we estimated the impact of the non-coordination in the multimodal travel chain regarding
the most important factors, defined as “waiting time” and “reliability”.

4.1 Sensitivity analysis related to the factor waiting time
In Table 31, we extracted the results related to the factor “waiting time” of the multinomial logistic
regression in the Question 7 in which considered travel modes were compared with “Train”. In
particular, we reported the results of the variable “waiting time” (see Table 10, Table 11, Table 12,
Table 13 and Table 14) related to the following mode choices:
●
●
●
●
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Car (someone drops me off/picks me up) vs Train
Combination of modes (e.g. bus & train) vs Train
Metro vs Train
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●

Taxi vs Train

According to the results of the comparison between “Car (park at/near the airport)”, “Car (someone
drops me off/picks me up)”, Combination of modes (e.g., bus & train), “Metro” and Taxi with “Train”,
we can observed the positive influence of the variable related to the importance of the waiting time.
Such outcome confirms what is objectively expected regarding the preference of private transport
modes and “Taxi” compared to “Train”. In this way, respondents are more likely to choose the car to
reach and to leave the airport, by increasing the perceived importance of the waiting time. In other
words, people will prefer these mobility solutions when waiting time or delays are significantly
higher. For example, the probability of choosing “Taxi” is 1.6 times more likely than choosing “Train”,
considering one unit increase of the importance of the factor “waiting time”. Such a positive effect
emerges also within the comparison between “Metro/Combination of modes” and “Train”, i.e., as it
is expected that users who choose the “Metro/Combination of modes”, typically, are less willing to
wait, than those who prefer the train. However, in the case of “Bus” mode versus “Train”, the
outcome of the variable “waiting time” is not significant.
Table 31. The sensitivity analysis related to the factor “waiting time” in the multinomial logistic regression (all
modes versus “Train”)
𝑆. 𝐸.𝑎

Variable
Q17a_Waiting_Time

𝐵

Car (park at/near the
airport) vs Train

0.383

0.113

11.382

1

0.001

Car (someone drops
me off/picks me up)
vs Train

0.434

0.103

17.796

1

Combination of
modes (e.g., bus &
train) vs Train

0.318

0.144

4.869

Metro vs Train

0.365

0.111

Taxi vs Train

0.497

0.118

Wald

𝑑𝑓

𝑏

𝑆𝑖𝑔.𝑐

𝑂𝑅 = 𝐸𝑥𝑝(𝐵)

of 𝐵

95% 𝐶. 𝐼.𝑑 for
𝐸𝑥𝑝(𝐵)
Lower

Upper

1.466

1.174

1.831

0.000

1.543

1.261

1.887

1

0.027

1.375

1.036

1.824

10.876

1

0.001

1.441

1.160

1.790

17.799

1

0.000

1.643

1.305

2.070

In Table 32, we reported the outcome of Table 16, related to the importance of the variable “waiting
time” in the multinomial logistic regression in which considered travel modes were compared with
“Combination of modes”. Changing the baseline category, from the “Train” to “Combination of
modes”, we can observe a negative effect of the importance related to the waiting time considering
the alternative Bus. Namely, increasing the importance rate of “waiting time”, the probability of
preferring the bus is lower than a combination of modes. In this way, a one unit increase of the
importance of “waiting time” will decrease the 0.725 times the probability of choosing “Bus” versus
“Combination of modes”.
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Table 32. The sensitivity analysis related to the factor “waiting time” in the multinomial logistic regression (all
modes versus “Combination of modes”)
Variable
Q17a_Waiting_
Time

𝐵

Bus vs
Combination of
modes

-0.322

𝑆. 𝐸.𝑎
Wald

𝑑𝑓 𝑏 𝑆𝑖𝑔.𝑐

2.973

1

of 𝐵
0.187

95% 𝐶. 𝐼.𝑑 for 𝐸𝑥𝑝(𝐵)

𝑂𝑅 = 𝐸𝑥𝑝(𝐵)

0.085

Lower

Upper

0.503

1.045

0.725

On the other hand, we can observe that one unit increase of importance related to the “waiting time”
in Table 33, will positively affect the probability of choosing the “Taxi” versus the “Combination of
modes” in the case of the resampled multinomial logistic regression.
Table 33. The sensitivity analysis related to the factor “waiting time” in the resampling of the multinomial
logistic regression (all modes versus “Combination of modes”)
𝑆. 𝐸.

Variable
Q17a_Waiting_Time

𝐵

Taxi vs Combination of
modes

0.386

95% 𝐶. 𝐼.𝑑 for
𝐸𝑥𝑝(𝐵)

𝑎

𝑆𝑖𝑔.𝑐

𝑑𝑓 𝑏

Wald

𝑂𝑅 = 𝐸𝑥𝑝(𝐵)

of 𝐵
0.166

5.434

1

0.020

1.472

Lower

Uppe
r

1.063

2.037

4.2 Sensitivity analysis related to the factor reliability
In Table 34, we examined the results of the binary logistic regression related to the factor “reliability”.
Focusing on the binary choice related to the distinction between public modes versus private modes
of transportation, an interesting result emerged concerning the rating about the importance of the
factor “Reliability”, as reported in section 5.1.1.
In particular, this analysis showed how increasing this grade of importance for respondents can
enhance the probability of choosing public modes (versus the private ones). The consequence of the
previous assumption could be that a delay (unreliability) would lead to a modal shift from public to
private solutions. Therefore, the increase of the capability of public modes to prevent and solve
unexpected events for passengers (e.g., delays, traffic congestions, etc.) could decrease the
preference of private mobility solutions.
Table 34. The sensitivity analysis related to the factor “reliability” in the binary logistic regression (all modes
versus “Combination of modes”)
𝑆. 𝐸.𝑎

Variables
Q17c_Reliability

𝐵

Public vs
Private

0.085
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of 𝐵
0.051

Wald

𝑑𝑓

2.768

1

𝑏

𝑐

𝑆𝑖𝑔.

0.096

95% 𝐶. 𝐼.𝑑 for 𝐸𝑥𝑝(𝐵)
𝑂𝑅 = 𝐸𝑥𝑝(𝐵)
1.089

Lower

Upper

0.985

1.203
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In Table 35, we examined the results related to the factor “reliability” of the multinomial logistic
regression related to Question 7 in which considered travel modes were compared with “Train”. In
fact, in section 3.5.2.1, (see Table 9, 10, 11 and Table 14), it is possible to see the negative effect of
one unit increase in the reliability factor, regarding the preference of choosing the “Bus”, “Car” and
“Taxi” mode versus the train. So, we can state that the expected reliability of the “train” within public
solutions, is bigger than for “bus”, “car”, and “taxi” modes. In this way, Table 35 is seen as a
consequence of Table 34 that justifies the increase of the probability for choosing public modes
versus private ones, considering the unit increase of the importance of the factor “reliability”.
Table 35. The sensitivity analysis related to the factor “reliability” in the multinomial logistic regression (all
modes versus “Train”)

Variable

𝐵

Q17c_Reliability

𝑆. 𝐸.𝑎
Wald

𝑑𝑓 𝑏

𝑆𝑖𝑔.

𝑐

𝑂𝑅 = 𝐸𝑥𝑝(𝐵)

of 𝐵

95% 𝐶. 𝐼.𝑑 for
𝐸𝑥𝑝(𝐵)
Lower

Upper

Bus vs Train

-0.418

0.17
9

5.456

1

0.01
9

0.658

0.463

0.935

Car (park at/near
the airport) vs
Train

-0.220

0.11
8

3.484

1

0.06
2

0.803

0.637

1.011

Car (someone
drops me off/picks
me up) vs Train

-0.199

0.10
7

3.463

1

0.06
3

0.819

0.664

1.011

Taxi vs Train

-0.239

0.12
2

3.859

1

0.04
9

0.787

0.620

0.999

Other interesting effects concern the comparison regarding the multinomial regression in which the
alternatives are compared with “Combination of modes”. In particular, as reported in Table 36, also
in this case the effect of “reliability” is negatively related to the bus compared to the alternative
“Combination of modes”.
Table 36. The sensitivity analysis related to the factor “reliability” in the multinomial logistic regression (all
modes versus “Combination of modes”)
Variable

𝐵

Q17c_Reliability
Bus vs Combination
of modes

𝑆. 𝐸.𝑎
Wald

𝑑𝑓

𝑏

𝑐

𝑆𝑖𝑔.

𝑂𝑅 = 𝐸𝑥𝑝(𝐵)

of 𝐵
-0.371

0.188

3.888

1

0.049

0.690

95% 𝐶. 𝐼.𝑑 for
𝐸𝑥𝑝(𝐵)
Lower

Upper

0.477

0.998

Regarding the results of the resampling analysis in Table 37, we can see that the negative effect of
the importance related to the reliability factor is also present in the comparison between the
alternative “Car (park at/near the airport)” versus “Combination of modes”. On the other hand, the
increase in the importance of reliability has a statistically significant positive effect for the dummy
alternative obtained from the union of the train, metro, and bus, versus the alternative
“Combination of modes”.
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Table 37. The sensitivity analysis related to the factor “reliability” in the resampling of the multinomial logistic
regression (all modes versus “Combination of modes”)
Variable

𝐵

Q17c_Reliability

𝑆. 𝐸.𝑎

𝑑𝑓

Wald

𝑏

𝑐

𝑆𝑖𝑔.

95% 𝐶. 𝐼.𝑑 for
𝐸𝑥𝑝(𝐵)

𝑂𝑅 = 𝐸𝑥𝑝(𝐵)

of 𝐵

Lower

Upper

Car (park at/near the
airport) vs
Combination of modes

-0.277

0.164

2.842

1

0.092

0.758

0.550

1.046

Train / Metro / Bus vs
Combination of modes

0.284

0.169

2.809

1

0.094

1.328

0.953

1.850

4.3 Sensitivity analysis related to the factor travel time
Focusing on the importance of factor “travel time” and considering the output of tests in which it arises
with a statistically significant effect, we can observe (see Table 38) that the probability of choosing the
“bus”, “car (park at/near the airport)” and “taxi” versus “the combination of modes”, will grow with
increasing the rate of importance of “travel time”.
We can state that such preference is the result of the perception of the shorter travel time in abovementioned situations, compared to the situation in which users need to shift from one travel mode
to another one. On the contrary, if the travel time is not important for users, they will be more likely
to choose “Combination of modes” as an alternative.
Table 38. The sensitivity analysis related to the factor “travel time” in the multinomial logistic regression (all
modes versus “Combination of modes”)
Variable

𝐵

Q17b_Travel_Time

𝑆. 𝐸.𝑎
Wald

𝑑𝑓 𝑏

𝑆𝑖𝑔.𝑐

𝑂𝑅 = 𝐸𝑥𝑝(𝐵)

of 𝐵

95% 𝐶. 𝐼.𝑑 for 𝐸𝑥𝑝(𝐵)
Lower

Upper

Bus vs Combination
of modes

0.450

0.194

5.384

1

0.020

1.569

1.072

2.294

Car (park at/near the
airport) vs
Combination of
modes

0.292

0.133

4.823

1

0.028

1.339

1.032

1.738

Taxi vs Combination
of modes

0.233

0.137

2.871

1

0.090

1.262

0.964

1.652

The outcome of the sensitivity analysis related to resampling multinomial logistic regression in Table
39 when comparing all modes and “Combination of modes”, shows the preference of “Car (park
at/near the airport)” when increasing the importance of the factor “travel time”.
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Table 39. The sensitivity analysis related to the factor “travel time” in the resampling of the multinomial
logistic regression (all modes versus “Combination of modes”)
Variable

𝐵

Q17b_Travel_Time

𝑆. 𝐸.𝑎
Wald

𝑑𝑓

𝑏

𝑐

𝑆𝑖𝑔.

𝑂𝑅 = 𝐸𝑥𝑝(𝐵)

of 𝐵

Car (park at/near the
airport) vs
Combination of
modes

0.283

0.161

3.101

1

0.078

95% 𝐶. 𝐼.𝑑 for
𝐸𝑥𝑝(𝐵)

1.328

Lower

Upper

0.968

1.820

4.4 Sensitivity analysis related to the factor travel costs
The results of the sensitivity analysis related to the factor “travel costs”, reported in Table 40, show
the negative effect of one unit increase of the importance related to “travel costs”, when choosing
“Car (park at/near the airport)” and “Taxi” alternative compared to “Train” mode.
We can state that the outcome is expected considering that the costs of traveling by car or taxi are
usually higher than traveling by train.
Table 40. The sensitivity analysis related to the factor “travel costs” in the multinomial logistic regression (all
modes versus “Train”)
Variable

𝐵

Q17A_Cost

𝑆. 𝐸.𝑎
Wald

𝑑𝑓

𝑏

𝑆𝑖𝑔.

𝑐

𝑂𝑅 = 𝐸𝑥𝑝(𝐵)

of 𝐵

95% 𝐶. 𝐼.𝑑 for
𝐸𝑥𝑝(𝐵)
Lower

Upper

Car (park at/near
the airport) vs
Train

-0.331

0.101

10.835

1

0.001

0.718

0.590

0.875

Taxi vs Train

-0.339

0.104

10.749

1

0.001

0.712

0.581

0.872

The similar results of the sensitivity analysis have been obtained when comparing the influence of
“travel costs” in choosing “Car (park at/near the airport)” and “Taxi” modes versus “Combination of
modes” in Table 41. Also, in this case, we can conclude that the users who are influenced by the travel
costs are more likely to choose “combination of modes” as alternative.
Table 41. The sensitivity analysis related to the factor “travel costs” in the multinomial logistic regression (all
modes versus “Combination of modes”)
Variable

𝐵

Q17A_Cost
Car (park
at/near the
airport) vs
Combination of
modes
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𝑆. 𝐸.𝑎
Wald

𝑑𝑓 𝑏

5.100

1

𝑆𝑖𝑔.𝑐

𝑂𝑅 = 𝐸𝑥𝑝(𝐵)

of 𝐵

-0.252

0.111

0.024

0.778

95% 𝐶. 𝐼.𝑑 for 𝐸𝑥𝑝(𝐵)
Lower

Upper

0.625

0.967
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Taxi vs
Combination of
modes

-0.260

0.115

5.139

1

0.023

0.771

0.616

0.965

Also, the sensitivity analysis results of the resampling showed the similar pattern related to increasing
the probability of choosing “Car (park at/near the airport)” and “Taxi” when considering the
importance of “travel costs” in Table 42. The outcome highlights the connection between all previous
sensitivity analysis related to the impact of “travel costs”, since the findings are shown as
independent of the considered whole or balanced sample.
Table 42. The sensitivity analysis related to the factor “travel costs” in the resampling of the multinomial
logistic regression (all modes versus “Combination of modes”)
Variable

𝐵

Q17A_Cost

𝑆. 𝐸.𝑎
Wald

𝑑𝑓 𝑏 𝑆𝑖𝑔.𝑐

𝑂𝑅 = 𝐸𝑥𝑝(𝐵)

of 𝐵

95% 𝐶. 𝐼.𝑑 for
𝐸𝑥𝑝(𝐵)
Lower

Upper

Car (park at/near the
airport) vs
Combination of
modes

-0.357

0.141

6.436

1

0.011

0.700

0.531

0.922

Taxi vs Combination
of modes

-0.246

0.140

3.112

1

0.078

0.782

0.595

1.028
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5 Discussion about the results of the travel
demand model
In this section we summarized the results obtained from the travel demand model for users’ behaviour
and the sensitivity analysis. In specific, we described the main findings of the cluster analysis,
meaningful correlations, Binary Logistic Regression and Multinomial Logistic Regression.
Firstly, we performed k-means clustering analysis is to: i) determine the travel characteristics of
personas, coming from the data collected in the SYN+AIR T3.1 survey; ii) individuate the
answers/participants with similar characteristics related to the travel attributes and mode choice
preferences. According to the results of the cluster analysis related to personas’ travel characteristics,
we can have insight into the preference of the mode choices, as well as the importance of the factors
“waiting time”, “reliability”, “travel costs” and “travel time” when making the mode choice among
different age groups. In particular, we can conclude the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

The age group from “18 to 28 years” and the age group from “29 to 36 years” have the highest
preference of the “Car (someone drops me off/picks me up)” mode choice compared to the
other age groups, with 52% and 48% respectively.
The “Car (park at/near the airport)” mode choice has the lowest share of 11% among the age
group “from 18 to 28 years”. On the other side it has the highest share (18%) among the age
group “from 29 to 36” years, and “from 37 to 44” years, respectively.
The “Metro” mode choice has the highest preference for the age group “from 45 to 54” years
resulting in 23%.
The percentage of the respondents from “37 up to 80” years, that selected “Taxi” as a mode
choice is two times higher than for the younger participants.
Less than 10% of the participants selected “Train”, “Bus”, “Combination of modes” and
“Other” mode choice preference
The highest number of respondents belonging to the age group from “18 to 29”, and 44 to 80”
years selected factor “waiting time” as “important” when making travel mode choice,
respectively. However, the highest number of respondents belonging to the age group from
“29 to 36” years selected factor “waiting time” as “most important” when making travel mode
choice.
The highest number of respondents belonging to the age group from “36 to 44” years, selected
factor “travel time” as “important” when making travel mode choice, respectively.

Then we performed another clustering analysis to obtain better insight into the influence of the
investigated factors when making the mode choice. The main findings are described as follows:
•
•
•
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The factor “waiting time” was rated as “important” by 52.20% respondents that selected
“metro”, “taxi”, “train” mode choices.
The factor “travel time” was rated as “important” by 91% of the respondents that selected
“bus”, “Car (park at/near the airport)”, “Car (someone drops me off/picks me up)” mode
choices.
The factor “travel costs” was rated as “important” by 61.81% of the respondents that selected
“bus”, “Car (park at/near the airport)”, “Car (someone drops me off/picks me up)” mode
choices.
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•

The factor “reliability” was rated as “most important” by 55.86% of the respondents that
selected “Comb. of modes”, “Car (someone drops me off/picks me up)” mode choices.

Secondly, we performed the correlation analysis, where we reported the results of the correlations
related to the travel mode selection for traveling to/from the airport, as well as the mode choice
regarding Scenario A, Scenario B, and Scenario C. The main findings are given as follows:
•

•

•
•
•

The results of the meaningful correlations for the participants that preferred private solutions
(Car (someone drops me off/picks me up), Car (par at/near the airport)) for traveling to/from
the airport, in general, showed that respondents were positively correlated with: i) travelling
by plane especially for leisure; ii) not being the frequent flyer; iii) not being influenced by the
traffic congestion; iv) having low-income level. Also, these respondents belong to the young
age groups, and are mostly female with Greek citizenship. Moreover, they perceived more
important the waiting and travel time than the reliability and the travel cost, when choosing
the transportation mode to reach and leave the airport.
On the other side, in general, users who opted for public modes for traveling to/from the
airport, were positively correlated with: i) being influenced by the traffic congestion (those
who preferred train and metro); ii) travelling mostly for business (those who chose Taxi); iii)
being more males than females (those who opted for the train); iv) declaring a high income
level; v) preferring PT also when travelling with more than 5 people (those who preferred
metro and Taxi), e.g. respondents from Spain (preferring Bus) and Serbia (for the alternative
Taxi). Moreover, these respondents perceived more important the reliability and travel cost
than waiting and travel time, when choosing the travel mode to travel to/from the airport.
The respondents who opted for “train” mode choice for arriving at the port in Scenario A are
positively correlated with factor “reliability” (e.g., whether your bus may be delayed or stuck
in traffic)” when selecting mode choice.
The respondents who opted for “train” mode choice in Scenario B are positively correlated
with preferring PT instead of ordering 2 taxis, and taking into consideration traffic congestion
when choosing the transport mode to reach the airport
The respondents who opted for “Plane” in Scenario C, are positively correlated with being
influenced by factor “time”, when selecting “plane” as a mode choice, having “Greek
residence”, belonging to the age group “from 18 to 29 years”. Also, respondents that selected
plane in Scenario C are likely to choose “car (someone drops me off/picks me up)” and not
“train” when traveling to the airport.

Thirdly, we performed logistics regressions, i.e., Binary Logistic Regression and Multinomial Logistic
Regression. In Binary Logistic Regression, we compared private (i.e., Car (park at/near the airport), Car
(someone drops me off/picks me up)) modes with public modes (i.e., Bus, Metro, Other, Taxi, Train),
to determine factors that affect the usage of public transport modes when traveling to/from the
airport. The results of the Binary Logistic Regression showed that unit increase of importance of the
“reliability factor”, would lead to a positive effect on the probability of choosing public modes. Also,
business travellers are about 1.46 more likely to choose the public modes than other travellers. On the
other side, the results of the Multinomial Logistic Regression, were reported for three cases defined
as: i) Case A in which the mode choice “Train” is defined as a reference category; ii) Case B in which
“Combination of modes” is defined as a reference category; iii) Case C in which we applied a resampling
technique and used “Combination of modes” as a reference category. The results of these analysis can
show us the real/actual situation related to transportation mode choices, which is dominated by noncoordination among Transportation Service Providers (TSPs). In the case of Multinomial Logistic
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Regression related to Case A, we compared other transportation mode alternatives (Car (park at/near
the airport), Car (someone drops me off/picks me up), Bus, Metro, Taxi) with Train. In general, we can
observe the positive effect of the one unit increase of the importance regarding the variables “waiting
time”, “female gender”, “high household income” on the probability of choosing other given
transportation modes versus the “Train”. However, the results of the Multinomial Logistic Regression
for Case B, where we compared all other transportation alternatives with “Combination of modes”,
showed the positive effect on choosing these alternatives considering the variables “travel time”,
“female gender”, “high household income”, “Only business” as a motive for traveling. Furthermore, in
the Case C of the Multinomial Logistic Regression we referred to the “Combination of modes”
alternative where we randomly extracted the same number of cases from other transport modes. The
results showed the positive effect on the probability of choosing Car (park at/near the airport), Car
(someone drops me off/picks me up), Train/Metro/Bus and Taxi alternative versus “Combination of
modes” considering significant variables related to “female gender”, “travel time”, “reliability”,
“waiting time”, and “Only business” as a motive for traveling. According to the results of the logistics
regression, we performed sensitivity analysis in which we analysed the effects of the factors
(“reliability”, “waiting time”, “travel costs”, “travel time”) when making the mode choice to travel
to/from the airport, as reported in Section 4. Accordingly, in the next section, we described the
influence of the most important factors that influence the mode choice such as “waiting time” and
“reliability”.
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6 The impact of non-coordination according
to the sensitivity analysis
In this section we reported the ranking of the travel mode choice preference, and we estimated the
impact of the non-coordination in the multimodal travel chain regarding the most important factors,
defined as “waiting time” and “reliability”.
In Figure 34 is represented the importance of the factor “waiting time” for selecting the mode choices
for traveling to/from the airport. In this way, when the factor “waiting time” is highly important, the
probability of choosing “Taxi” is higher than the other modes. On the opposite side, the “Bus” mode
choice would correspond to the situation when the “waiting time” is less important factor for selecting
the travel mode choice. According to the results of the sensitivity analysis, the outcome of the variable
“waiting time” is not significant (but the ratio OR is minor than 1) when comparing “Bus” mode versus
“Train” (see Table 9). Also, the ranking of the mode choice according to the OR ratio related to the
importance of the variable “waiting time” when comparing all modes with Train is obtained as follows
(see Table 31):
●
●
●
●
●

Combination of modes, (OR = 1.375)
Metro, (OR = 1.441)
Car (park at/near the airport), (OR = 1.466)
Car (Someone drops me off/pick me up), (OR = 1.543)
Taxi, (OR = 1.643)

Figure 34. The ranking of mode choices regarding the importance of waiting time
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We can conclude that the importance of “waiting time” results in higher choice of car (as passengers
or drivers) in the case of the non-coordination among TSPs. However, if the coordination among TSPs
exists, we can expect that waiting time should be lower, and then the probability of choosing the PT
should increase.
Also, the similar conclusion we can have in the case of the importance of factor “reliability” when
making the mode choice. In Figure 35 is represented the importance of the factor “reliability” for
selecting the mode choices for traveling to/from the airport.

Figure 35. The ranking of mode choices regarding the importance of reliability

According to the negative effect (i.e. the value of parameter 𝐵) of the factor “reliability” when
comparing all modes with “Train”, the ranking of the mode choices in Figure 35 is given as follows:
●
●
●
●

Bus, (𝐵 = -0.418)
Taxi, (𝐵 = -0.239)
Car (park at/near the airport), (𝐵 = -0.220)
Car (Someone drops me off/pick me up), (𝐵 = -0.199)

The importance of the factor “reliability” for “Combination of modes” can be observed from Table 25
and Table 26. According to Table 25, the importance of factor “reliability” is not significant when
comparing Car (Someone drops me off/pick me up) with “Combination of modes” in Case C and has
the negative value of parameter 𝐵 = -0.088. Also, the comparison of Car (park at/near the airport) with
“Combination of modes” in Case C (Table 26), results in negative value of parameter 𝐵 = -0.277, which
is lower than the value of parameter 𝐵 for Car (Someone drops me off/pick me up). Therefore, we can
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state that the importance of reliability for “Combination of modes” is higher than Car (Someone drops
me off/pick me up).
According to Table 27, the increase of the one unit of importance of the factor “reliability” has a
positive effect for the union of Train/Metro/Bus compared to “Combination of modes”, resulting in 𝐵
= 0.284. However, the importance of the factor “reliability” for “Bus” mode is seen as the lowest due
to the following reasons: i) the importance of the factor “reliability” for Bus mode is minor than “Train”
mode; ii) the number of the answers for “Bus” mode is significantly lower than the other modes.
Afterwards, we can conclude that the factor “reliability” has the highest importance for the
Train/Metro union in the case of the non-coordination among TSPs. Nevertheless, even in this case,
we can notice that the reliability has a significant impact when selecting more than one travel choice
(e.g., travel mode can be in delay due to the traffic, operational conditions, weather, etc.).
Consequently, the impact of reliability should be supported even in the case of coordination among
TSPs. In this case, the increase of reliability should result in the higher probability for choosing other
travel modes.
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7 Conclusions
The deliverable D4.2 is produced as an output of the task T4.2 that deals with the impact of noncoordination in the multimodal travel chain. In specific, previous sections described the outcome of
the users’ travel habit analysis, as well as the factors that determine the travel mode choice among
“Car (park at/near the airport)”, “Car (someone drops me off/picks me up)”, “Train, Metro”, “Bus”,
“Taxi”, and “Combination of modes” alternative in the case of the non-coordination in the multimodal
travel chain. According to this outcome, the sensitivity analysis has been executed for determining the
impact of non-coordination in the multimodal travel chain.
The first step was the identification of the main activities, operations, and services that needs to be
managed by each coordinator of the corresponding transportation mode, which has been
accomplished through the literature review. The provided literature review in Appendix (A, B, C, D) has
been focused on the studies related to Network Management Strategies (NMS) involved in air, rail,
maritime, and road transportation. After conducting literature review, we developed travel demand
model for users’ behaviour analysis based on the answers from the respondents in Syn+Air T3.1 survey.
For obtaining this goal we focused on the most relevant questions such as Question 7 (If all of the
following transport modes are available, which one would you choose to travel to/from the airport?)
and Question 17 (How much do the following factors influence your choice of mode when travelling
to and from the airport?). Therefore, for providing the comprehensive statistical analysis and the
influence of these questions on selecting mode choice in the case of non-coordination in the
multimodal travel chain we performed: i) descriptive statistics; ii) cluster analysis; iii) Pearson
correlation analysis. Through descriptive statistics we obtained the insight into the sociodemographic
characteristics (gender, approximate household income), as well as the travel characteristics (motives
for traveling, travel mode selection and the factors that influence mode choice) of the respondents.
For example, the answer “traveling for leisure” is the most common purpose for travelling. Also,
40.11% of respondents selected the “Car (someone drops me off/picks me up)” as a mode choice for
travelling to and from the airport. Moreover, the high percentage of answers regarding the car mode
choice has been confirmed though the k-means clustering analysis that aimed at determining the travel
characteristics of personas by individuating group of participants with common travel and mode choice
preferences. In specific, general results of k-means clustering analysis showed:
•
•
•
•
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The highest number of answers within the clusters were related to the “Car mode choice
(someone drops me off/picks me up)” considering the factors “waiting time”, “travel time”,
“travel costs”, and “reliability”.
The Car (someone drops me off/picks me up)) is the most preferred travel mode choice among
all age groups.
The influence of factors i.e., “waiting time”, “travel time”, and “travel costs”, within the
clusters, was mostly rated as “important” when deciding which mode to choose to travel
to/from the airport.
The influence of the factor “reliability”, within the clusters, was mostly rated as “more
important” and “most important”, when deciding which mode to choose to travel to/from the
airport. Therefore, we can conclude that the factor “reliability” has one of the most important
influences when selecting the mode choice for traveling to/from the airport.
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Moreover, Pearson’s correlation analyses were performed to determine the meaningful correlations
related to the travel mode choice for traveling to/from the airport as well as in the Scenario A (Bus or
Train), Scenario B (Car or Train), and Scenario C (Train or Plane). Generally, respondents that are
belonging to the young age groups and are traveling for leisure, prefer private solutions (car and taxi
mode choice). Also, as expected, these respondents perceive more important the total travel time
(waiting and travel time) than the reliability and the travel cost when selecting travel mode. On the
other side, respondents who prefer public modes (bus, train, metro) have high income level, and are
travelling mostly for business. However, these respondents perceived more important the reliability
and travel cost than total travel time, when choosing the travel mode to travel to/from the airport.
The outcomes of the above-mentioned analysis have been validated though the results of the logistics
regressions (Binary and Multinomial Logistic Regression). Through the statistical analysis are
determined the most significant explanatory variables that affect the traveller's choice based on the
data collected from the T3.1 survey. The Binary Logistics Regression regarded the comparison
between private and public travel, where the factor “reliability” came out as the most significant for
the preference of public solutions versus private ones. This output confirms the expectance of
travellers when choosing public modes related to the high level of reliability considering delays or
unexpected events during the trip. However, the results of the Multinomial Logistics Regression
for Case A (all available travel alternatives versus “train” mode) showed the lower importance of the
factor “waiting time” for those who prefer to use the train mode. The Multinomial Logistics regression
for Case B (all available travel alternatives versus “Combination of modes”) has been carried out for
investigating the main idea of multimodality by choosing "Combination of modes" as reference
category. In this case, we can observe the lower importance of the factor “travel time” for those who
prefer the solution “Combination of mode”. Thus, we can expect a major travel time of such
multimodal travel alternative (“Combination of mode”) since it did not include any form of
coordination between transportation systems. However, in the Multinomial Logistics regression for
Case C, we applied a resampling technique in which “Combination of modes” is used as a reference
category. The resampling technique has been performed by extracting randomly the equal number of
cases from other transport modes for matching with the number of responses for “Combination of
modes” alternative. Furthermore, the number of alternatives was reduced by merging the alternatives
“Metro”, “Bus” and “Train” in one new dummy category. In this case, the factor “travel time”,
positively affected the choice of the “Car (park at/near the airport)”, while the factors “travel cost”
and “reliability”, showed negative influence. However, the variable “reliability” had a positive effect
on choosing the category “Train/Metro/Bus”, while the variable “waiting time”, had a positive effect
on selecting Taxi alternative.
Finally, the sensitivity analysis has been performed, considering the results of the Binary and
Multinomial logistics regression, for analysing the impact of non-coordination in the multimodal chain
scenario that included previously mentioned travel mode alternatives. The results of sensitivity
analysis showed the factors “waiting time” and “reliability” as those of the highest importance in the
case of the non-coordination in the multimodal travel chain. Thus, for assessing the impact of noncoordination, we performed the ranking of the travel modes’ preference in the multimodal trave chain
according to the one unit increase of the importance related to the factors “waiting time” and
“reliability”. Accordingly, in the case of non-coordination in the multimodal travel chain, the
preference of the mode choices related to:
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•

Bus

•

Bus

The importance of the factor “waiting time”, considering the preference from lowest to
highest is given as follows.

Combiantio
n of modes

Train

Metro

Car (park
at/near the
airport)

Car
(Someone
drops me
off/pick me
up)

Taxi

The importance of the factor “reliability”, considering the preference from lowest to highest
is given as follows.

Taxi

Car (park
at/near
the
airport)

Car
(Someone
drops me
off/pick me
up)

Combiantion
of modes

Metro/Train

Therefore, we can conclude that the above-mentioned ranking of the travel mode choices in the
multimodal travel chain corresponds to the real situation related to the non-coordination among TSPs.
Accordingly, the increase of the reliability and decrease of the waiting time in the multimodal chain
would enhance the coordination among TSPs, and eventually would lead to the shift from private to
public travel mode solutions. Other aspects for achieving this coordination will require the
development of smart contracts among TSPs, as well as the identification of the data that are required
to be shared among them.
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Appendix A Network management strategy for air
transportation
The Network Manager manages ATM network functions (airspace design, flow management) as well
as scarce resources (transponder code allocations, radio frequencies), as defined in Regulation
677/2011 and Regulation 2019/123. The Network Manager general objectives are to support the
execution of the network functions and to contribute to the continuous improvement of network
operations in the Single European Sky (SES) and the overall performance of the network.
The growth of air transport demands strategic measures to manage operations in a framework of
operational security and efficiency. One of those measures is Air Traffic Flow Management (ATFM), a
collaborative process of managing air traffic flow into congested or constrained airports or airspace to
ensure balance between air traffic demand and Air Traffic Service (ATS) capacity, while maintaining
the highest level of safety and benefits to all stakeholders involved.
The topic of this paper is Air Traffic Flow Management (ATFM), its purpose, phases of which it consists,
structure and organization, as well as its implementation. The only literature used in the preparation
of this paper is the ICAO Doc. 9971 – Manual on Collaborative Air Traffic Flow Management [5].
ATFM contributes to the safety, efficiency, environmental and cost-effective sustainability of an Air
Traffic Management (ATM) system. It is a facilitator of ATM effectiveness and efficiency. ATFM is
performed as a collaborative decision-making process (CDM) and strong coordination along with
communication between aviation stakeholders are very important for successful implementation of
an ATFM service.
Initial implementations of ATFM were managing air traffic demand when it exceeded capacity of Air
Traffic Control (ATC) services.

A.1 Objectives and principles of ATFM
The objectives of ATFM are:
•
•
•
•
•

Increasing the safety of the ATM system;
Balancing demand and capacity;
Ensuring an optimum flow of air traffic;
Facilitating collaboration between aviation stakeholders;
Minimizing negative effects of disruptions and changing conditions on the capacity of system.

The principles of ATFM are:
•
•
•
•
•

Optimizing airspace and airport capacity without compromising safety;
Maximizing efficiency;
Enabling effective collaboration and coordination among stakeholders;
Supporting the launch of new technologies and procedures;
Continually developing to support the changing aviation environment.

A.2 Benefits from ATFM
The benefits from ATFM can be divided into two major groups: operational and societal benefits.
Operational benefits are:
•
•
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Increased ATM system safety;
Increased system efficiency;
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•
•
•

Increased situational awareness among stakeholders;
Improved punctuality;
Effective management of capacity and demand.

Societal benefits are:
•
•
•

Increased quality of air travel;
Reductions of emission of harmful gases;
Mitigation of the effects of reduced capacity.

A.3 ATFM service
A.3.1 Considered elements of ATFM service
In order to function effectively, ATFM service depends on a number of processes, operational data and
supporting systems. Certain elements to be observed when operating an ATFM service are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Airspace and airports’ capacities;
Traffic demand;
The forecast and meteorological situation;
The dynamic traffic situation;
Tools that enable sharing of data and operational information among stakeholders;
Agreements between all ATFM stakeholders.

A.3.2 Operational strategy
The main aim of the ATFM strategy is to manage traffic flow and to ensure safety and increase the
overall efficiency of the ATFM system. Also, it is necessary that the ATFM strategy makes sure that
equity among all airspace users and transparency are maintained to the highest level. ATFM applies to
all flights, but sometimes States may choose to exempt certain types of flight from ATFM, such as:
•
•
•

Flights in emergency situations;
Flights on search and rescue mission;
Flights on which there is a need for urgent medical evacuation or flights with Head of State
status.

A.4 Capacity determination
A.4.1 Capacity of an airport and airspace sector
Some of the factors affecting the capacity of an ATM system are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Traffic density;
Meteorological factors;
Routes;
Types of aircraft using the airspace;
Workload of controller;
Communication, navigation and surveillance equipment.
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In Σφάλμα! Το αρχείο προέλευσης της αναφοράς δεν βρέθηκε. Figure 36 and Figure 37Σφάλμα! Το
αρχείο προέλευσης της αναφοράς δεν βρέθηκε. below, there are a schematic representation of
factors that affect airspace and airport capacity.

Figure 36. Factors affecting airspace capacity [5]
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Figure 37. Factors affecting airport capacity [5]

Capacity is defined as the maximum number of aircraft that can be accepted over a given period of
time (usually one hour period) at an ATM resource.
Airspace capacity is expressed as the total number of flights that a controller can handle within a
sector, while airport capacity represents the total number of movements that an airport can handle
during a period of one hour.
ATFM solutions are based on the expected dynamic operational capacity which is the expected
capacity associated with the tactical situation at the ATM resource. There are two different ways of
measuring ATC sector capacity: mathematical occupancy and complexity models, and controller
workload assessment models.

A.5 ATFM phases
A.5.1 From ATFM planning to post-operations ATFM
The ATM planning phase is a preparatory one. The ATFM system must be supplied by three elements
of ATM planning: traffic forecast, performance targets and the general output of ATM planning. Before
proceeding with ATFM implementation, the following two steps must be taken:
1. set up a picture of the expected traffic demand through collection and analysis of air traffic data;
2. analyse the complexity and cost of the ATFM measures.
ATFM implementation consists of three phases: strategic, pre-tactical and tactical. Strategic phase is
accomplished two months or more in advance. This phase uses the outcomes of the ATM planning
phase and consists of a data collection, a process to review available capacity and a number of steps
to be taken if imbalances occur. The outcome of this phase is a plan which includes hypotheses,
capacity forecast and contingency measures. The main aim of the pre-tactical phase is to optimize
capacity through an effective organization of resources. This phase is based on a CDM process
established between all stakeholders.
During pre-tactical phase the following tasks are performed:
•
•
•
•

determining the current available capacity;
determining the demand;
estimating the acceptance rates to be applied according to system capacity and
arranging a summary of ATFM measures to be proposed.

The final outcome of this phase is the ATFM daily plan (ADP) which describes the measures which
manage the traffic.
Real-time traffic flows and capacities are managed during the ATFM tactical phase.
These described phases are shown in Figure 38Σφάλμα! Το αρχείο προέλευσης της αναφοράς δεν
βρέθηκε. below.
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Figure 38. ATM planning and ATFM phases [5]

Post-operations analysis is implemented at the end of the ATFM planning and management process.
Reported issues and operational statistics should be analysed in order to learn from experience and to
make improvements in future. All stakeholders included in the ATFM system should provide feedback.

A.5.2 ATFM solutions
ATFM solution means the combination of capacity optimization and ATFM measures. There are the
ATFM operation manuals in which are listed the ATFM solutions for certain airspace or airport.

A.5.3 ATFM process
The actions which optimize ATM system are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Capacity determination;
Demand assessment;
Comparison of demand and capacity levels;
The CDM model application;
Mitigation of demand/capacity imbalance;
Monitoring the situation;
Post-event analysis.
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A.5.4 Capacity optimization
Capacity optimization is the part of an ATFM solution, and the optimizations used in ATFM are:
sectorization, flexible use of airspace and actions that balance arrival and departure capacity.

A.5.5 ATFM measures
ATFM measures are actions used to manage air traffic demand according to system capacity. These
measures should generally only apply during periods when demand exceeds capacity, and it is
necessary to minimize as much as possible their impact on flight operations. Some of the ATFM
measures are: Ground delay programme (GDP), Ground stop (GSt), Minutes in trail (MINIT), Miles in
trail (MIT), Minimum departure intervals (MDIs), Re-routing, Mandatory routing scenarios, Alternative
or advisory routing scenarios, Level capping scenarios, Fix balancing, etc.
Selection of the ATFM measure begins when an imbalance emerges between demand and capacity
that cannot be resolved by some capacity optimization action.
As the ATFM system developed, variations and new types of ATFM measures are emerging.

A.6 ATFM service interfaces
A.6.1 Data, information and controls
A key enabler in supporting the global development of ATFM is increase of cooperation and
coordination among stakeholders. In order to achieve more efficient traffic flow management, States
should ensure that operational data from ATFM system are exchanged within ICAO regions, as well as
outside the ICAO regional boundaries.

A.6.2 Benefits of data exchange
Data sharing facilitates the collaboration and cooperation between ATFM units and increases common
situational awareness. Data sharing also increases safety and efficiency in air traffic operations,
reduces delays, enhances predictability and reliability of airspace users’ schedules and reduces impact
on the environment from noise pollution and gas emissions.

A.6.3 Data type description and harmonization
The primary data for ATFM services is reliable flight intent data, provided by the various organizations
responsible for execution of flights.
The primary data for ATFM services are:
•
•
•
•
•

Airport strategic slot data;
Airspace user flight intent updates;
Flight plans, flight plan cancellation, indication of departure and arrival, etc.
Airport departure planning and arrival information;
Aircraft position report, etc.

Data exchange is the sharing of information required for the effective ATFM service. Shared data
include information related to the capacity, demand, flight intent, ATFM measures and CDM actions.
The ATFM unit needs access to current information on the dynamic airport and airspace traffic demand
and capacity situation in order to support ATFM decisions.
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A.7 ATFM communication
A.7.1 Communication
The main purpose of communication and data exchange is to increase stakeholder situation
awareness, improve operational decision-making and enhance the efficiency of the ATFM system.

A.7.2 ATFM communication requirement
Applicable ATFM information include:
•

Significant aerodromes:

1) meteorological information having an effect on capacities;
2) aerodrome and approach control infrastructure issues affecting capacity;
3) current and planned aerodrome runway configurations;
4) airport arrival and departure rates;
5) airport arrival and departure demand and
6) applicable ATFM measures.
•
a)
b)
c)
d)

En-route airspace:

meteorological information having an effect on capacities;
en-route sector capacities and demand;
infrastructure issues affecting capacity and
airspace issues affecting capacity.
•

General:

1) ATFM stakeholder planning teleconferences information;
2) information related to ATFM pre-tactical, strategic and tactical plans;
3) meteorological conditions;
4) letters of agreement;
5) route information;
6) NOTAMs, etc.
Airspace users and ATFM units are required to communicate and trade information for the purposes
of CDM and information spreading.

A.8 ATFM structure and organization
A.8.1 ATFM service structure and organization
ATFM organizational structure must allow the management of the ATFM service and the coordination
and exchange of information.

A.8.2 Coordination within ATFM
ATFM relies on efficient collaboration and coordination, and CDM is the foundation of flow
management. One of the ATFM structure purposes is therefore to facilitate CDM. In order to do so, a
protocol is established to ensure that each level of the organization is informed of ATFM activities in a
timely and accurate manner.
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A.8.3 Roles of stakeholders in an ATFM service
•

Flow management unit (FMU) / Flow management position (FMP)

FMUs/FMPs monitor traffic flows within their areas of responsibility and implement approved traffic
management measures. FMU/FMP collect all relevant information, such as capacity constraints,
runway closures, meteorological conditions, procedural changes that affect ATS units, etc. This may be
enabled through teleconferences, internet or e-mail, ensuring distribution of all relevant information
to the stakeholders, relying on the CDM process, creating the ATFM daily plan, documenting in real
time, etc.
•

Airspace users (Aus)

Airspace users participate in the ATFM process by providing flight plans or information about airspace
utilization as well as by participating in the CDM process. Airspace users are pilots, airline, and
operation centres or military authorities. Airspace users encompass all entities that make use of
airspace and that affect the availability of airspace.
•

ATS units

ATS units participate in ATFM teleconferences, providing input regarding capacity, provide strategic,
pre-tactical and tactical input into demand and capacity scenarios, etc.
•

Airport operators

This term refers to any entity involved in the management of an airport. They participate in ATFM
teleconferences, in CDM coordination discussions and post-event analysis.
•

Meteorological service provider

Meteorological information providers play a key role in ATFM because they forecast events that can
impact traffic, in order to mitigate their consequences. They also provide accurate real-time
meteorological information.
•

States

States ensure publishing ATFM procedures and information in the State AIP.

A.8.4 ATFM training
States and ANSPs should establish core training plans to educate the ATFM service staff. An ATFM
service is provided at different levels of responsibility, each with its own training requirements.

A.9 ATFM implementation
A.9.1 Generic consideration on ATFM implementation
Robust coordination and common understanding are required in implementation of ATFM in an
international environment. ATFM represents a part of the CDM process where ANSPs, Airspace users,
airports, military entities and other stakeholders collaborate with the goal of improving the overall
performance of the ATM network.
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In the implementation of ATFM, it is important that a project management approach defines the tasks
for each stakeholder, that the ANSP oversee the implementation process and that the personnel who
will lead the development of ATFM be identified. Best practices indicate that Airspace users, airport
operators and military authorities should be involved in planning, development and implementation
of ATFM. The following chapters will present the steps in the process of ATFM implementation.

A.9.2 Step 1: Identifying the need for ATFM
This step starts with the realization by a given stakeholder that there is a need for ATFM. Considering
that effective ATM must transcend national borders and that optimal results require collaboration
among all stakeholders, the chances of not needing ATFM at all are rather small.

A.9.3 Step 2: Requirement assessment
ANSPs should conduct an analysis of Air Traffic Management operations to determine which
implementation would be most suitable for their area of responsibility. During this assessment, it is
necessary to answer following questions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Are there periods of high ATC workload?
Does demand exceed capacity on a regular basis in airports or airspace?
Does the growth in traffic indicate that demand will exceed capacity in the future?
Are airport operators experiencing increased elapsed flight times?
Are there increases in seasonal demand resulting in demand exceeding capacity?
Are there noise reduction procedures causing capacity abatement?
Are there capacity constraints caused by meteorological conditions, military exercises, VIP
movement or other factors?
Are there political factors which could affect the implementation of ATFM, etc.

A.9.4 Step 3: Concept of operation establishment
When the ATFM requirements are assessed, the ANSP should develop the ATFM scope for the relevant
area of responsibility.
In its initial implementation, ATFM should enable collaboration between stakeholders and
communicate operational information to Airspace users, ANSPs and to other stakeholders. It can be
implemented using simple methods, such as e-mail and point-to-point telephone calls designed to
exchange information.

A.9.5 Step 4: Defining requirements
This step is based on the conclusion of the gap analysis. Procedures are put in place and supporting
tools are considered so as to enable the functionalities that were envisaged. During this step, all the
ATFM units share data and maintain a common awareness. Also, a set of ATFM measures is suggested.
Some information related to capacity should also be identified:
•
•
•
•

ATC capacity;
Traffic demand (flight plans and flight schedule);
ATM system disruptions having an impact on capacity;
Other information affecting ATC capacity.

The meteorological information that could affect capacity should be identified. Sources for such
information are:
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Meteorological offices;
Meteorological watch offices;
Aeronautical meteorological stations;
World area forecast centres;
Volcanic ash advisory centres;
Tropical cyclone advisory centres, etc.

The appropriate communication tools should be identified, such as:
•
•
•
•
•

Telephone conferencing system;
Electronic chat to support tactical discussion;
Web-based conferencing system;
Operational information web pages;
Any other appropriate tools.

A.9.6 Step 5: Procedure development
Step 5 is based on conclusions of Step 4: the procedures and the tools that are needed have been
identified and development can begin.
In this step, the CDM processes that will be used in ATFM are established. Also, during this phase,
consideration should be given to Safety Management System (SMS) processes.
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Appendix B Network management strategy for road
transportation
The main objective of road traffic management is the planning and monitoring of traffic by maximising
the usage of existing infrastructure and optimising the investment in the new road equipment,
ensuring smoothness of road traffic operations, ensuring the effectiveness of traffic activities
according to environmental and regulation policies.
In the strategic level, road traffic management involves the investment and building of road
infrastructure and managing the whole network at macro level according to safety, economic and
environmental benefits. Tactical and operational level includes the traffic monitoring in the real time
regarding the traffic volumes, speed, incidents. In the urban level, road traffic management covers the
intersection, signal and real-time traffic management, considering Intelligent Transportation System
(ITS) technologies, such as Automatic Vehicle Identification (AVL), Automatic Number-plate
Recognition (ANPR), Automatic Incident Detection (AID), [6].

B.1 Road traffic management
Road traffic management (RTM) is focused on the planning, monitoring and control of the road traffic
flows and establishing road strategies that are focused on the road optimisation and sustainable
transportation development. The basic elements of the RTM are:
•
•
•

The collection of traffic data
Tracking the road user behaviour
The measuring of vehicle performance according to road and weather conditions

The implementation of urban RTM is followed by the usage of ITS technologies that are focusing on
the real-time control for forecasting traffic and resolving the issues that are caused by the traffic
congestion of accidents. Today, there are various technologies that are implemented for RTM by using
ITS, such as Vehicle-to-Vehicle infrastructure systems in which vehicles are able to communicate with
each other through the mobile sensors. Usually, the implementation of ITS in urban RTM is realised
through [7]:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Traffic signal control
Real time passenger information
Location tracking of vehicle e.g., bus, taxi, ride-sharing
Automatic Number Plate Recognition system which identifies the vehicle based on the
registration plates
Vehicle detection systems e.g., car parking management
Pollution monitoring which helps authorities to implement strategies for decreasing
environmental issues
Road user charging that has the objective of reducing traffic volumes and congestions in cities

The management of the road traffic with ITS has the objectives described as follows [7]:
•
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Demand management which aims to decrease the road traffic volume and encourage the PT
mobility for decreasing the number of private car journeys
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•
•

Traffic flow harmonisation for increasing the efficiency of transport system by accessing the
event that caused the traffic congestions through traffic signal control; using queue relocation
for shifting traffic congestion to less traffic areas
Parking management

As described by [8] the general strategies in PT are focused on:
•
•
•
•

Introducing new PT links/services/modes
Improving PT infrastructures e.g., access to routes from the stops, new ticketing system,
automatic enforcement of bus lanes using video cameras connected to Bus AVL system
Changing the design of a road network in favour of PT
Changing the control of a road network in favour of PT

The general strategies related to the usage of private car vehicles were described as [8]:
•
•
•
•
•

Limiting private vehicles’ access to certain areas
Access control/restriction in residential or city centre areas
Restriction of Parking Space at city centres
Restricted parking duration access (in residential areas or city centres)
Increasing private vehicles’ generalised costs (road use price, parking price, speed reduction)

B.2 The main actors and coordinators in the road traffic management
The NTM concept leads to better opportunities and accessibility in the multimodal mobility, focusing
on the communication and real-time travel information exchange between TSPs and authorities, seen
as the key roles in the traffic management. As follows, we addressed the main actors and coordinators
in the road transportation, by focusing on MaaS, PT, DRT.

B.2.1 The main actors and coordinators in MaaS network
management
Reference [9] defined the main activities of MaaS as journey planning, booking, payment, and
execution of journey. In the process of journey planning, the MaaS operators receive data from the
network, TSP’s services, and users’ preferences which are useful for creating journeys and optimising
travel routes. After the user’s booking, issuing of ticket and the payment, the MaaS operator and TSPs
are responsible for providing a seamless journey with all relevant information regarding delays and
customer support. The study proposed by [10] stressed out the collaborations between operators,
providers, and managers in the NTM for creating effective MaaS solutions. For example, the role of the
MaaS integrator was to set up the mobility platform, manage transportation, users, and
access/ticketing data. Additionally, study [11] defined the MaaS operators as a public transport
authority or a private company, where public transport authorities are responsible for managing all
transportation operators and ensuring their role in the MaaS concept. Beside the transportation
operators and public authorities, the Maas concept involves the mobility service providers, which aim
to provide advanced traffic optimisation and service offers to the users. However, transportation
operators tend to collaborate with private MaaS providers for increasing the possibilities for market
share and the level of customers’ service. On the other side, private companies were defined as more
competitive in the MaaS market share and more focused on designing specific services for users. In
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particular, reference [12] described the roles and responsibilities of stakeholders within the MaaS
ecosystem, as follows:
•

•
•
•
•

National road authorities and ministries involve the ministry of transportation, transport
agency/road administration and transport safety agency/authority which are responsible for
establishing strategies, policies, long-term plans and regulations for transportation services,
etc.
Local authorities which involve regional/local transport agency, responsible for planning,
organisation and management of public transport, and city planners which are responsible for
transportation and traffic planning and local infrastructure
MaaS operator which aim to develop a single mobile application that provides different
transportation services and personalised transportation plans
TSPs which involve several travel modes and the services such as providing schedules, fares
and real time information in PT, vehicles’ and booking information, fares, drivers and rides
database, availability and locations for taxi, ride sharing, etc.
Mobile service providers which aim to provide mobile ticketing services and payment to MaaS
operators and TSPs.

For example, the case study of Lisbon analysed the implementation of the MaaS concept, through the
intermodal transport ticketing which encouraged the use of the public transport operators, where the
Viva System introduces the ticket integration, and Via Verde is used for paying motorway tolls, parking,
car-sharing, etc. According to the authors, the implementation of the MaaS in Lisbon, could lead to the
growth of the PT usage and the better user’s familiarity with the digitalisation of the transport
experience. Authors addressed some points to be defined, such as the regulation of the MaaS services
regarding the management and planning of urban mobility, data security and privacy, performance
monitoring, etc., [13]. According to [14] one of the main aspects for NTM is the users’ data
management for improving not only the service provided to users, but also the overall mobility system
in which the MaaS providers should have access to data management and information regarding
timetables, delays, etc. The reference [14] focused on the fundamental issues related to the data
sharing, roaming cost, payments, stakeholders’ market rules, where one of the issues regarding data
management were defined as the unavailability of specific data and the lack of resources. Other
aspects of the NTM in MaaS were defined as fleet management and traffic data flow management. In
the case of the fleet management, the MaaS operators perform activities such as:
•
•

The maximisation of fleet uptime through the dynamic and predictive detection of vehicles
failures;
The maximisation of the vehicles usage rate by ensuring the optimal location of the vehicles
and monitoring of the fuel level.

In the case of the traffic data flow management, the main actors were defined as TSPs, authorities,
traffic management operators, MaaS operators and users. The effective traffic management requires
from operators to [14]:
•
•
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Have access to the real-time traffic data regarding flows, speed, travel time, congestions;
Collect information from authorities regarding the travel time forecasting for optimising the
traffic flow management and providing better service to users.
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B.2.2 Traffic management and MaaS
The collaboration between traffic management and MaaS initiated the concept of multimodal mobility
management framework, which focus on improving the mobility of people, promotion of sustainable
transport and optimising traffic management, in which the role of MaaS (se Figure 39) is to [15]:
•
•
•

Ensure data sharing between MaaS operator and TSPs
Dealing with travel demand and users’ mobility behaviour
Supporting seamless mobility and improving overall users’ experience

This collaboration could benefit the authorities, traffic managers and service providers for avoiding
decreasing congestion and emissions, improving road safety, providing best route options and traffic
information. The main stakeholders in the Multimodal mobility management were defined as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

MaaS operators
Public Transport Operators
Public Transport Authorities
Parking operators
Private Mobility Service Providers (Taxi, Ride-hailing, ride-sharing, etc.)
City Transport Network Management Operators
Multimodal Transport Authorities

For developing Multimodal mobility management and collaboration between MaaS and traffic
management, it is necessary the identification and collection of data that will be shared between traffic
management system and MaaS for creating better traffic efficiency. These data involve the
identification of multimodal routes, actual and future users’ demand to be shared with MaaS
providers, journey planning and booking information, car sharing and taxi reservations, PT services
purchases, real time vehicle location, delays and disruptions, etc. Besides data sharing, the context of
multimodality is focused firstly on the vehicle and traffic management, and then on user’s
management and behaviour. Usually, traffic management and optimisation could be managed by
MaaS providers that provide certain services to the users through MaaS application such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Traffic data services
Travel time estimation forecasting
Forecasting level of service
Interactive traffic management
Adaptive and dynamic traffic control
Advanced navigation services
Traffic status and even identification

Additionally, the role of a MaaS operator would be to provide multimodal service and various mode
choice for optimising traffic flows in the road network, according to the demand estimation. Through
the collaboration with MaaS, traffic operators could collect real-time traffic data by connected vehicles
and use it as a prediction for the traffic optimisation regarding delays, increasing comfort and
decreasing the number of accidents. The MaaS application contributes to the Multimodal Transport
Management with the activities as follows:
•
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•
•

Enhancing user for using sustainable transport system by promoting less congested transport
modes
Mitigating unexpected incidents in the multimodal network

Figure 39. The collaboration between MaaS and traffic management [15]

B.2.3 The main actors and coordinators in PT network management
The main task of the PT management is to ensure the effectiveness of the transit operations and to
provide high-quality service for travellers. According to the [16] the main responsibilities in PT are the
public authorities and the transportation operators. The role of the public authorities is to build
infrastructure (roads, depot, parking space), install monitoring devices, prepare operational plan,
impose penalties and taxes, while the role of the transportation operators is the trip scheduling and
fleet management, operation planning, fleet management, the employment of the drivers and staff,
etc. The responsibilities of transportation operators regarding the taxes and charges payment are
related to the bus registration, insurance charges and motor vehicle tax. Additionally, operators are
required to establish bus fleet and maintenance facilities according to the technical specifications and
authorities’ prerequisite [16]. The authors defined the responsibilities of the public authorities and
transportation operators which involve [16]:
•
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The processes related to the procurement, such as the quality assurance, inspection of buses,
delivery of buses, maintenance of facility;
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•
•

The operations processes related to the fare setting, the route scheduling, setting of
standards, monitoring, payment;
The maintenance processes related to the provision of site, maintenance standards,
monitoring, insurance.

Also, the public authorities could face several revenue risks such as the loss in ridership, loss of
revenue, delay in operator payments, while the risks of the transportation operators are related to the
[16]:
•
•

Financial risks such as the fire and vandalism, force majeure
Operational risks such as the unavailability of fleet, maintenance issue, driving behaviour
issues, accidents

B.3 The best practices of the road network management strategies
In this subsection, we addressed the studies and projects in PT, MaaS and DRT that implemented
several strategies that succeeded to improve the overall mobility service by increasing the efficiency
of travel service as well as the users’ expectations.

B.3.1 The best practices of the PT network management strategies
The Civitas project reported the results of the best practices in 25 cities in Europe related to the
innovative urban mobility solutions [17]. Also, the paper proposed by [18] presented the review of the
various strategies in ten cities for improving urban mobility. For example, the adaptation of American
Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) in Europe, introduced various technologies for improving BRT, such as offboard payments, electronic tickets, propulsion technologies, user information systems for increasing
passengers experience, advanced software for scheduling operations, dedicated bus lanes, etc.
Another strategic plan proposed by [19] focused on increasing customer experience regarding the
frequency, speed, punctuality and comfort and decrease of car trips. Also, the Strategic Transport Plan
of London aimed to decrease the usage of private cars by encouraging the cycling, walking or PT usage.
The strategy focused on planning the new routes in the bus network by eliminating the non-useful
services in the centre of London and introducing new services in the outskirts. The strategic planning
aimed to improve the bus travelling time and reliability by focusing on the timetables and traffic light
optimisation, bus lane infrastructure, surveillance and performance. Additionally, the strategic plan of
the Madrid, Strategic Plan CERCA 2017–2020, focused improving companies’ services regarding the
urban mobility such as creating traceable physical and technological communication between the
company and stakeholders, introducing innovative technologies, improving the efficiency and the
attention on the employers in the company, increasing the number of users of the bus system, etc.
Accordingly, some of the measures for improving urban bus system regarding the infrastructure and
operations, service quality and vehicles were described as follows [18]:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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The introduce of Bus Rapid Transit
Separated bus lanes and lane traffic optimisation
Express and limited bus stop services
Bus priority measures
Advances software for operation management
Adequation of facilities and depots
Human resources
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bus marketing
Passenger information measures
Increasing frequency and reliability
Fares measures
Easy boarding/comfort and increase of customer experience
Mini buses and adapted vehicles
Accessibility for all users
Technical and economical maintenance
Safety and security

The advantages of the dedicated bus lanes in implementing PT traffic management strategy were
presented in a Ibn Gvirol arterial from the period between 2014 and 2015. The performance of the
strategy was evaluated by comparing the situation related to the PT and pedestrians before and after
implementing strategy. The strategy resulted in the decrease of average travel time by 7 %, while the
results of the survey showed the increase of the PT trips by 40 %, where around 65% of travellers were
satisfied with the PT service. Reference [20] developed the time-dependent bus dispatching strategy,
considering a multi-modal and multi-directional interaction with the transport system. The authors
used a responsive fleet size adaptation method for adjusting the fleet’s size and applying daily changes
regarding traffic schemes and modal choices. The presented approach was able to reduce costs for
transit service providers and to improve the quality of the network.

B.3.2 The best practices of the network management strategies in
MaaS
Reference [21] reported the success of the Helsinki “MaaS” implementation project regarding realtime information (data collection, processing and distribution), open data, integrated public transport
system (door-to-door trip chains) and interoperable payment system. As a result, “Act on Transport
Services”, in 2018, created conditions for the Maas development which simplified procedures for
digitalization, new business models, interoperability and single ticket payment on seamless travel
chains. Also, reference [22] reported the case study of the MaaS Global firm and their app Whim, in
Helsinki, which provided different types of Maas services by offering unlimited access to public
transport and several taxi rides and allowing the usage of rental cars for covering a wider area of
Helsinki. Also, the Go Denver company, in the US, offered a single ticket payment for an integrated
travel plan, without subscription, which aimed to receive benefits from analysing users’ data. On the
other hand, the project UbiGo, in Gothenburg, Sweden, offered a single subscription monthly paid
service, designed for households, for improving the usage of car sharing and PT in the urban contest.
The project lasted 6 months and involved 195 participants, in which data were gathered through
questionnaires that considered the users’ expectations, perceptions, and experiences. The project
resulted in the increment of the car sharing and PT, as well as the less usage of private car [23].
The study developed by [25] described different types of Maas systems in Helsinki, Vienne, and
Hanover that focused on the integration model. For example, the company MaaS Global and its app
Whim in Helsinki applied a ‘bottom-up’ organization in which a private integrator resells services
provided by other operators. Oslo’s system used a ‘top-down’ model of integration which focused on
the reduction of car traffic. In this programme, a public platform gathers the overall transport open
data and provides them equally to all the actors, maintaining competition in the market. Also, MaaS
Global in Helsinki recently started a new short-term subscription program for gaining customers
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through rent a car program and by offering discounts for PT [26]. In this way, the development of new
digital solutions for sale and demand in Maas systems could contribute to the improvement of PT. On
the other hand, Vienna was implemented an intermediate way of aggregation in which a transport
operator offers a Maas service, so called WienMobil, by including the integration of data (timetables,
choice of route, ticket, etc.,) and cooperation between different authorities. As reported by [27], Italy
developed MyCicero MaaS system platform, which has been adopted by 100 cities since 2013. It
provides territorial and transport information for tourists, enabling planning and payment for
multimodal trips, including railways, taxis, bike and car sharing, shuttle services, parking availability
and access to limited traffic zones. After the registration in MyCicero app, users can select the service
and the preferred payment method e.g., cash or credit card.
Reference [28] analysed the opportunity for the Maas mobility management in the smart city’s
environment in which transport operators should have multimodal, integrated, optimized and
centralized management services. In particular, authors described the People-Centric Approach for
developing Sustainable Urban Mobility Plans, focusing on the mobility needs of citizens and
stakeholders, regarding the management of the main sectors and activities, unlike the traditional
transport planning, which deals mainly with traffic and infrastructures. In general, it regarded the
activities for promoting sustainable transport and reducing the private car usage through information,
and communication initiatives, as well as the coordination of the various partners. For example, a
mobility manager needs to find the optimal solution for trips between home to work for the workers,
to reduce air pollution and congestion. Similarly, in the contest of home-school travel, are presented
a number of initiatives, involving the promotion of public transport, cycling alternatives, carpooling
and the transport services.

B.3.3 The best practices of the network management strategies in
DRT
The results of the comparison between the one-year DRT pilot Mokumflex and the traditional bus
service, showed the advancement of DRT regarding the reduction in terms of ridership, distances,
greenhouse gasses emissions per passenger and costs, [29]. Reference [30] reported the case study in
Malta’s university, which focused on the implementation of the IT system that manages DRT in realtime. The developed system comprised the software which managed the requests, scheduling, routes,
automatic dispatching of vehicles and data collection as well as mobile terminal app. Therefore, users
were connected in the system through a mobile app, where they indicated the pick-up/drop off
location and time windows, and the system decided whether to accept the request of not according
to the user’ request. Accordingly, authors developed the transport optimisation framework, so called
Roman framework, which included several aspects such as handling requests of the users connected
to the system and collecting historical data requests, handling the fleet of vehicles during the service,
providing data sharing and communication and the following database. As a result, the study suggested
the unsubsidized price 25% less than for a taxi and an average vehicle occupancy of 4 people for short
distance trips.

B.4 The road network management strategies considering
strategical, tactical and pre-tactical planning period
The literature review related to the examples of the network managements strategies in PT, MaaS and
DRT that enhanced the mobility service for strategic, tactical and pre-tactical period are addressed in
the following subsections.
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B.4.1 The network management strategies considering strategical,
tactical and pre-tactical planning periods in PT
In general, network management strategies in PT focus on the improvement of transportation system
and operation performance regarding different planning periods – strategic, tactical and pre-tactical,
as presented in Σφάλμα! Το αρχείο προέλευσης της αναφοράς δεν βρέθηκε.. The strategic level
focuses on maximising the service quality and users’ expectation considering budget limitations in a
long-term period, [31]. The case study of Brent proposed a long-term transport strategy for future
improvement of transportation mobility and accessibility, where the main objectives were to
encourage the usage of sustainable travel modes, reduce of conventional vehicles’ trips on network,
accidents and the exposure to emissions [32]. The authors stressed out the importance of PT by
developing the Bus Accessibility Programme which provided accessibility for the users with mobility
impairments and independent travels for around 94% of bus stops. The main issues were related to
the bus service, such as the travel time reliability and delays due to the traffic congestions.
Furthermore, they initiated with City Safe Zone initiative focussing on the improvement of users’
experience, as well as Personalised Mobility Services which offered the users various travel options
that encourage independent trips by providing user-focussing services. Another paper proposed by
[33] offered a strategic solution, which should involve all roles in the operating and planning
management process for improving the users’ experience, where the main concerns of the strategic
management planning in PT where related to:
•
•
•
•
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The selection and purchase of the vehicles
Types of buses in a fleet
The operation of the buses
The maintenance and the servicing
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Figure 40. Interactions between the stages of planning process [34]

On the other hand, the tactical level focus on the level of service and operational costs, where the
main concerns are related to [34]:
•
•
•

The frequency and the number and type of vehicles assigned to the different lines in different
period
The timetables for low frequency lines
The design of the operational strategies

Reference [35] investigated the opportunities for bus fleet management in PT e.g., improving bus
scheduling, frequency optimisation, by using Internet of Things (IoT). In the proposed methodology all
buses should be connected through an intra-network, while the main source is ticketing machines
operated by conductors. Also, the main source is connected to the tracking and control system, which
ensures the access of the location and status of a particular bus, as well as users’ demand monitoring
during picking hours. The IoT system collects the real-time data related to the number of the
passengers in a particular bus, current location and estimated time for reaching another stop through
the ticketing device, which are transferred to the control centre. After receiving information, system
gives the optimised fleet frequency for a particular route. As authors stated, the proposed IoT system
achieves several benefits, such as:
•
•
•
•
•

Increasing the revenues for PT companies,
Creating better real-time information environment for passengers,
Eliminating overcrowding of busses through the optimisation of the bus frequencies based on
a real-time demand,
The possibility of smart ticket integration,
Reducing the operating costs, etc.

Operational level focus on the short-term planning decisions related to the usage of vehicles, fuel
consumption and the drivers’ wage [34]. Reference [36] proposed a short-term management strategy
for improving operation and maintenance service quality, focusing on the fleet assignment and the
route selection as one of the main points for improving operating conditions on the bus network. Since
the route selection is more related to the long-term problem, the authors focused on the fleet
assignment problem as a short-term management tool for improving the efficiency of transit network
operators. They proposed a Quasi-Gradient Fleet Assignment algorithm for solving fleet assignment
problem for optimising the frequency and fleet size for each bus line. The model was tested on a Sioux
Falls and South Falls network and the results highlighted the total travel time improvement for 12%.
Another case study proposed by [37] introduced the short-term Urban Mobility Strategy action plan
for the period of 2012-2016 for improving the various modes of transport in the city of Stockholm. The
Urban Mobility Strategy investigated the actions such as the high-capacity PT which should focus on
increasing the accessibility of the Buses Rapid Transit (BRT) and increment of the speed in the inner
city of about 20kph, despite the current 14-15 kph as the cause of the traffic congestions. The
accomplishment of this strategy would require measures such as:
•
•
•
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The removal of parking spaces in a certain location and periods,
Building new infrastructure for dedicated lanes,
Increasing the performance and enhancing the monitoring of the dedicated lanes for PT,
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•
•

Prioritising the PT at traffic lights,
Including PT in multimodal journey, etc.

In general, real-time control strategies in PT comprises the station and intra-station control strategies,
where station control strategies are performed on some bus stops while the intra-station control
strategies are related on the decisions between two bus stops along the line, respectively. One of the
common approaches for station control strategies is the holding strategy which is focused on
decreasing the transfer time between the lines and the total waiting time and increasing the service
regularity [34]. In the literature, several studies have demonstrated the effectiveness of this strategy
[82] [38] [39] [40]. For example, [41] proposed a predictive headway-based bus holding strategy with
dynamic control point importance ranking and selection for optimising bus headways, based on a
performance and cooperative game model. The proposed strategy aimed to analyse the importance
of the bus stops at specific time intervals considering dynamic passengers’ demand, bus’s running,
arrival, departure and waiting times, where every stop is seen as a player. The simulation results of the
proposed strategy resulted in reducing the travel and waiting times and headway variance. Also, [42]
presented a real-time bus-holding control strategy for improving bus travel time and minimizing
passenger waiting time. The strategy was performed on a planning level e.g., route and fleet
modifications, and operational level e.g., improving bus dynamic flow for reducing passenger’s waiting
time. The input factors of the model, e.g., stations, bus capacity, average passenger demand, were
obtained through the AVL system. The results of the model tested in the city of Mashhad demonstrated
the reduction of the total passengers’ waiting time by around 9 %.

B.4.2 The network management strategies considering strategical,
tactical and pre-tactical planning periods in MaaS
One of the examples of the NTM in MaaS that regards strategic, tactical and operational level has been
introduced by [21] that presented “Mobility as a Service Public Policy Framework’’ which comprised
stakeholders such as political, technical and regulation authorities, operators, suppliers and users. The
authors considered three levels as: i) strategic dealing with the policy formulation step; ii) tactical
dealing with policy implementation iii) operational dealing with evaluation and monitoring faze. For
example, [85] investigated the potential of MaaS initiatives in adding mobility options for citizens. Such
initiatives are sometimes presented as ‘smart card’ projects, offering multiple transport alternatives,
(public transport, taxis, free-floating bicycles and scooters, car-sharing, carpooling services etc.),
through a single information and payment system [86]. On the other hand, [24] defined four levels for
sustainable MaaS concept related to the strategic, tactical, operational, and reflexive activities, where
the strategic activities were focused on the long-term vision of urban mobility and collaboration
between different actors in MaaS. Reference [43] developed a survey in the city of Stockholm, which
pointed out the role of local authorities, and the necessity of long-term regulations and strategic
planning for organizing and promoting sustainable mobility. To achieve such strategic goals, local and
regional authorities had to collaborate with all other stakeholders. Reference [44] described the
cooperation between private and public stakeholders for MaaS operators, where a public transport
agency can be both initiator and integrator for developing platforms. Additionally, [45] stressed out
the importance of synchronizing operational and tactical activities with a global strategy, where the
strategic level should define the role of MaaS in the transport system.
The tactical activities are focused on the individual strategies of the actors in MaaS and connection of
single actors’ initiatives in the strategic activities [24]. Reference [46] studied strategies about
predictive fleet management by using the taxi’s dataset in Munich. Authors exploiting the potential of
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mobility-on-demand for optimizing the fleet size by combining actual dispatching algorithms and a
predictive receding horizon control for idle vehicle rebalancing. The solution approaches reported
good performances in terms of costs and service quality. According to the results of a simulation study,
the constant efficiency of the system was demonstrated by reducing taxi fleets to 70%. Also, [47]
proposed a fleet management optimisation strategy which aimed to match the riders’ demand with
the MaaS drivers’ schedule by using open access data and assuming the riders’ shared location as a
starting point of the trip. The model didn’t require the sharing of drivers’ availability with operating
companies such as Uber, since sometimes they cannot directly control their drivers. The paper
proposed by [48] developed a corporate MaaS framework which supported the transportation and
working activities, as well as policy and decision-making development in MaaS. The authors
investigated the key indicators of the corporate MaaS such as quality of travel, travel behaviour and
costs, accessibility, business models, employment, etc. Accordingly, they proposed a corporate MaaS
framework which analysed the interactions among the individual, company, and societal level. The
individual level regarded the employees’ travel behaviours, travel quality and cost, and accessibility,
while the company level was related to the adoption of the corporate MaaS services, business models
and employment. The societal level referred to the local city in which company is located and indicators
such as the infrastructure and land use, quality of travel, energy use and emissions, etc. The impact of
the proposed framework was investigated by Sweden’s company for offering sustainable transport
solution and reducing car usage. The corporate MaaS services, such as planning and booking of trips
using various travel modes and real-time information, were offered through an app. According to the
collected user data and the key performance indicators defined on the individual level, the proposed
framework accounted for up to 44% of trips per month by encouraging the passage from a private car
to MaaS services.
According to [24] operational activities are described as daily activities, while reflexive activates related
to the monitoring and assessment of policies, e.g., reducing congestion, improving accessibility.
Reference [49] analysed twelve MaaS case studies regarding the transport mode availability, where
PT, car sharing, and taxi are present in most of scenarios, while others involved rental car, parking, and
regional transport, peer to-peer car rental, and access to limited traffic zone. The developed Maas
platforms used smart phone apps with real-time information, trip planning, booking, ticketing, and
payment options where the common payment method was the pay-per-use. Additionally, proposed
studies focused on the MaaS system from an operational point of view which involved characteristics
such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Integration of transport modes
Tariff option
One platform
Multiple actors
Use of technologies
Demand orientation
Registration requirement
Personalisation customisation

B.4.3 The network management strategies considering strategical,
tactical and pre-tactical planning periods in DRT
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The paper proposed by [50] analysed the efficiency, policy and modelling questions of DRT systems
and support decision makers regarding strategic, tactical and operational planning levels. In particular,
the strategic level used the econometric and economic modelling tools, while the tactical and
operational level were used for operational research tools and simulation techniques. Also, [51]
presented an Integrated Decision Support System as a decision-making tool for designing DRT systems
which aimed to simulate and analyse passengers’ behaviour and vehicles’ paths. The proposed system
was able to assist the decision-making process of DRT managers at: i) strategical level considering longterm policies, feasibility, socio-economic and environmental aspects; ii) tactical level considering the
monitoring and measuring performance of the system; (iii) operational level in which a dedicated tool
i.e. the Travel Dispatched Center tool was able to manage the service plan, according to the daily travel
demand, in terms of type of vehicle, routing and scheduling activities. Some authors investigated the
benefits for Customised Bus (CB) systems, as a demand-based transit system that provide personalised
transit service focusing on the individual travel requests of passengers [52] [53] [54]. The difference of
CB compared to PT consists in the real-time interaction between customers and operators in several
planning activities, by using ICT solutions such as websites and smartphones. Reference [55] presented
an operational strategy related to a private ridesharing service for a transit system support in which
passengers were realizing D2D travel by reaching and leaving the initial and final bus station “on
demand”. The authors tested personalized queueing-theoretic vehicle dispatch and idle vehicle
relocation algorithms, in virtual scenarios, reporting outcomes of total journey for travellers, which
resulted in 50 to 60% of time reduction.
Reference [56] identified efficient taxi service strategies that focused on drivers’ behaviour, described
by GPS traces and related revenues. The authors referred to a wide GPS database of about 7600 in the
megacity of Hangzhou, China, from April 2009 to March 2010. In particular, three types of strategies
were considered: (i) passenger-searching strategy which focused on the factors that influence taxi
driver’s decision-making process in searching passengers. (ii) passenger delivery in which driver selects
the route for delivering passengers considering the average passenger-delivery velocity, and (iii)
service area preference in which driver can chose the area to be serves according to traffic conditions
and passengers’ requests. Additionally, [57] presented an analytical model and dynamic pricing
strategies for handling the demand, managing schedules and reducing costs in DRT. Authors
considered dynamic requests and the generalized passengers’ cost for optimising DRT’s efficiency by
taking into account the operating capacity of the system, the number of passengers’ pick-up requests
and the distribution of times needed by the system. Reference [58] reported the operational
advantages of horizontal cooperation among dial-a-ride providers, in which each provider had a set of
customers to be served, so that each customer can send a request to a specific provider. The horizontal
cooperation and joint route planning aimed to minimize the total routing cost, and to analyse the
benefits from this cooperation.
Reference [59] used an agent-based model with GIS data to investigate demand responsive shared
transport services and various vehicle dispatching strategies, considering service and demand variables
(number of vehicles/passengers, average speed, vehicles’ capacity, demand rate, waiting time) and
route choice strategy. The authors proposed route choice strategy which considered three scenarios
i.e., “fully random”, “all vehicles driver on all flexible route”, “each vehicle is assigned to a flexible
route”. In the first strategy, the vehicle selected the flexible route randomly, while in the second
strategy each vehicle choosed to drive on a flexible route randomly or when a boarded passenger has
to leave/ is waiting at a stop. In the third strategy each vehicle drove on already assigned flexible
routes. Also, the local strategy was used for depicting the targets of the system regarding passengers
and vehicles, such as reducing trip costs, maximising profits by incrementing number of passengers
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within predefined travelled distance, reducing travelled distance to serve prefixed demand, and
reducing transportation pollution. Therefore, the authors investigated the indicators such as the
number of passengers, total travelled distance, average vehicle load factor/speed, travel/waiting time,
cost index, operation costs, total unit costs, etc. The proposed dispatching strategies were tested in
the city of Ragusa (Italy), and obtained solution found the best fleet size for optimising the users’ travel
time and operator’s costs.
Reference [60] proposed a two-stage decision model for a dial-a-ride service solution focusing on the
integration of paratransit and ridesharing system by identifying prices and vehicle scheduling. Initially,
the users’ tolerance was determined considering earlier pick-up and later drop-off times, and a price
discount for a shared ride. Experimental results showed that it is possible to serve more people without
increasing the number of vehicles by providing a 20% discount for passengers who accept a 15-min
earlier pick-up, or a later drop-off time. This led to the increase of the people being served by 15%.
Additionally, [61] analysed the situation in which scheduled paratransit vehicles can pick up
unscheduled users positioned near the predefined stops within a specific dynamic response area. The
obtained results showed good performances related to the number of served customers in terms of
the fleet size, and acceptable changes in travel times, compared to the traditional D2D pre-ordered
service.
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Appendix C Network management strategy for maritime
transportation
Maritime traffic management (MTM) is a distributed transport system [62]. Unlike other systems, such
as Air Traffic Management, which is organised centrally, in MTM conflicts are resolved locally. Ships’
crew is responsible for the ship control, planning, routing, and separation to other traffic participants
and obstacles in general. There exist systems, such as vessel traffic service (VTS), which is a monitoring
system established by harbour or port authorities, similar to air traffic control for aircraft. It assists the
traffic through navigation advice and assistance on request and can further provide traffic organisation
service in some areas. Although VTS operators monitor the proper use of regulation, they do not have
any legal mandate for actively planning, routing, or separating maritime traffic.
Actually, the distributed organisation of maritime traffic control is based on the development of
merchant shipping. Actually, rules came into effect in the 1840s to coordinate collision avoidance
between steam ships and sailing vessels [63]. Later, in 1948, in order to avoid delays caused by bad
weather conditions and to increase efficiency and safety of port approaches, it was established as a
shored-based system consisting of RADAR stations and communications [64]. Soon after a number of
these port control systems were established all over the world. Nowadays, there are about 500 VTS
around the world. Although these services follow international guidelines, they have been
implemented according to national standards leading to a variety of services offered by operators in a
VTS area. However, due to the expectations in maritime traffic growth, the establishment of more
centralised shore-based control is an ongoing discussion within the International Maritime
Organisation, a UN specialised agency responsible for regulating shipping with 174 country members.
Ships and vessels used to be sufficiently manoeuvrable and traffic density sufficiently low. However,
in the last 50 years this has changed dramatically. In the period compressed between 1950 and 2005,
cargo has grown 14 times (from 0.5·109 to 7 9·109 ton), average tanker size has grown 7 times (from
12.000 to 84.000 ton), and the fleet capacity grew 8 times (from 84.6·106 to 652·106 ton), [65]. Also,
vessels have become larger, entailing more difficulties to manoeuvre, speed has increased, and
numbers around major ports (‘‘hubs’’) have increased, requiring a change in collision avoidance [66].
All these changes in the last 50 years, call also for a change in the traffic management system. To move
from the current distributed system, in which each vessel is responsible for traffic management in its
immediate surroundings, towards a more centralised control executed by a unique authority. The
recent technological and organisational advances within the maritime domain have been highly
influenced by developments in aviation, as the aviation domain is often cited as one of the
predominant examples of safe and efficient traffic movements [67]. Two of the recent European
developments that are heavily influenced by how traffic management is conducted within the aviation
domain, are the concepts of Chain Planning and Sea Traffic Management (STM). Later in this chapter
we further analyse both methodologies.

C.1 Actors in maritime traffic domain
To better understand the way for centralizing the traffic management system, let’s first introduce the
different stakeholders in maritime traffic.

C.1.1 Vessel traffic service
A vessel traffic service (VTS) is a marine traffic monitoring system established by harbour or port
authorities, similar to air traffic control for aircraft normally offered in sensitive sea areas or in areas
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with a high traffic density. The International Maritime Organization defines VTS as “a service
implemented by a competent authority designed to improve the safety and efficiency of vessel traffic
and protect the environment [68]. Through VTS centers, the service shall have the capability to interact
with the traffic and respond to traffic situations developing in the VTS area”. Typical VTS systems use
radar, closed-circuit television (CCTV), VHF radiotelephony and automatic identification system to
keep track of vessel movements and provide navigational safety in a limited geographical area. VTS
operators (VTSOs) inform and assist the vessel traffic in a designated area, a VTS area. VTS is regulated
on an international level by a legal framework [68] [69] of International Maritime Organization (IMO)
guidelines and regulations, but it is implemented through national maritime administrations and
organised on a local level by VTS managers and supervisors [64].
IMO recognizes three different kind of service that a VTS centre can offer [55]:
●

●

●

Information Service (INS): An information service is a service to ensure that essential
information becomes available in time for onboard navigational decision-making. The
information service is provided by broadcasting information via VHF at fixed times and
intervals or when deemed necessary by the VTS or at the request of a vessel, and may include
for example reports on the position, identity, and intentions of other traffic; waterway
conditions; weather; hazards; or any other factors that may influence the vessel’s transit.
Traffic organisation services (TOS): A traffic organization service is a service to prevent the
development of dangerous maritime traffic situations and to provide for the safe and efficient
movement of vessel traffic within the VTS area. The traffic organization TOS service concerns
the operational management of traffic and the forward planning of vessel movements to
prevent congestion and dangerous situations and is particularly relevant in times of high traffic
density or when the movement of special transports may affect the flow of other traffic. The
service may also include establishing and operating a system of traffic clearances or VTS sailing
plans or both in relation to priority of movements, allocation of space, mandatory reporting of
movements in the VTS area, routes to be followed, speed limits to be observed or other
appropriate measures which are considered necessary by the VTS authority.
Navigational advice and assistance (NAS): Navigational assistance service is a service to assist
onboard navigational decision-making and to monitor its effects. The navigational assistance
service is especially important in difficult navigational or meteorological circumstances or in
case of defects or deficiencies. This service is normally rendered at the request of a vessel or
by the VTS when deemed necessary.

Despite these three services, VTS cannot be considered as a centralised organ for traffic management
as the legal mandate for the service only supports its functions in an informative level. Although VTSOs
are able to enforce compliance to current rules and regulations, these are often limited to reporting
an actor to the local/regional/national government. Thus, most of the traffic management is
conducted on board of a vessel using as almost the unique criterion, the immediate surroundings and
prioritizing individual goals, which often conflict with the overall safety of the traffic in an area.

C.1.2 Bridge Team
The bridge team is responsible for the planning and execution of the voyage. It usually consists of a
helmsman, navigation office, a captain, and a pilot in the area. The helmsman is in charge of the rudder,
the navigation officer controls the engine and is in charge of the navigation, unless the pilot is on board,
and the captain is the maximum responsible for the whole process.
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C.1.3 Pilot
Pilots are local navigation experts who come on board to assist the bridge team with the navigation.
Although their role is merely and exclusively as advisor, in most situations, pilots end up acting as
navigation officers [84] due to their knowledge. As local experts, they are aware of the fairways,
seabed, buoys, quays, currents, tides, planned word and traffic. Moreover, they also know safe routes
and can adapt them for the specific vessel characteristics, weather or traffic. As pilots are part of the
local organization team, they used to establish a relationship with VTSO’s, facilitating the
communication.

C.2 Towards centralized maritime traffic management
C.2.1 Sea Traffic Management (STM)
The Sea Traffic Management (STM) methodology is STM developed by the Swedish Maritime
Administration within MonaLisa and MonaLisa 2.0 projects (Motorways and Electronic Navigation by
Intelligence at Sea), endorsed by European Commission [70]. As already mentioned, even though the
AIS gives every vessel the ability to track position and movements of other ships, they are not able to
infer the travel route/plan or intentions of other vessels given only information from the AIS.
Therefore, STM seeks to create an organized centralized traffic management hub called Sea Traffic
Coordination Center (STCC) that will maintain records of all vessels at sea using the AIS and/or radar,
enabling the distribution of vessel routes between ship-to-ship and ship-to-shore, in a manner similar
to air traffic management (ATM). STCC incorporates the notion of route exchange between ship and
shore to deconflict and optimise vessel movements with respect to safety and efficiency. Vessels share
their route plans with the STCC, which checks the route and may suggest changes to it so the vessels
can either accept or reject. However, the final decision in navigational matters remains on the bridge.
The STCC together with AIS allows:
●
●
●
●
●

Generation of route plans with regards to weather and geospatial limitations or vessel-related
requirements
Automatic monitoring of the planned routes, allowing appropriate actions to be executed
should the vessel stray off-course
Collision prevention
Pilot assistance in difficult-to-manoeuvre areas
More informed navigational decisions in highly trafficked areas based on the shared data
about the surrounding environment

A number of STM services are currently being validated in a large-scale validation project [71] including
300 ships, 13 ports, 5 shore-based service centres, and 13 simulator centres deployed in both the
Nordic and Mediterranean Seas. Σφάλμα! Το αρχείο προέλευσης της αναφοράς δεν βρέθηκε. V
isualizes main services provided by STM:
Route cross-check – The intended voyage plan is sent to a shore-based service provider for crosschecking, in order to make use of updated regional area information that could affect ships’ voyage
plans. The cross-checking can be done before the vessel’s departure or before arrival at a certain
geographical area. The cross-check includes Under Keel Clearance (UKC), air draught, no violation of
no-go areas, compliance with mandatory routing, etc.
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Route optimisation – The route can be optimised based on many different criteria/goals, e.g., the
weather forecast, surface currents, fuel consumption, no-go areas regarding draft, areas with sensitive
nature, conflicts with other ships routes etc.
Ship to ship route exchange – The ship-to-ship route exchange will allow ships to exchange their
intentions to avoid close quarter situations. Officer on watch also receives the same data to plan
ahead, foresee possible dangerous situations and reduce route detours due to traffic conditions.
Navigational warnings – Navigational warnings are sent directly to the on-board Electronic Chart
Display and Information System (ECDIS) via digital communication, machine to machine. The warnings
can be sent only to those affected and deleted when no longer relevant, offering greater accuracy,
relevance and less administrative burden.
Enhanced monitoring – VTS route information is enriched with additional data which helps shore
centres to detect if planned schedule is not kept or if ship deviates from planned route.
Port call synchronization – The ship and the port exchanges arrival estimates in order to find the first
available time when all resources to handle the port call are available.
Port call optimisation – Key actors within a port call transparently share their data with others. This
way, the port actors increase predictability and create just-in-time processes which are not limited to
the arrivals and departures of ships, but also include just-in-time integration with hinterland
transportation leading to optimized turn-around processes.
Importing pilot routes – The approach routes are imported and merged which avoid replanning. The
voyage model is shared between the bridge officers and pilots during the piloting stages of the voyage.
Search and rescue (SAR) – When in need rescue coordination centres (RCC) send areas and routes to
SAR units.
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Figure 41. STM Services [71]

C.2.2 Chain planning
Chain planning represents the centralisation of information and services provided to the mercantile
merchant fleet. Harbours create vessel traffic management systems incorporating all services, e.g.,
VTS, pilot services, tugboats, and the harbourmaster, affecting the management of vessel traffic into,
within and out of the harbour. The goal is to make the handling of traffic more predictable, and
therefore also more efficient [72] [73]. The preconditions for achieving these goals are the following:
●
●
●
●
●
●
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All mandatory notifications to the harbourmaster are delivered, processed, and settled
electronically.
The agent and/or the master of the vessel provides the harbourmaster with the necessary
information – including updates and planning where applicable in time.
Planning horizon is extended until ETA to 72 hours before arrival and ETD to 24 hours before
dispatch.
Terminal planning is the basis of vessel traffic planning.
Planning of each individual dispatch is checked against vessel traffic planning and fixed based
on agreement with the nautical service providers assisting in that dispatch.
Planning and progress are monitored continuously, and where necessary, amended as agreed
by all parties involved, under supervision by the harbourmaster.
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●
●
●
●
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The harbourmaster monitors compliance with the vessel traffic management arrangement
and confronts any non-compliant parties.
Information related to a vessel’s port call in the harbourmaster’s domain is made transparent
and available for the port community.
Procedures and processes in the nautical chain; in particular, between VTS and maritime
pilotage.
A platform for cooperation has been established to facilitate the parties involved in vessel
traffic management in their cooperative efforts to improve the chain-process; and sIn this
chain-process, planning is detached from financial arrangements between the nautical service
providers and their client.
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Appendix D Network management strategy for rail
transportation
The busiest parts of the rail network often operate at or above capacity. This means that even a slight
delay can have a big impact from which it may be difficult to recover. A minor delay can ripple along
the network throughout the day, causing ‘knock-on delays’. According to references [74] [75] no
optimized timetable can be made resistant against all kinds of possible disturbances. In order to limit
the propagation of unexpected delays and restore the train service it is necessary to implement an
efficient Traffic Management System (TMS) adapting to dynamic changes. TΜS is a digital control
system, which is designed to assist rail traffic timekeeping and recover timetables quickly after a
disruption. Typical control measures include reordering trains at switches and platforms, shifting train
paths in time (retiming) and/or changing the route of trains at stations or along the tracks [83].

D.1 European Railway Traffic Management System (ERTMS)
European Railway Traffic Management System (ERTMS) is a project implemented in rail systems aiming
to a more efficient control and safer operation of rail transport, as the agency for rails from the
European Union mentions [76] [77]. Its main purpose is to create a single harmonized Control,
Command, Signalling and Communication system that is fully compatible with rail systems across
borders [77]. ERTMS is the cornerstone of an interoperable digital railway system, whose evolution is
based on compatibility through open standards, and consists of two parts:
●

●

ETCS (European Train Control System), a train control standard, based on onboard equipment
able to always supervise train movements and to stop the train if it moves beyond the
permitted stopping point. Information sent to the cab is received from the trackside
equipment, Eurobalises or radio, depending on the operation level. The driver’s response is
continuously monitored and, if necessary, ETCS takes control and activates the emergency
brakes.
GSM-R (Global System for Mobile Communications - Railways) is the European radio
communications standard for railway operations. Based on GSM radio technology, GSM-R uses
exclusive frequency bands for communications between the train and traffic control centres.

Figure 42 presents the way ERTMS operates.
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Figure 42. How ERTMS works [77]

D.2 Automatic railway traffic control systems
In parallel to ERTMS implementations that allow better control of the trains, providing higher speeds
and safer operations of trains, the traffic that is generated over a rail network can be efficiently
managed by applying more innovative systems. Controlling railway traffic in large railway networks is
a complex task that might not always be humanly manageable as reported in [78], and this is why
automatic railway traffic control systems have been developed. These systems manage the flow of
trains across the network based on real-time train information and automatically compute suitable
control measures based on the current state of the railway condition, using mathematical models.
Adapting to changing network conditions in real-time helps to resolve disruption, restore timings,
predict conflicts, and reduce the propagation of delays, affecting traffic and passengers. Despite the
convenience that automatic systems can provide, they have not been favoured by many infrastructure
managers, because their impacts on traffic have not been fully identified [79].
Figure 43Σφάλμα! Το αρχείο προέλευσης της αναφοράς δεν βρέθηκε. presents the ON-TIME f
ramework for the real-time management of railway traffic perturbations [79]. More specifically, all
modules involved in railway traffic communicate with each other by a web-service event-dispatcher
that stores and publishes events from and to all modules. The output events from each module are
published and queued in the event-dispatcher and they are afterwards sent as an input to the modules
that have subscribed to that specific event. In the figure, the events published by each module are
represented by the arrows directed towards the architecture, while those as input are depicted by the
arrows pointing towards the modules.
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Figure 43. The framework for the real-time management of railway traffic perturbations [79]

Railway traffic is simulated by microscopic simulation environments, where all the dynamic
interactions among the trains are represented, such as the signalling/ATP1 [1] systems (e.g., signals,
breaking behaviour), the infrastructure elements (platforms, switches) and the interlocking (e.g.,
dependencies between switch positions and signal aspects). The event of a train occupying or realizing
a track detection section is published to the event-dispatcher by the simulator and forwarded to the
Traffic State Monitoring (TSM) module, which elaborates this event in order to produce the current
state of traffic as an output. This output is then sent in a railML-compliant format to the architecture
and then transferred to the Perturbation Management Module (PMM). The PMM is the core of the
framework since it provides the control measures that allow the optimal real-time control of traffic
delays. As it can be seen from the figure above, the PMM consists of three interacting sub-modules,
namely the Traffic State Prediction (TSP), the Conflict Detection and Resolution (CDR) and the
Connection Conflict Detection and Resolution (CCDR). The TSP receives from the architecture the
current traffic state in order to predict the traffic behaviour in a given time period ahead (the
Optimisation Horizon, OH). The traffic prediction is then set as an input to the CDR module in order to
identify traffic conflicts that might occur in the network within the OH. If such conflicts occur the
Conflict Resolution algorithm generates possible control measures (i.e., reordering, retiming and/or
rerouting) that would prevent such perturbations. The output of the CCDR is therefore a list containing
all the connection constraints that should be removed to avoid delays and together with the traffic
prediction are communicated to the Human–Machine Interface (HMI), which graphically shows to the

1

ATP: Automatic Train Protection
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dispatcher the optimal control measures computed by the CDR. The dispatcher can accept or decline
these measures.
Figure 44 presents the framework for the real-time railway traffic control as described above.

Figure 44. Framework for real-time railway traffic control

As an evolution of the real-time railway traffic control analysed above, [80] suggests a new intelligent
traffic management system which will allow all rail traffic in a region to be controlled from a single
place.
The new train traffic control system will provide better systems for proactively managing train
activities. Instead of solving problems when they arise, remote dispatchers will have to anticipate
situations and find solutions before disturbances occur. In order to do that real-time information on
train services will be accessible and detailed knowledge on every part of the track on the network and
all parties working on the network will have the possibility to share the same equipment and
information.
This system will work on the condition that train operating companies and infrastructure managers
will collaborate on a common train traffic plan. Through that, reinforcement of the network at peak
times will be achieved. This approach creates long term stability and predictability in train services.
This new training control system will be divided in three parts:
1. Time/Distance graphs: provides information about schedules, obstacles and special
vehicles. Planning and information will be visible to every user at once to every user and the
plan will be executed automatically.
2. Time/Resource graph: this is like today’s track usage plan
3. Track network pictures: an improved view of the track plan available today
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These changes will make train services safer and more punctual by supporting balanced decisionmaking based on real-time information from railway networks.

D.3 Types of Traffic Management
The main types of Traffic Management (TM) are:
•
•

•

Operational Decision Support Tools (ODST): informs the operator about conflicts and can offer
solutions that the operator then must manually execute
Interfaced TM: this type of TM is linked to the Signal Control System through some form of
Automatic Route Setting. Using this system, the operator can choose a new plan which can be
implemented directly into the Signal Control System. Interfaced management is a process used
to ensure that all relevant specifics are identified and shared in a consistent, timely and
efficient manner between all stakeholders involved. This lays the foundation for a common
way of communicating and establishes clear lines of responsibility among all participants from
an early stage [81].
Integrated TM: the planning system and Signal Control System are effectively one system
providing a range of intelligent features to support flexible operation. Using this type of traffic
management, optimum and coordinated management decisions are instantly available at all
phases (Strategic, Pre-tactical and tactical).

Whichever TM system is used, it can improve the performance of the network. For timetabling, it
enables identification and removal of train path conflicts before they occur, in order to avoid delays.
The system can be used to continually smooth the train plan avoiding the escalation and ripple effect
of minor delays. When a significant event occurs, and a new plan is required, TM in a simulation mode
can be used to generate new options. Once the impact of each option for a new plan is analysed, the
plan can be implemented. This helps to speed up recovery and minimize reactionary delay.
Using interfaced or integrated TM to re-plan train services, provides the capability to reduce manual
signalling interventions as the amended train plan is sent to the automatic route setting for enactment
as opposed to conventional route setting systems which cannot be easily updated.
Because TM helps to reduce the amount of time to recover from disruption, it is helping to manage an
increase in train services. Also, TM helps to maintain a single, authoritative source of up-to-date
information for operational users, enabling a smoother and real-time flow of information.
TM is beneficial to all rail operators, as it has the ability to exchange real-time data with crew, stock
and driver advisory systems, allowing a full strategic picture to be generated and shared across the
industry. Improving railway performance for passengers is a top priority, and digital Traffic
Management systems are an important technology for achieving this quickly and efficiently.
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